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Abstract
The dominance of sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) in gas insulated switchgear (GIS)
is based on the combination of its beneficial physical and chemical properties.
However, due to its very high global warming potential (GWP), its
replacement with alternative environmental friendly insulating gases is
supported in a lot of countries and regions by legislative organs.
Consequently first SF6-free solutions are commercially available and in
service. However, there is still a discussion about the best candidate as the
environmental friendly alternative to replace SF6.
In the high voltage laboratory (HVL) of ETH Zurich, a structured investigation
is performed to identify potential candidates for SF6-replacement. In a first step,
semi-empirical screening methods are used to identify the most interesting
molecules. If these substances are available, their swarm parameters describing
the initial stage of an electrical discharge in almost ideal experimental
conditions are investigated in pulsed Townsend experiments. The influence of
more complex physical phenomena in technically relevant application
environments, including higher pressures, higher voltages and surface
imperfections is investigated in breakdown experiments. These breakdown
experiments are performed in uniform electric fields influenced by electrode
surface imperfections. Finally, partial discharge phenomena and breakdown
development are investigated in the most promising gases by electrical current
measurements through an embedded tip. The obtained parameters will provide
a basis for further breakdown behavior modeling, significantly reducing testing
efforts in research and development for future GIS.
The systematic search for potential replacement candidates for SF6 was the
subject of various theoretical and practical studies and research topics during
the last decade. No candidate was identified as a single substance to replace
SF6. As a consequence, the focus shifted to gas mixtures of strongly attaching
gases with buffer gases, such as N2, CO2 or air. Accordingly, the testing effort
is increasing today, as not only pure substances but also its mixtures have to be
investigated, which makes the quantitative prediction methods even more
important.
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Abstract

Currently, the HVL team is adapting its structured investigation methods to
predict the electric strength of gas mixtures. The current thesis contributes to
it with the definition of ideal experimental conditions and corresponding
breakdown voltages as well as the identification and evaluation of
phenomena leading to deviations. These deviations can depend on voltage
application methods, electrode surface imperfections, gas properties and
mixing ratios, electric field uniformity, statistical nature of the mechanisms
involved in breakdown development. To achieve this, the present thesis focuses
on the three topics listed below. For each topic, experiments are performed, the
results evaluated and conclusions and correlations drawn.
First, an experimental frame was defined including setup and method, to
perform breakdown voltage measurements based on literature, parameter
optimization study in air and SF6, and practical considerations. The influence
of the experimental parameters and their definitions were also validated in
collaboration with other laboratories to obtain reproducible measurement
results. In particular, the availability of seed electrons and the electrode
surface structure have a significant influence on the experimental results.
In the next step, breakdown voltage measurements were performed with the
defined experimental parameters in gas mixtures of C4-FN, C5-FK, and CF3I
with CO2, as well as in SF6 and CF3I gas mixtures with HFO1234ze(E).
Comparison of breakdown fields with swarm data showed a good agreement.
Small deviations in the calculated breakdown fields according to the streamer
criterion from the measured breakdown fields were mostly related to
experimental conditions such as gas pressure and gas properties leading for
example to deposits on the electrode surface.
Finally, the breakdown development process in gases subject to a voltage
step, starting from a needle tip embedded in a uniform electric field, was
investigated. This process based on streamer and streamer to leader transition
was observed by current and light signals. The experiments were performed in
SF6 mixtures with N2 and CO2 for reference, and in both mixtures of
C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % and C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 % considered
for application. Observations showed that the breakdown mechanism is
affected already by a small fraction – a few percent – of a strongly attaching
gas at high voltage operational pressure levels. In this case, the breakdown
mechanism changes from streamer to leader. Based on these findings, it is
expected that the basic design criteria of a GIS will remain unchanged for gases
other than SF6.

Kurzfassung
In gekapselten gasisolierten Schaltanlagen (GIS) wird vorwiegend
Schwefelhexafluorid (SF6) als Isoliergas eingesetzt. Diese Dominanz beruht
auf der Kombination seiner vorteilhaften physikalischen und chemischen
Eigenschaften. Jedoch wird aufgrund des hohen Treibhauspotentials von SF6
ein Ersatz mit alternativen umweltfreundlichen Isoliergasen durch den
Gesetzgeber in vielen Ländern und Regionen vorangetrieben. Entsprechend
sind die ersten SF6-freien Lösungen bereits kommerziell verfügbar und im
Einsatz. Es herrscht jedoch zur Zeit ein Diskurs über die geeignetsten
Kandidaten um SF6 zu ersetzen.
In der Gruppe Hochspannungstechnik (HVL) der ETH Zürich, wird mit
einem strukturierten Forschungsansatz nach potentiell geeigneten
Kandidaten für den SF6-Ersatz gesucht. Im ersten Schritt werden mit semiempirischen Methoden vielversprechende Moleküle identifiziert. Falls die
entsprechenden Stoffe verfügbar sind, werden ihre Schwarmparamater in
gepulsten Townsend-Experimenten untersucht. Diese Parameter beschreiben
das Anfangsstadium einer elektrischen Entladung unter nahezu idealen
Bedingungen. Der Einfluss komplexerer physikalischer Phänomene unter
technisch relevanten Bedingungen wie hohen Drücken, hohen Spannungen
und Störstellen an der Elektrodenoberfläche, wird in Durchschlagversuchen
untersucht. Die Versuche werden in homogenen elektrischen Feldern unter
Einbezug von Störstellen durchgeführt. Die aussichtsreichsten Kandidaten
werden anschliessend auf ihr Teilentladungsverhalten und den
Durchschlagsaufbau mittels Entladestrom-messungen durch eine
eingebettete Nadel untersucht. Die daraus gewonnenen Parameter dienen als
Basis für die weitere Modellierung des Durchschlag-verhaltens, womit man
den Testaufwand in Forschung und Entwicklung zukünftiger GIS signifikant
reduzieren können wird.
Die systematische Suche nach potenziellen Kandidaten um SF6 zu ersetzen
war in der letzten Dekade der Gegenstand zahlreicher theoretischer und
praktischer Untersuchungen. Allerdings wurde keine Substanz identifiziert,
die in ihrer reinen Form SF6 ersetzen könnte. Entsprechend verlagerte sich
der Schwerpunkt auf Gasgemische von stark Elektronen anlagernden Gasen
v
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mit Puffergasen, wie N2, CO2, oder Luft. Dementsprechend erhöht sich auch
der Prüfaufwand, da nicht nur reine Substanzen, sondern auch ihre
Mischungen untersucht werden müssen. Dies macht die Möglichkeit umso
wichtiger, quantitative Vorhersagen zu tätigen.
Derzeit arbeitet die HVL Gruppe an Anpassungen des strukturierten
Forschungsansatzes, um Vorhersagen über die elektrische Festigkeit von
Gasgemischen machen zu können. Die vorliegende Arbeit soll dazu einen
Beitrag leisten, sowohl mit der Definition der idealen experimentellen
Parameter und dazugehöriger Durchschlagspannungen, als auch mit der
Identifikation und Evaluierung der Phänomene, die zu Abweichungen von
Idealfällen führen. Diese Abweichungen werden hervorgerufen durch die Art
der Spannungsbelastung, Unregelmässigkeiten der Elektrodenoberfläche,
Gaseigenschaften, Gasmischungsverhältnisse, Inhomogenitäten des
elektrischen Feldes, und statistische Eigenschaften der Vorgänge während
der Durchschlagsentwicklung. Zu diesem Zweck konzentrieren sich die
Untersuchungen in der vorliegenden Arbeit mit entsprechenden Messreihen,
Auswertungen und Schlussfolgerungen auf die drei folgenden Schwerpunkte.
Als Erstes wurde für die Durchschlagmessungen ein Aufbau und
Versuchsmethoden definiert. Dies geschah unter Zuhilfenahme von Literatur,
Versuchen mit systematischen Variationen experimenteller Parameter in Luft
und SF6, als auch praktischen Überlegungen. Entsprechend der Ergebnisse
wurden die experimentellen Parameter für die Versuche zur Ermittlung der
Durchschlagspannungen in Gasgemischen festgelegt. Der Einfluss dieser
Parameter und Methoden wurde ebenfalls in Zusammenarbeit mit anderen
Laboren verifiziert, um möglichst reproduzierbare Ergebnisse zu erhalten.
Insbesondere werden die Ergebnisse durch die Verfügbarkeit von
lawinenwirksamen Anfangselektronen und der Beschaffenheit von
Elektrodenoberflächen beeinflusst.
Im nächsten Schritt wurden unter den definierten Versuchsbedingungen
Messungen der Durchschlagspannung in Mischungen von C4-FN, C5-FK,
und CF3I mit CO2 und in Mischungen von SF6, und CF3I mit HFO1234ze(E)
durchgeführt. Der Vergleich der gemessenen Werte mit dem
Streamerkriterium zeigt eine gute Übereinstimmung. Dennoch auftretende
kleinere Abweichungen hängen vom Gasdruck und Ablagerungen auf den
Elektroden ab.
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Schliesslich wurde der Aufbau des Durchschlagprozesses nach einem
Spannungsschritt beobachtet, ausgehend von einer Nadel, eingebettet in ein
Homogenfeld. Die Durchschlagentwicklung nach den Mechanismen des
Streamers und des Streamer zu Leader-Übergangs wurde mittels Strom- und
Lichtsignalen beobachtet. Die Versuche wurden zu Referenzzwecken in
Mischungen von SF6 mit N2 und CO2 durchgeführt, und in zwei alternativen
Gasgemischen C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % und C5-FK/CO2/O2
5 %/84 %/11 %, welche für Anwendungen vorgesehen sind. Dabei konnte
beobachtet werden, dass bereits kleine Beimischungen von einem Prozent
stark anlagernder Gasen den Durchschlagmechanismus bei HochspannungsAnwendungsdrücken beeinflussen. Der Mechanismus ändert sich vom
Streamer- zu einem Leader-Durchschlag. Basierend auf diesen
Beobachtungen kann davon ausgegangen werden, dass die grundsätzlichen
Auslegungskriterien für GIS bei Verwendung von alternativen Isoliergasen
weitgehend beibehalten werden können.
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pressure reduced electric field strength
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strength
pressure reduced critical electric field
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s
eV
sr
m2
–
F
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Pa
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number density reduced electric field
strength
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electric field strength
number density reduced background
electric field strength
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field strength
density reduced streamer inception
electric field strength
frequency
field enhancement factor
field utilization factor
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global warming potential equivalent to
similar molecule number of CO2
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current
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streamer constant
effective ionization rate coefficient
length of needle or rod
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electron detachment rate
electron number in an avalanche
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P()
ps
Q
Qc
Qcrit

– or %
Pa m
C
C
C

qcrit

C

RF
RE
R
r

Wm-2
Wm-2 kg-1 or
Wm-2 mol-1
m
m

Ra

m

Rt
Rz
Rzmax
SC
s

m
m
m
– or %
m

T
𝑇crit
t
tbd
tc
tf
tinc
tinc,min
tpd
tp
ts
Vol
Volcrit

K
K
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
m3
m3

Volinit

m3

probability
pressure spacing product
charge
streamer corona charge
critical streamer corona charge to ignite a
leader
critical charge through a streamer channel
to ignite a leader
radiative forcing
radiative efficiency
radius of needle or rod tip
radius or of plane, spherical, or cylindrical
electrodes
roughness average arithmetical mean
deviation
the total height of the roughness profile
mean roughness depth
maximum roughness depth
synergism coefficient
electrode spacing,
shortest distance between electrodes
temperature
critical temperature
time
time to breakdown
voltage collapse time
formative time lag
streamer inception time
minimum streamer inception time
partial discharge time
leader breakdown propagation time
statistical time lag
volume
critical volume with field strength above
the critical value
initiation volume for electron
to start a streamer

xv
xbgnd

– or %

Z(p,T)
z
zcrit

– or %
m
m

zs

m

w

m s-1

relative background field strength to
critical field
compressibility factor
place on axis along the spacing
place on axis, where the critical field
strength appears
place on axis indicating streamer corona
extension limit
(drift) velocity
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1. Motivation and Introduction
1.1 SF6 in Gas Insulated Switchgears
In equipment for the transmission and distribution of electric power, sulphur
hexafluoride (SF6) is used as gaseous insulation and arc quenching medium.
In comparison to air insulated substations (AIS), the use of SF6 in
encapsulated gas insulated switchgears (GIS), allows to significantly reduce
the equipment’s dimension and consequently, space consumption. This is
particularly important in densely populated urban areas [FrCP21].
The dominance of SF6 as insulating medium is based on the combination of
its beneficial physical and chemical properties: a high electric strength,
inertness, thermal and chemical stability, non-toxicity, non-flammability, no
ozone depleting potential (ODP), and in particular, a low liquefaction
temperature [FrCP21]. However, SF6 is one the most potent known
greenhouse gases. Its global warming potential (GWP) on the 100-year scale
is 23’500 relative to CO2 weight equivalent [MSBC13], with an atmospheric
lifetime of about 850 years [RMER17]. Although SF6 is encapsulated, its
release into the atmosphere cannot be avoided completely, as GIS show
leakage rates. According to IEC62271-1 the leakage rate has to be below
0.5 % per year for SF6 and its mixtures. In addition, losses during
manufacturing, gas handling, or due to equipment damage cannot be
excluded. Consequently, the electrical industry is globally not only the main
consumer of SF6, but also the largest contributor to its emissions [RaFr18a].
For this reason, the reduction of SF6 emissions and SF6 replacement are
supported in a lot of countries and regions by voluntary activities, regulations,
and taxes. All in all, the pressure on industry to replace SF6 is growing and
first SF6 - free solutions are commercially available and in service [FrCP21].
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1.2 Systematic Evaluation of Insulating Substances
Systematic search to find an insulation gas superior to SF6 was performed
already in the 1980s [WKBC82], [Devi80]. The required parameters were a
high electric strength, low normal boiling temperature, stability, non-toxicity,
and non-flammability. Even though GWP and ODP were not considered at the
time, no gas superior to SF6, could be identified. The search was resumed after
the millennium with a focus on environmental aspects and an overall
performance which is not necessarily superior, but at least not much worse than
SF6. The number of potential replacement candidates for SF6 is very high,
owing to the amount of all conceivable chemical structures. The determination
of their properties by experiments would therefore be very time consuming
[FrCP21]. For this reason, a structured investigation is performed at the High
Voltage Laboratory (HVL) of ETH Zurich to identify potential candidates for
SF6 replacement and to determine their insulating performance [FDRH14].
In the first step, semi-empirical screening methods are used on chemical databases to select the most interesting molecules for further investigation
[RaFr13], [RDDR13], [RaFr15]. These methods identify the functional
relationship between descriptor variables1 and gas properties of interest2 with
a training data set, and apply the identified correlations to new molecules.
The predictions of the screening processes are not exact. Consequently,
swarm as well as breakdown experiments have to be considered. Therefore,
in the next step, the most interesting candidates identified 3, are investigated
in a pulsed Townsend (PT) electron swarm experiment. Of particular interest
is the gas molecule number density reduced critical electric field strength
(E⁄N)crit as a quantity for electric strength (ES), and the slope of the gas
density reduced effective ionization coefficient around it, which can serve as
a quantity for the roughness sensitivity. PT-experiments can usually be
performed at pressures p << 100 kPa, several orders of magnitude below the
regular equipment’s operational pressures. For a large number of gases
(E⁄N)crit does not depend on pressure over a wide pressure range. For this
1

Molecular properties which can be computed by means of quantumchemical methods.
2
In the current case electric strength and liquefaction temperature.
3
If the identified substances are commercially available or synthesizable in
chemical laboratories.
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reason (E⁄N)crit derived with a PT-experiment is usually a good parameter
to describe the intrinsic electric strength of the gas and enables to compare
gases among each other. However, the electron and ion interaction processes
(reaction rates) in a gas are not always scaling linearly with pressure,
consequently there are cases of pressure dependent (E⁄N)crit , because e.g. of
three body attachment. To be able to extend the measurements to the
application pressure range and to validate PT-data or physical extrapolation
models for this pressure range, breakdown experiments in uniform electric
fields are required [PHFK21], [HPEC20], [HPCK19], [PaHF19].
However, uniform electric fields do not represent the field distribution in GIS.
The electric fields are usually non-uniform as the conductors are coaxial
cylindrical and different switches are present. Moreover, due to the
component manufacturing process, the conducting surfaces are not perfectly
smooth, but have a certain roughness in the order of magnitude of 10 μm.
Furthermore, surface defects can be present in the form of larger protrusions,
e.g. due to scratches or metal swarf during manufacturing, assembling or
maintenance processes. The influence of roughness and protrusions on the
partial discharge and breakdown inception can be modeled with a needle
embedded in a uniform background field. With the observation and extraction
of parameters, such as statistical time lags, discharge currents, streamer to
leader transition, and its combination with swarm data and thermal
parameters, models for the prediction of partial discharge and breakdown
inception can be developed. These models can reduce the required number of
breakdown experiments, which usually have to be performed for different
voltage shapes, electrode geometries, and gas pressures to get the full picture
of the insulation performance of a gas [FDRH14].
So far during the last decade, no single substance candidate was identified in
terms of ES, boiling point, GWP, ODP, (non-)toxicity, and (non-)
flammability [FrCP21] from the screening of electronegative gases to replace
SF6. The most promising and interesting discussed pure substances identified
in current screening as well as known from the 1980’s are shown in Figure
1.1. While the ES of SF6 is surpassed by various substances up to a factor of
3.3 [HPCK19], the low boiling point of SF6 could only rarely be reached. The
solid line in Figure 1.1 corresponds to the vapor pressure curve of SF6. Gases
to the right of this curve require a higher operating temperature limit. Gases
below the electric strength relative of SF 6 can reach its performance
considering minimal operating temperature, but require a higher operating
pressure.
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Figure 1.1: Electric strength relative to SF6 and normal boiling point
temperature of several insulating gases. The full line corresponds to the
vapor pressure curve of SF6. GWP: very high global warming potential,
tox: high toxicity, oxd: strong oxidizer. C4F7N is another annotation for
C4-FN, C5F10O for C5-FK [FrCP21].

1.3 Focus on Gas Mixtures
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1.3 Focus on Gas Mixtures
As a consequence, the focus shifted to gas mixtures of strongly attaching
gases with buffer gases, such as N2, CO2, and O2. These kinds of mixtures
have the benefit of low liquefaction temperatures in combination with
possible synergism in the electric strength (ES) and improvements of other
parameters like reduction of GWP, ODP, oxidizing potential, or formation of
decomposition products.
If pure gases with significantly different boiling points are mixed, the
liquefaction temperature of each component depends approximately only on
its partial pressure [RaFr18b]. Simultaneously, the electric strength of the
mixture may exceed the linear combination of the partial components
weighted by their molar fraction, or even exceed the electric strength of each
component. This property is called synergism (e.g. SF6/N2 [Asch85]) and
positive synergism (e.g. SF6/HFO1234ze(E) [HPEC20]), respectively
[RaFr18b]. These two beneficial properties enable to reach a sufficiently
good combination of ES and liquefaction temperature. Nevertheless, current
commercially available mixtures still do not reach the performance of SF6
and require higher minimal operational temperatures and higher pressures
[FJKB21]. In addition, other properties can be improved by mixing gases.
For example: the oxidizing power can be reduced by mixing a strong
oxidizing gas with an inert buffer gas (e.g. N2O or O2 with N2 or CO2
[PHFK21]). The GWP can be reduced by mixing a high GWP gas with an
environmentally more friendly one (e.g. SF6/N2, C4-FN/CO2). The soot
formation during discharges can be reduced by addition of O 2 (C4FN/CO2/O2, C5-FK/CO2/O2 [FJKB21]).
Recently, novel insulating gas mixtures are commercially available and
installed for high voltage (C4-FN/CO2/O2, C5-FK/CO2/O2 with around 5 %
of fluorinated gas and 90 % CO2, the exact fractions are varying) and medium
voltage equipment (C5-FK/air, around 15 % C5-FK).1 Further gases such as
CF3I/CO2 30 %/70 % and HFO1234ze(E) are discussed as well [FrCP21],
[FJKB21]). In this context in the years 2016 - 2021 the CIGRE working
group D1.67 had the task to “[…] investigate and summarize the dielectric
1

C5-FK mixtures are not suggested for high voltage applications anymore,
due to the advantages of the C4-FN based mixtures, which allow lower
operating temperatures in combination with higher ES.
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properties and the practical insulation performance of new non-SF6 insulating
gases and gas mixtures”. The working group members decided to carry out
round robin breakdown experiments with a selection of new gas mixtures and
clearly specified experimental setups and conditions. A part of this thesis is
the result of a contribution to this working group [FJKB21], [PFDS21].
The current work shell contribute to a better characterization and
understanding of the electric strength and breakdown processes in gas
mixtures. Based on these findings, in future new screening methods for gas
mixtures could be implemented. These methods could consider also
synergism, influence of electrode surface roughness and protrusions, and
different discharge mechanisms. These kind of predictions will be important,
to reduce the testing efforts in research and development, which will increase
significantly as different combinations of gas mixtures consisting of two,
three or even four components will have to be investigated.

2. Theory and Physics of Gas
Breakdown
This section gives an overview about the most relevant phenomena
influencing the breakdown development process, and consequently the
breakdown voltage. First, Section 2.1 describes electron swarm parameters
in gases as the physical base for breakdown development. These parameters
are necessary for the calculations of breakdown criteria described in
Section 2.2. The characterization of electric field distribution are given in
Section 2.3. The field distribution influence on the breakdown development
is described in Section 2.4 for uniform and in Section 2.5 for strongly nonuniform case. The breakdown development in weakly non-uniform fields
corresponds mainly to the uniform field case. The subdivision of breakdown
development into different phases is given in Section 2.6 with a focus on the
statistical time lag in Section 2.7.
The theoretical section and most of the figures within are taken from
[PFDS21]1, where literature overview, evaluation and interpretation of the
results were provided by the author and discussed as well as commented by
all authors. It is extended with a description of streamer and leader breakdown
processes in strongly non-uniform fields.

1

Published as ELECTRA N°319 December 2021, Working Group Report
WGR_319_1: Design criteria for experiments to measure the breakdown
voltage of insulating gases in uniform electric fields, © CIGRE 2021.
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2.1 Electron Swarm Parameters and Intrinsic
Electric Strength
A breakdown process in a gas can be described by a simplified model within
the limits of the kinetic gas theory. Neutral molecules, ions, and electrons are
assumed to be small spheres in motion described by masses and velocities.
These spheres can exchange energy in elastic or inelastic collisions, charge
carriers can be accelerated in electric fields accumulating kinetic energy. If
an electron collides with a neutral gas molecule, an elastic collision,
attachment, or ionization can take place. Elastic collisions do not contribute
to the discharge development and leave the gas molecules almost unchanged.
In an inelastic collision, a fraction of the electron energy can be transferred
to the molecule, slowing down the electron and increasing the molecule’s
rotational, vibrational, or electronic energy states. Furthermore, the electron
can be "attached" to the molecule creating a negative ion, or "ionize" the gas
molecule creating a positive ion and a additional free electron. The
probability of a specific process, called "cross section", depends on the
electron energy and on the molecule properties. The number of ionizing
collisions per unit length is described by the ionization coefficient α (in m-1 ).
The number of attaching collisions is described by the attachment coefficient
η (in m-1 ). The overall difference of these two processes is described in
Equation (2.1) by the effective ionization coefficient αeff (in m-1 ).
αeff = α − η

(2.1)

According to the kinetic gas theory model, the electron energy depends
approximately on the electric field strength E (in V m-1 ) and gas molecule
number density N (in m-3 ). E accelerates the electrons between collisions. N
determines the mean free path between collisions and consequently the
frequency of collision. For the discharge growth only the electrons are
relevant. First, the electrons are smaller and thus have a longer mean free path
and accumulate more kinetic energy between collisions. Secondly, the
relative amount of energy transfer during elastic collisions depends on the
weight ratio of the colliding particles. Thus, the ions lose about half their
energy when colliding with a neutral molecule of the same weight, and the
electrons only lose a very small energy fraction [BBMZ86], [Howa76],
[Küch18], [Raet64], [Raiz91].
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The gas molecule number density N (in m-3 ) can be calculated with
Equation (2.2), the ideal gas law, from absolute gas pressure pPa (in Pa),
absolute gas temperature TK (in K), and the Boltzmann’s constant
kB ≈ 1.380649·10-23 m2 kg s-2 K-1 [Cobi41]. 1
N=

pPa
kB · TK

(2.2)

Consequently αeff and E can be normalized to N making the parameters
independent from a specific gas pressure and temperature. The resulting
dependence is represented with Equation (2.3), where the gas number density
reduced effective ionization coefficient (α /N)eff (in m2 ) is given in
dependence of the gas molecule number-density reduced electric field
strength E/N with the unit Townsend (1 Td = 10-21 V m2 ).
α
E
( ) = 𝑓( )
N eff
N

(2.3)

A typical (α /N)eff curve for an electron attaching gas is schematically
illustrated in Figure 2.1. 2 If (α /N)eff > 0, E/N is over-critical, ionization
in gas dominates, the electron avalanche can grow, and a breakdown can
occur. If (α /N)eff < 0, E/N is under-critical, electron attachment in gas
dominates, the free electron number in the avalanche will decrease, and a
breakdown is not possible. If (α /N)eff = 0, attachment and ionization
processes are in balance, the number of electrons will remain constant. The
corresponding field strength is called the “critical gas molecule number
density reduced electric field strength”3 and marked as (E/N)crit 4. It defines
the “intrinsic electric field strength” of the gas, and is often used to compare
the insulation performance of gases amongst each other.
1

At 20 °C, the gas molecule number density equals
N/m-3 = 2.4707∙1020 pPa /Pa . The temperature can be converted via
TK /K = T°C /°C + 273.15, or TK /K = (T°F /°F + 459.67)·(5/9). The pressure
can be converted via pPa /Pa = pbar ·105 /bar , or pPa /Pa = pTorr ·133.322/Torr,
with 1 Torr = 1 mm Hg, or pPa /Pa = ppsi ·6895/psi.
2
For a non-attaching gas such as N2 the curve is always positive.
3
Also often shortened just as “critical field”.
4
In literature also often marked as (𝐸/𝑁)0 or (𝐸/𝑁)lim .
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𝛼

(m2 )

( )
N

eff

𝛼

( ) > 0 m2 → ionization dominates
N

0

eff

𝛼

( ) < 0 m2 → attachment dominates
N

eff

0
E/N (Td)

(E/N)crit

Figure 2.1: A typical curve of gas molecule number density-reduced
effective ionization coefficient (α /N)eff of an electron attaching gas in
dependency of gas molecule number density-reduced electric field
strength E/N. The dashed arrows indicate the place of (E/N)crit .
A common parameter used in breakdown literature is the pressure-reduced
electric field strength E/p (in V m-1 Pa-1 ). It is less precise, since it does not
consider the temperature influence. However, a temperature difference of
ΔT = 3 K will result, according to Equation (2.2), in a deviation of around
1 %. This means that E/p can still be used for descriptive results, if the
temperature difference is not too large, or corrected to a defined temperature
level for more precise values. At ambient temperatures the approximated
relation of E/N to E/p is given by Equation (2.4)1:
E
kV
kV
E
4⸱ ⁄(
or
) ≈ ⁄Td
p cm bar
mm MPa
N

(2.4)

At T°C =20 °C the exact relation is pbar /bar =N ∙4.0474∙10-26 /m-3 , with
1 Td = 10-21 Vm2 . The exact factor of 4 is valid for the temperature of T°C =16.57 °C
(TK =289.72 K). For example: the critical field of SF6 is around
(E⁄p)crit ≈ 89 kVmm-1 MPa-1 ) or (E⁄N)crit ≈ 360 Td, the critical field strength
of air is around (E⁄p)crit ≈ 25 kVmm-1 MPa-1 ) or (E⁄N)crit ≈ 100 Td . The exact
values in literature vary around +/- 5 % due to experimental conditions and
evaluation methods.
1
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The effective ionization can be measured in swarm experiments, e.g. pulsed
Townsend experiments [DaTF12], [HaFr18], [UJBH07], steady-state
Townsend experiments [AJLP18], [NBGV17] or time-of-flight experiments
in drift tubes [BeBH04], [KiNa10], [KVBD16]. These experiments usually
allow gas pressures far below p ≪ 100 kPa (1 bar), which might not
necessarily represent all physical processes at operational pressures of several
hundreds of kPa. These experimental setups are rare, complex, and require a
lot of additional data post processing [PDMM09]. Usually, the obtained data
are not directly presented as (α /N)eff , but given as a set of “swarm
parameters” consisting of coefficients, rates, velocities, and other parameters
as for example presented in Equations (2.5) and (2.6) [ChRF16], [Howa76],
[PaHF19].
α
νeff keff · Np,T
( ) · Np,T = αeff =
=
N eff
w
w
w = μ · Np,T ·

E
N

(2.5)
(2.6)

In Equations (2.5) and (2.6), (α /N)eff (in m2 ) is the gas molecule number density
reduced effective ionization coefficient, αeff (in m-1 ) is the effective ionization
coefficient, νeff (in s-1 ) is the effective ionization rate, keff (in m3 s-1 ) is the
effective ionization rate coefficient, w (in ms-1 ) is the electron drift velocity,
Np,T (in m-3 ) is the gas molecule number density of a certain gas at pressure p and
temperature T, μ (in m2 V-1 s-1 ) is the electron mobility, and E/N is the gas
molecule number density-reduced electric field strength (1 Td = 10-21 Vm2 ).
The swarm parameters data for various gases can be found in publications or
in digital form for download on LXCat 1 [PABB17]. (α /N)eff can also be
calculated from cross-sections, which can be obtained, for example,
experimentally from electron beam experiments [CFJK16] related to
molecular physics. These kinds of experiments are complex, so datasets exist
only for a few well known gases. Solvers for these kinds of calculations are:
the Boltzmann equation solver Bolsig+2 [HaPi05], the Matlab Monte-Carlo
simulation library METHES [RaFr16a], [RaFr16b], and its Python
counterpart pyMETHES3. The ab initio calculations of the cross section from
the molecular structure is currently not feasible.
1

https://nl.lxcat.net/home/
user manual at http://www.bolsig.laplace.univ-tlse.fr/how-to-use.html
3
documented at https://readthedocs.org/projects/pymethes/
2
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2.2 Breakdown Criteria
A necessary, but not sufficient criterion for an electric breakdown in an
insulating gas can be described by the empirical models of the space charge
free generation mechanism also called Townsend mechanism, or by the space
charge dominated streamer breakdown mechanism. The Townsend
breakdown mechanism is valid for a small electrode spacing s (in m) and low
pressure ranges p (in kPa), for air ps < 130 kPa cm (1.3 bar cm) and SF6
ps < 100 kPa cm (1 bar cm) [BBMZ86], [Küch18]. In GIS with
ps ≫ 100 kPa cm (1 bar cm) and weakly non-uniform fields, streamer
initiated breakdowns should be dominant. The transition from the multiple
avalanche Townsend discharge to space charge dominated single streamer
discharge takes place if the electrons in the avalanche reach a critical number
and start to influence the electric field.
Depending on the gas, its pressure, the electric field distribution, and
electrode distance, the breakdown can develop as either a direct streamer
breakdown (uniform and weakly non-uniform fields), via streamer inception
and streamer propagation (strongly non-uniform fields), or as a streamer to
leader transition with stepped leader breakdown (strongly non-uniform fields,
for example in front of a sharp protrusion). In strongly non-uniform
arrangements, the breakdown can be much higher than the streamer inception
voltage, i.e. the streamer criterion indicates partial discharge inception but
not a breakdown.
The number of electrons nelectron in an avalanche at position z (in m), moving
across an electrode gap, and starting at position z0 with a number of seed
electrons nseed electron can be calculated with Equation (2.7) or using its natural
logarithm ln with Equation (2.8).
z

nelectron = nseed electron · exp (∫ αeff (E(z)) dz)
z0

(2.7)

z

ln(nelectron ) = ln(nseed electron ) + ∫ αeff (E(z)) dz
z0

(2.8)
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In general, z can describe any path with electric field strength distribution
E(z). However, it usually describes the axis along the shortest path (spacing
s) between electrodes with z0 = 0 m at the cathode.1 The shortest path would
coincide with the highest electric field strength, resulting in the highest
electron number and consequently the lowest possible breakdown voltage.
For uniform and weakly non-uniform fields, and under the assumption of the
avalanche starting with one single seed electron, where αeff > 0, the
breakdown criterion can be calculated with Equation (2.9)2.
zcrit

∫ αeff (E(z)) dz ≥ K

(2.9)

z0

zcrit denotes the point where of the electric field strength is critical Ecrit .
Equation (2.9) can be applied for the streamer, as well as for the generation
mechanism. For a streamer, Raether’s ignition condition or “streamer
criterion” has to be taken into account, therefore the “streamer constant” 𝐾 =
𝐾str has to be applied. The “streamer constant”, indicating a critical number
of electron in an avalanche initiating a streamer discharge, depends on the
gas. The
most common values
estimated
nowadays
are
𝐾str = 9.15 for dry air [Petc95], 𝐾str = 13 for CO2 [SAPV17], 𝐾str = 5 for
N2 [BoGF03], and 𝐾str = 10.5 for SF6 [Petc95]. But also other values in older
literature in the range from 𝐾str = 3.8 to 342 can be found [Amer88], as well
as more ps specific values in recent published works [FaFr21], [RaFr16b],
[MoEb06]. Therefore it has be taken into account that the Kstr is not really a
constant and was determined for typical configurations. Strictly speaking, the
space charge field should be calculated.

1

The assumption is valid for sufficient large ps ranges. For very small spacings
s in sub millimeter range and e.g. sphere-plane arrangements, the streamer
criterion cannot be fulfilled for the shortest field line along the spacing, but for
field lines outside of s, as the electrode distance gets larger there [FaFr21].
2
The equation is valid for the assumption of a single seed electron. If the
avalanche will be initiated by several electrons the integral-part of
Equation (2.8) will be reduced by approximately one, as two starting
electrons will contribute to K with ln(2) = 0.7, three starting electrons with
ln(3) = 1.1, and ln(10) = 2.3.
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For the generation mechanism, Townsend’s ignition condition
K = (ln αeff ⁄(α·γ) +1) ≈ Kg has to be applied [BBMZ86], [Küch18], where
𝛾 is the feedback coefficient dependent on gas, gas pressure, and cathode
material. In literature, a wide range for γ (10-5 to 10-1 ) can be found
[AGGB98], [BBMZ86], [Burm07], [HTMS88], [Küch18], [UhCC01],
[YoAk14]. For spacings of several cm and pressures around
p = 100 kPa (1 bar), factors for air γ = 2·10-6 and Kg = 13, as well as for SF6
γ = 10-7 and Kg = 16 are reported in [Küch18].
Figure 2.2 illustrates a streamer criterion calculation according to
Equation (2.9), for a sphere-plane electrode arrangement. First, the electric
field strength distribution E/N = 𝑓(z) across the electrode spacing s is
calculated. Then, to each E/N value, the corresponding (α /N)eff is allocated.
To consider the gas pressure and temperature (α /N)eff is multiplied by the
gas molecule number density 𝑁p,T , the result is αeff = 𝑓(z). Finally the
integral over the positive αeff , Equation (2.9), is calculated. If the value is
below the streamer constant 𝐾str , no inception or breakdown should take
place. If the value is above Kstr , inception or breakdown might occur.

2.2 Breakdown Criteria
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Figure 2.2: (a) schematic sphere-plane electrode arrangement, z is the
position on the axis between electrodes with the spacing s, (b) densityreduced electric field distribution 𝐸 ⁄𝑁 = 𝑓(z) across the electrode
spacing s, (c) function of Equation (2.3) for the allocation of (α /N)eff to
the corresponding E/N value across s, (d) effective ionization coefficient
(α /N)eff · 𝑁p,T = 𝑓(z) and calculation of its integral over the distance for
αeff > 0 m-1 along s, shown as green area.
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2.3 Distribution of Electric Fields
The breakdown regime is significantly influenced by the field distribution,
which is characterized in Equation (2.10) through the relation of the
maximum field strength in the electrode gap 𝐸max and the mean field strength
𝐸mean defined by the applied voltage U and the electrode spacing s [Küch18].
fuf =

1
Emean U⁄s
=
=
≤1
fef Emax
Emax

(2.10)

fuf (in literature usually 𝜂Schwaiger ) is the “field utilization factor”, “field
efficiency factor”, “degree of uniformity”, or “degree of homogeneity”
according to Schwaiger. fef ≥ 1 is the inverse quantity, called “field
enhancement factor”, “degree of non-uniformity”, or “degree of
inhomogeneity”. A uniform electric field is defined by fuf = 1. A quasiuniform field has a field distribution very close to the uniform case. Nonuniform fields can be classified as weakly (or slightly) non-uniform, and
strongly non-uniform fields. If there is a voltage and pressure range, where a
stable partial discharge without a breakdown occurs, the field distribution is
called strongly non-uniform. If there is no partial discharge prior to a
breakdown with rising voltage, the field is called weakly non-uniform. The
field utilization factor at which this transition occurs is gas- and pressuredependent (e.g. for ambient air this value is around 0.2).
It has to be taken into account that fuf alone does not give a full picture of the
field distribution. Different electric field distributions can have the same fuf.
An example is illustrated in Figure 2.3. In a sphere-plane electrode
arrangement, Emax occurs in front of the sphere. In a sphere-sphere electrode
arrangement for an ideal case without surrounding ground potential, Emax
would occur in front of the two spheres. However, for a real application case
with surrounding ground potential, Emax occurs in front of the energized
sphere. With decreasing electrode spacing and increasing distance to metal
walls, the real field distribution trends to the ideal one. In sphere-plane and
sphere-sphere electrode geometries, the field is moderately changing across
the gap. In the case of surface irregularity, modeled as part of a small sphere
embedded in one of the plane electrodes, the high field in front of the
irregularity drops very fast to the background field value created by the plane
electrodes.
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In Figure 2.3 for all electrode arrangement the relation
fuf = 1/fef ≈ 1/1.55 ≈ 0.65 is valid. While the electrode spacing s = 45 mm is
the same, the radii r of the electrodes are different: r =30 mm for ideal spheresphere arrangement (red), r = 50 mm for sphere-sphere with ground
(magenta) and vessel consideration (orange) with distance of sphere to walls
on earth potential of 150 mm. In the sphere-plane arrangement, the sphere
radius is r =60 mm (green). The radius of the sphere segment embedded in
plane-plane is r = 1 mm with a height of 0.1 mm.

45
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Figure 2.3: Schematic electric field distributions of different electrode
configurations assuming the same electrode spacing s = 45 mm and the
same applied voltage U = 48 kV. Emax is the maximum field strength
appearing in the electrode spacing. U/s = Emean represents the calculated
mean field strength.
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2.4 Breakdown in Uniform Electric Field
The calculation method for the breakdown field strength from swarm
parameters and the streamer constant is described in Subsection 2.4.1. Its
dependence from electrode spacing and pressure for ideal electrode surface,
the Paschen’s Law, is explained in Subsection 2.4.2. Deviations from
Paschen’s Law for not ideal electrode surface are treated in Subsection 2.4.3.

2.4.1 Streamer Breakdown Criterion
Assuming an electrode arrangement which creates a uniform electric field,
the integral of Equation (2.9) simplifies to Equation (2.11), which is the
product of the effective ionization coefficient 𝛼eff (in m-1 ) and electrode
spacing s (in m).
α

(2.11)

( ) ·Np,T ·s = αeff ·s ≥ K
N

eff

If a voltage is applied to the electrode gap such that the critical electric field
strength Ecrit is reached, 𝛼eff will be equal to zero and consequently
αeff ·s = 0. For a breakdown, the applied voltage has to allow for a field
strength to fulfill at least (α /N)eff ·Np,T ·s = K . Consequently, under ideal
conditions, no breakdown is possible if the gas is stressed up to its intrinsic
electric field strength.
In certain cases, for simplification, it is sufficient to assume a linear increase
of (α /N)eff around (E/N)crit , meaning that Equation (2.3) can be expressed
as Equation (2.12), which is valid for E/N values applied close to (E/N)crit
[BBMZ86], [Bias85], [Küch18].
α

( )
N

eff

E
E
d(α /N)eff
= [( ) − ( ) ] ∙
|
N
N crit
d(E/N)

E
( )
N crit

(2.12)
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The combination of the linearized effective ionization coefficient
Equation (2.12) with the breakdown criterion of Equation (2.11), can be used
to express the gas molecule number density reduced breakdown electric field
strength (E/N)bd as Equation (2.13) [Bias85].1
E

E

( ) =( )
N

bd

N

crit

+

K
d(α /N)eff
|
d(E/N) (E )

∙

1
Np,T ∙s

(2.13)

N crit

The typical curve shape under the ideal conditions of Equation (2.13) is
illustrated in Figure 2.4 and underlines that under ideal conditions the
breakdown will be above (E/N)crit with a convergence towards it as the
electrode spacing s is increased along with the gas molecule number density
𝑁p, .
E

( )
N

(Td)

b

E

( )
N

crit

Np,T · s (m−3 · m)
p·s (bar·cm, or kPa·m)
Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of the density reduced breakdown field
strength (E/N)bd in dependence of the product of molecule number density
Np, or pressure p and electrode spacing s for a uniform electric field
distribution.

1

At constant temperature, p instead of N can be used.
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2.4.2 Paschen’s Law
For direct calculation of the breakdown voltage 𝑈b , Equation (2.13) has to
be multiplied with the gas molecule number density 𝑁𝑝,𝑇 of the investigated
gas and electrode spacing s, see Equation (2.14) [Bias85].
E
K
Ubd = ( ) ·Np,T ·s +
d(α /N)eff
N crit
|
d(E/N) (E )

(2.14)

N crit

At a constant temperature, N can be replaced in Equations (2.12), (2.13) and
(2.14) with p. The breakdown voltage 𝑈b in Equation (2.14) would then only
depend on pressure p and spacing s, since all other values in Equation (2.14)
are gas specific constants. The dependence Ub = 𝑓(p·s) is known as
Paschens's similarity theorem, or as Paschens's law [BBMZ86], [Howa76],
[Küch18]. The almost linear increase of the breakdown voltage Ubd with
pressure p and spacing s corresponds to the part of the Paschen's curve to the
right of the Paschen minimum (Figure 2.5). The exact Paschen minimum is
gas dependent, but is usually around several hundred of volts and 1 mbar·cm.
Consequently for breakdown experiments the focus on the right part of the
Paschen curve is justified.
It has to be taken into account that the linear approximation of
Equation (2.12) of the effective ionization coefficient around the critical field
strength may lead to smaller calculated streamer integral values, and
consequently to an overestimation of calculated breakdown values (compare
Figure 2.6). This is owing to the increasing deviation with increasing field
strength values above the critical field strength. For this reason, quadratic
approximations are also used, e.g. for air [BBMZ86].
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Figure 2.5: Schematic illustration of Paschen’s curve with log10-log10
scaled axes, (a) representing the breakdown voltage Ubd and (b) pressure
reduced breakdown field (E/p)bd in dependence of the product of pressure
and electrode spacing p s for a uniform electric field.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic illustration of the deviation of a real ionization curve
in red and its linear approximation in green.
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2.4.3 Surface Roughness
The derivative of the density-reduced effective ionization curve at the point
of critical field

d(α /N)eff
d(E/N)

|

(E/N)crit

in combination with the streamer constant Kstr

can also be used as an indication of the sensitivity of the gas toward rough
electrodes. The higher the pressure p (and consequently 𝑁p, ) and the steeper
d(α /N)eff
d(E/N)

|

(E/N)crit

is, the higher is the integral of αeff in Equation (2.9), and the

earlier the streamer criterion is reached. This leads to a lower breakdown
voltage Ubd, which can be even lower than the critical electric field strength
of the gas from a macroscopic point of view. This shows the reason why with
higher pressures the gases are more sensitive toward electrode roughness. The
lower the gas specific streamer constant 𝐾str , the faster the integral of αeff in
Equation (2.9) can reach the streamer criterion, thus resulting in lower
breakdown voltages. Consequently, high values of Kstr /
Kstr /

dαeff

|

dE E
crit

d(α /N)eff
d(E/N)

|

(E/N)crit

and

indicate low sensitivity to roughness [Bias85], [Asch85].

As 𝐾str does not vary significantly for different gases, the gradient of the
slope remains the most important parameter for indicating sensitivity
[Asch85]. The surface roughness and corresponding local field enhancement
can be so high, that the field distribution can be regarded as strongly nonuniform.
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2.5 Breakdown in Strongly Non-Uniform Fields
The streamer breakdown mechanism in strongly non-uniform fields,
(Subsection 2.5.1) appears typically for small electrode spacings s and low
gas pressures p. If a gas is strongly attaching and the pressure is high enough,
a leader breakdown mechanism can take place [NiUW89] (2.5.2). A leader
step is strongly related to the streamer corona, its extension and its charge
(Subsection 2.5.3)

2.5.1 Streamer Breakdown Mechanism
This section is based on streamer mechanism descriptions in [BBMZ86],
[LuRE08], and [NiTE20]. The streamer propagation mechanism for both
polarities is illustrated in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Streamer propagation in a strongly non-uniform field.
(a) positive rod polarity, (b) negative rod polarity. Red spheres represent
positive ions, blue minuses represent electrons. According to [BBMZ86].
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In strongly non-uniform fields, the relation of the minimum applied voltage
to electrode spacing Es = U/s, where a streamer can cross the spacing, is
called streamer stability field strength. For ambient air and for the negative
polarity Es is around 10 kV cm-1 to 12 kV cm-1, approximately two times
higher than for the positive polarity with around 5 kV cm-1 [NiTE20]. The
difference is explained by the propagation mechanism for different streamer
polarities.
For the propagation model, it is assumed that in comparison to the electron
velocity, the ion velocities are very low and they can be assumed as static.
After a streamer corona is formed around the electrode tip, the electrons drift
to the anode, while the positive molecule ions remain in place.
For the positive tip polarity, the electrons drift to the tip, compare Figure 2.7
(a). The remaining positive ions in front of the tip enhance the field strength in
the electrode gap, causing further streamer avalanches in front of them. This
way a new streamer region grows in front of the positive ion zone, allowing for
the streamer to propagate.
In the case of a negative tip polarity (compare Figure 2.7 (b)), the electrons
move to the anode, leaving positive ions in front of the tip, which are
decreasing the field strength in the gap. In addition, the electrons in the
streamer head acquire a high diffusion, reducing the field enhancement
around it. Consequently, a higher background field strength is needed for the
negative streamer to propagate.
In both cases electrons are injected into the positive ion zone between the tip
and the streamer head, making this zone almost neutral. In the case of a
negative tip, the electrons are emitted by the tip. In the case of positive tip,
the electrons are generated by the ionization in front of the streamer head.
The movement of the streamer head across the spacing causes a current flow
and light emission. After the streamer has crossed the spacing, the electrodes
are bridged by a resistive inhomogeneous ionized volume. This phase has a
very low current flow and a relatively weak light emission. The bridging of
the gap by a streamer does not necessarily lead to a breakdown. But if the
applied field strength is high enough, the ionization in the channel can
increase due to Ohmic heating: the channel resistance decreases and a
breakdown can take place [DuGi82], [SAPV17], [SVEP18], [Sigm84],
[YiWi02].

2.5 Breakdown in Strongly Non-Uniform Fields
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2.5.2 Leader Breakdown Mechanism
The section is based on [Bujo15], [Koch15], [NiPi83], [NiUW89] and the
references therein.
A leader discharge does not start on its own, but always forms out of a
preceding streamer. This is why a leader development is also called streamer
to leader transition. The streamer corona itself is not a homogenous structure
but consists of various small branching streamer channels of a certain radius
[Bujo15].
The leader development can be briefly described as follows: if the gas in a
streamer channel, initiated around a metallic tip, is sufficiently Ohmicly
heated by the charge transported through it, it turns into a good conducting
plasma, the leader channel. This leader channel can be regarded as a
prolongation of the protrusion the streamer started from. From the leader tip,
a new streamer region can start and a further leader step can develop. This
way, the leader can grow to the opposite electrode, until the space between
the electrodes is bridged and a short circuit occurs.
The transition from the streamer channel to a good conductive leader channel
is based on two processes: reduction of gas density and gas dissociation. The
Ohmic heating increases the temperature of the streamer channel,
consequently the pressure inside the channel increases, the channel expands,
the gas molecule number density Nchannel inside the channel decreases, and
consequently, also Ecrit,channel = (E/N)crit,channel ·Nchannel. Due to heating, gas
molecules can dissociate into molecules with a less strong electric strength
reducing (E/N)crit,channel = f (T) of the channel, making it non-linearly
dependent on temperature.
The streamer to leader transition starts from a certain voltage level, the leader
inception voltage. This voltage leads to a field distribution, where the
streamer can expand wide enough to collect a sufficient amount of charge for
the necessary Ohmic heating. This charge, flowing in the channel, is denoted
as critical charge qcrit, which is a certain fraction of the total critical streamer
corona charge Qcrit. It is inversely quadratically proportional to the gas
pressure at ambient temperature (Equation (2.15)) [NiUW89].
qcrit ~ 1⁄p2

(2.15)
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For negative tip polarity it is around one order of magnitude higher than for
⁄𝑞+crit ≈ 10 [NiUW89]. For SF6, the fraction of the total
a positive one 𝑞−
crit
corona charge flowing through one streamer channel was estimated to be at
maximum qcrit ⁄Qcrit = 1 for the stem-leader mechanism, and at a minimum
of qcrit ⁄Qcrit = 0.02 for the precursor-leader mechanism [SeNB09], making
the precursor mechanism more probable [Koch15], [NiUW89], [SeNB09].
Schematics of the two leader propagation processes according to precursor
and stem mechanisms are shown in Figure 2.8. The leader formation time τ
for SF6 is inversely proportional to the square of pressure p and applied
voltage (Equation (2.16)).
τ ~1/(U·p2 )

(2.16)

For negative polarity, it is one order of magnitude longer than for positive.
For SF6, the leader formation time was observed to be in the range
from 𝜏 = 10 ns to 1000 ns [NiUW89]. Also, the radii of the streamer channels
in SF6 decrease with 1/p, making the leader inception more probable. The
radius of a streamer channel for positive polarity is assumed to be slightly
smaller [Bujo15].

100 ns

previous
leader channel
(can also be
a needle tip)

I

II

III

new leader
section

conductive
filament “precursor”

precursor mechanism

IV
new
streamer
corona

new leader
sections

V
new
streamer
corona

stem mechanism

Figure 2.8: Two consecutive leader steps for negative tip polarity at
p = 300 kPa of SF6 in a point-plane arrangement. The first one corresponds
to the precursor mechanism, the second to stem mechanism. The black
lines indicate the more luminous leader step phases. Schematic
reproduction of streak photographs of [GaUW87], figure 5.
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Precursor-leader mechanism
In strongly attaching gases, the precursor-leader mechanism is the only
relevant process under positive needle polarity and is dominant for negative
needle polarity. The time resolved process of the a precursor leader step
formation is shown in Figure 2.8 on the left. The formation process starts at
the outer streamer corona boundary when all electrons are attached and only
negative and positive ions remain. The ions drift into opposite directions due
to the applied electric field and create a redistributed electric field between
them. This field can initiate additional ionization processes and a current
flow, which forms a conducting filament (I). The filament propagates toward
the tip1 (II) and when reaching it (III), forms a leader section with a new
streamer corona around it [NiUW89]. The filament propagation is not related
to a measurable current flow. Only after it reaches the tip and a leader step
forms, a current flow appears [GaUW87]. The precursor does not necessarily
initiate a leader. The precursor can also appear in a pure streamer discharge
[SMKH03].

Stem-leader mechanism
The stem-leader mechanism can appear for negative polarity. The time
resolved process of its propagation is shown in Figure 2.8 on the right. It
propagates from the tip into the surrounding corona, either continuously or in
small steps. The mechanism is based on the tree-like shape of the streamer
corona: If a sufficient number of branches are feeding its current into a
common stem, the current in the step becomes high enough for transiting it
into a leader segment (IV and V) [NiUW89]. In general, this process was also
observed for SF6 under positive needle polarity, but only far above the
minimum breakdown voltage and was shown to be irrelevant [GaUW87].

Further leader mechanisms
The leader breakdown mechanism under voltage stress of very fast transients
(VFT) can be described with the energy [Buch95] and high frequency
[Hies91] mechanisms.

1

The tip can be either the protrusion tip, or tip of the previous leader channel.
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2.5.3 Corona Extension and Charge
Corona extension
In a strongly attaching gas, a streamer partial discharge corona, initiated in
front of a needle tip, does not only extend up to the critical field boundary
zcrit, but even above it due to electric field redistribution. The streamer corona
extension limit zs is given by Equation (2.17) and is confirmed with
measurements [Bujo15], [GaWi86a], [Graf05], [Koch15], [SeCl14]. The
graphical interpretation of Equation (2.17) is shown in Figure 2.9 (a).
zs

∫ (
0

E
E
(z) − ( ) ) dz = 0
N
N crit

⇔

(2.17)

zcrit

∫
0

zs

(

E
E
E
E
(z) − ( ) ) dz = ∫ ( ( ) − (z) ) dz
N
N crit
N crit N
zcrit

This assumption was also confirmed down to 2 % of SF6 mixtures with air
for p = 50 kPa to 400 kPa by measurements in a rod-plane arrangement
[Gall87], [GaMT85].
Photographical measurements in [Bujo15], [BSSK15] for both polarities
showed a good match at p = 50 kPa and 100 kPa of SF6 for a long rod
(L = 190 mm, R = 2 mm). However, for a short needle (L = 0.5 mm,
R = 0.25 mm) better fits with Equation (2.17) were achieved, if instead of
(E/N)cirt, 3/4 or 2/3 of (E/N)crit were taken, compared in Figure 2.9 (b).
For weakly attaching gases like air or CO2, in Equation (2.17), instead of the
critical field (E/N)crit, the streamer stability field (E/N)s is used. Streamer
length measurements of M. Seeger [SAPV17] in CO2, showed a good fit for
negative needle polarity with (E/N)s = 45 Td. For positive needle polarity,
(E/N)crit = 87 Td was the parameter fitting best with measurements.
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Figure 2.9: Extension of the streamer corona in the z axis direction
depending on the original distribution of E/N. zs is determined by the place
marking the equality of both gray areas A1 = A2. In (a) the area equality is
defined by (E/N)crit. In (b) the area equality is defined by 2/3·(E/N)crit.
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Corona charge
The estimation of length and charge of the streamer corona was presented in
[Bujo15], [SeNB08], [SeNB09] for SF6 and applied for C3F8, HFO1234ze(E),
and CF4 by [Koch15]. This section is based on these references.
As discussed in Section 2.5.2, for the transition from a streamer corona to a
leader segment, a certain fraction of the corona charge has to flow through
one streamer channel to heat it up significantly. For the leader inception and
propagation the following parameters are of interest: the streamer corona
charge Qc, which should be above the critical charge Qcrit to ignite a leader,
and the length of the leader segment corresponding roughly to the extension
of the streamer corona.
For the special case, where no discharge is present, but only a needle tip with
length L, embedded in a uniform background field Ebgnd , the charge Qc of a
streamer corona with length lc , starting from a conductive leader channel,
can be expressed with Equation (2.19). As lc is difficult to measure, it can be
estimated by circumscribing Equation (2.19), using its relation to Qc , the
molecule number density of the gas Np,T, a geometry factor g (in literature
As
g = 0.5 is used), and vacuum permittivity ε0 ≈ 8.854187·10-12
[TiMo15].
Vm
The ratio of applied to critical background electric field strength is denoted
as relative background field strength xbgnd, Equation (2.18).

𝑥bgnd =

(E⁄N)bgnd Ebgnd
=
(E⁄N)crit
Ecrit

(2.18)

E
Qc ≈ g · ε0 · ( ) · Np,T · l2c · (1 − 𝑥bgnd )
N crit

⇔
lc ≈ √

(2.19)
Q
1
·
· c
E
(1 − 𝑥bgnd ) Np,T
g · ε0 · ( )
N crit
1
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A good parameter to validate the modeling assumptions and to compare the
results among each other is the charge of the first streamer corona Qc,1st , as it
initiates on the well-known needle tip geometry. It gives the special case of
Equation (2.20), where Qc,1st depends on needle length L and the relative
electric field strength xbgnd. Inserting Equation (2.20) into Equation (2.19)
results in Equation (2.21). For a specific gas, Qc,1st will depend on the square
of the needle length L2 and on the gas molecule number density N, enabling
a normalization to

Qc,1st
𝑁·𝐿2

(in C m), Equation (2.22).

After the transition of the first streamer to a leader, the new starting point of
the second streamer corona Qc,2nd is the tip of the leader channel. The new
distance from the electrode where the needle is embedded in, is the sum of
the needle length and the leader channel length L + lc,1st. The result is
Equation (2.23). Inserting Equation (2.20) into it results in Equation (2.24).
For further steps the estimations can be done in a similar way.
lc,1st ≈ L ·

xbgnd
1 − xbgnd

(2.20)

x2bgnd
E
Qc,1st ≈ g · ε0 · ( ) · Np,T · L2 · (
)
N crit
1 − xbgnd

(2.21)

x2bgnd
E
≈
g
·
ε
·
(
)
·
(
)
0
N crit 1 − xbgnd
Np,T · L2

(2.22)

x2bgnd
E
Qc,2nd ≈ g · ε0 · ( ) · Np,T · (L + lc,1st ) · (
)
N crit
1 − xbgnd

(2.23)

x2bgnd
E
Qc,2nd ≈ g · ε0 · ( ) · Np,T · L2 · (
)
3
N crit
(1 − xbgnd )

(2.24)

Qc,1st
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2.6 Time Characteristic of Breakdown Development
For a breakdown, not only the applied electric field stress has to fulfill the
ignition criterion (e.g. streamer criterion), but also at least one seed electron
has to be available in initiation volume Volinit to start the avalanche. The time
for breakdown development can be separated into several characteristic time
intervals defined in [SeNB08] and [Küch18] and illustrated in Figure 2.10
and Figure 2.11.
 tinc,min: minimum streamer inception time, time from the voltage
application until the voltage exceeds a value creating a field strong
enough for a discharge,


ts: statistical time lag, the time between the moment when the voltage
is high enough for a discharge (e.g. fulfilling the streamer criterion)
and the appearance of the first electron in initiation volume Volinit,



tpd: partial discharge time, the time between the appearance of the
first discharge and breakdown, if partial discharges occur,



tp: leader breakdown propagation time, the time a stepped leader
sequence needs to cross the electrode spacing and to form a high
conductive channel leading to breakdown, 1



tf = tpd + tp: formative time lag, the time between the first discharge
(or seed ekectron) and the appearance of a highly conducting leader
channel leading to breakdown,



tc: voltage collapse time, from the time when a conductive channel
across the whole spacing is formed and the collapse of the voltage
to e.g. 0 kV, and



tbd = (tinc,min +) ts + tf = (tinc,min +) ts + tpd + tp (+ tc): total time to
breakdown, the time between voltage application and breakdown,
tc and tinc,min is not defined in [SeNB08].

The main difference of breakdown development in uniform and slightly nonuniform to strongly non-uniform fields is the appearance of partial discharges.
Only in strongly non-uniform fields, a pressure-voltage region exists where
partial discharges occur.
1

In the current work and in the most of available literature, tp is related only
for the case of breakdown. However, in general it could also be defined as
the time needed for e.g. a leader step to be formed.
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2.6.1 Uniform Fields
In uniform and slightly non-uniform fields, the time for breakdown
development can be separated according to Equation (2.25), adapted from
[Küch18], and illustrated in Figure 2.10.
tbd = tbd,min + ts + (tf ) + (tc )

(2.25)

As in a uniform field a discharge inception will lead directly to breakdown
without partial discharges, the minimum discharge inception with corresponding
formative time lag is equal to the minimum breakdown time tbd,min. This time
relates to a minimum voltage value, at which level a breakdown would take place
if the applied voltage would be constant. The statistical time lag ts is the time
interval between Ubd,min and the appearance of a seed electron to start the
avalanche. The formative time lag tf is the time between the seed electron
appearance to the beginning of voltage collapse, usually corresponding to the
measured breakdown voltage value Ubd,meas. Finally, tc is the time for the voltage
to collapse to zero. The difference between the measured and the minimal
theoretical breakdown voltage leads to the possible overestimation of the electric
strength ΔUbd. As for smooth surfaces no leader should occur, tp is not given.12
U (kV)

Ubd,meas
Ubd,min

tbd,min

ts

tf tc

ΔUbd

e

e

t (s)

e

e

Figure 2.10: Illustration of the characteristic times for breakdown
development with constantly increasing applied voltage U as a function
of time t. The moment of appearance of a free electron is symbolized by
“e”. Ubd,min is the minimum theoretical breakdown voltage. Ubd,meas is the
measured breakdown voltage. ΔUbd is the voltage difference and possible
overestimation of the electric strength.
1

Typically tc and tf will be so small in relation to ts that for AC and DC
breakdown experiments these values can be neglected.
2
For a constant voltage level tf will have no influence on the measured
breakdown value Ubd,meas = Ubd,min. For the case of an increasing voltage tf
will contribute to a small measured overvoltage Ubd,meas = Ubd,min + ∆Ubd.
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2.6.2 Strongly Non-Uniform Fields
The development of a leader breakdown for a voltage step, initiated on a
protrusion or needle tip embedded in a uniform field, was described in detail
by M. Seeger et al. [SeNB08]. The process is illustrated in Figure 2.11, and
can be described by Equation (2.26).
tbd = ts + tf = ts + tpd + tp

(2.26)

The phenomenon depends on the strength of the background field Ebgnd, the
gas and its pressure. After the rise of the voltage, the first seed electron
appears in the initiation volume Volinit around the needle tip, initiating the
first streamer corona discharge. This first pulse, which is relatively high in
amplitude in comparison to subsequent pulses, indicates ts. The first
discharge is followed by a sequence of partial discharges. This sequence
shows small pulses related to streamers with charges around Q ≈ 10 pC, and
high pulses related to arrested leader with amplitudes similar to the first
discharge and charges of several hundred pC. Arrested leader are leader
channels which do not propagate across the whole spacing, but stop at some
point and do not lead to a breakdown. The end of tpd is denoted by a leader
propagating across the whole spacing and initiating a breakdown.
Dependent on the background electric field strength, different time
distributions will occur. For low field strengths, ts, tp and accordingly tf will
be very long. For high field strengths, ts, tpd and accordingly tf will be very
short. If no partial discharges occur (tpd = 0 s) and the breakdown appears
right after the first pulse, an undelayed breakdown takes place, the times
correlations get tbd = ts + tp and tf = tp. If in addition the first discharge appears
immediately after the voltage step (ts ≈ 0 s), an instantaneous breakdown
appears, the times correlations get tbd = tp = tf . If not a leader breakdown but
a streamer breakdown appears, tp does not exist per definition here, than
tbd = ts + tf. As the increase of the voltage step is very fast, tinc,min can be
neglected generally, as done in experimental part.
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Formative time lag tf

Figure 2.11: Schematic of the stepped leader breakdown development
[SeNB08], figure 5(a), tf added. tsc is the space charge decay time, tL is the
time between successive leaders, tλ is the thermal leader decay time.
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2.7 Statistical Time Lag ts
For breakdown inception an avalanche starting seed electron has to be
available in the so called initiation or integration volume Volinit [Koch15]. It
is defined as part of the critical volume where the appearance of a seed
electron fulfills the breakdown criterion, Equation (2.9). Volinit depends on
the field distribution, electrode size, electrode shape, and electrode spacing. 1
The critical volume Volcrit is defined as a volume stressed with fields above
the critical field strength E/N > (E/N)crit . A long statistical time lag ts,
which under certain circumstances may be up to one minute [Cook70], can
lead to significant overestimation of the electric strength (ES) if the voltage
is increasing quickly, or the voltage stress is of a short duration. Thus, the
generation rate of free electrons and its appearance probability distribution
has to be taken into account and the rate increased if necessary. This can be
achieved by the effects of field emission or by different irradiation methods.

2.7.1 Volume-Time-Criterion
Under ambient conditions, the natural background cosmic and terrestrial
radiation is the main source of ionization in gases. Ionization of a neutral
molecule leaves behind a positive ion and in electron attaching gases like air
and SF6, the released electron can either directly start an avalanche or get
attached to another neutral molecule to form a negative ion. This ion can
provide an electron later via detachment. Hence, ionization in gases is usually
measured as ion pair (IP) generation rate. Inside metallic pressure vessels, the
natural background cosmic radiation is the main source of ionization, and IP
generation
was
determined
to
be
around
5 to 30 IP cm−3 s− bar− for SF6 [WNPB88a], [Tsch18], [Kind86],
[KoSF12] and around 5 IP cm−3 s− bar− for N2 [WNPB88a]. The exact rate
depends on the place of measurement: the rate typically increases with
altitude and is usually higher outside than in buildings [Kind86], [KoSF12]
which is due to different levels of absorption of cosmic radiation. It might
also be dependent on shielding of experimental vessel material (metal or
plastic), and on electrode shape, as plane electrodes have an increased
shielding of the gap due to their size [Wiel78]. The correlation of the
1

The exact breakdown criterion depends on experimental conditions and
breakdown mechanism.
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generation rate of a seed electron and the probability of a seed electron
leading to an avalanche, was formulated by W. Boeck as the Volume Time
Criterion [BBMZ86] [Boec75a], [Boec75b], [BoKi83]. The breakdown
probability P(t) for dominating ionization starting at tinit, the time when the
initiation volume Volinit1 becomes greater than 0, can be formulated as a
cumulative probability function Equation (2.27), or as a probability density
distribution function Equation (2.28). It depends on the free electron
generation rate per time and volume 𝑛̇ e (in cm-3 s-1 ), gas swarm parameters
η/α ,
the
applied
electric
field
strength
(as (η/N)/(α/N) = η/α = 𝑓(E/N)), the size of Volinit, and the duration of
η

voltage stress. For dominating attachment α < η, ∫Vol (1 − ) dVol = 0.
α
init
It should be noted that in electron attaching gases the generation of seed
electrons 𝑛̇ in the gas volume is dominated by the detachment of electrons
from negative ions [Kind86], [WNPB88a]. For non-uniform electrode
arrangements, the polarity of the electrode with higher field stress has a
significant influence on the statistical time lag ts, as different seed electron
generation mechanisms get relevant.
t

η
P(t) = 1 − exp ( −𝑛̇ e · ∫ [ ∫ (1 − ) dVol] dt)
α

(2.27)

dP(t)
η
= [1 − P(t)] · 𝑛̇ e · ∫ (1 − ) dVol
dt
α

(2.28)

tinit

Volinit

Volinit

1

In the original equation the critical volume Volcrit and tcrit are used.
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2.7.2 Artificial Increase of Seed Electron Availability
Electrode surface modification for field emission increase
Electrons can be emitted from the cathode surface if the electric field strength
on it starts to exceed E > 108 Vm-1 [BBMZ86] to E > 109 Vm-1 [Noer82]
(1 to 10 MV cm-1 ). These high values cannot be reached macroscopically for
uniform or weakly non-uniform fields as the breakdown voltage of gases is
significantly lower. However, the applied electric field strength in front of
tips (roughness) is considerably enhanced, e.g. for Rz = 10 μm, by a factor
of around 10. These micro tips can also have a rough structure on their
surface, which can increase the field strength by a further order of magnitude
[SeNB09]. This would lead to a significant electron field emission for
macroscopic fields starting in the range of E > 10 kV cm-1 to 100 kV cm-1 .
A more precise calculation of micro tips field emission is possible with the
Fowler–Nordheim Equation (2.29).

Ultraviolet (UV) irradiation
UV irradiation (or illumination) focused on the space between the electrodes,
has to provide enough energy for photoelectric emission from the cathode, or
enable detachment from anions1. The minimum energy required to extract an
electron from the surface of common electrode metals is mostly in the range
of Φ = 4 to 5 eV2, which corresponds to 310 nm to 248 nm
wavelength [HaLB14]. This means that UV sources with around or below
248 nm (energies of 5 eV) have to be used, e.g. mid-UV (200 to 300 nm) or
UV-C (280 to 100 nm) [HaLB14], [ISO 21348]. UV-C irradiation is
recommended by IEC 60052 for air for all breakdown voltages below
Ubd ≤ 50 kV, and for all voltages measured with spheres having a radius
below r ≤ 62.5 mm. In contrast, ASTM D2477-07 mentions that no influence
of UV-irradiation was observed for the recommended setup and consequently
it is not required. In literature UV is usually described to be generated with a
high pressure quartz mercury lamp with power in the range from 32 W to
275 W [BiZa83], [WKBC82], [Oppe74], [Zwic86].

For example: around 3.4 eV (364 nm) for SF6− [ChOl00].
For example: Al 4.2 eV, C 5.0 eV, Cr 4.5 eV, Cu 4.5 eV, Fe 4.7 eV,
Ni 5.3 eV, Zn 4.9 eV [HaLB14].
1
2
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X-ray
X-ray sources provide energies around 100 eV to 1 MeV or wavelengths
around 10 nm to 0.001 nm [ISO 21348]. This high energy provides free
electrons from gas ionization1 and from electrodes via the photoelectric
effect. Pulsed X-ray sources were used for partial discharge investigation
[Adil13] but also for the elimination of statistical time lags in breakdown
experiments [KoBF14].

Radioactive substances
To provide starting electrons, radioactive substances have to directly emit
electrons as beta-radiation, or indirectly as gamma-radiation. Elements like
Caesium, Radium, and Americium were often used in the past in high voltage
test setups. The placement can be either near the electrode gap or directly
embedded in one of the electrodes [Berg78], [Gaen53], [Hart77], [Howa76],
[Kuff59], [KoSF80].

2.7.3 Negative Needle Polarity
The electron cold field emission rate 𝑁̇e,FN (in s-1) from the tip and
consequently the order of magnitude of the statistical time lag ts, can be
estimated with the Fowler-Nordheim Equation (2.29). Its inverse is the time
lag ts,FN , Equation (2.30) [Koch15], [Bujo15], [FoNo28].
For the Fowler-Nordheim Equation applied to a needle tip, Equation (2.29), the
electrode metal work function is usually chosen to Φ = 4.5 eV. The effective field
emission surface area Aeff can be chosen accordingly to [Koch15] and [Bujo15]
to Aeff = Ω·R2 with Ω = 0.1 sr and 𝑅 = 0.2 mm. As the macroscopic needle tip
surface has its own microscopic fine structure and imperfections, the electric field
strength on the ideal tip Etip calculated according to its length L and radius R, can
be enhanced in addition with the field enhancement factor β. Further the electron
elementary charge qe ≈ 1.602’176·10-19C [TiMo15] is needed for the
calculation. te,FN is more or less insensitive on the variation of Aeff .

1

Ionization energies: N2 15.6 eV, O2 12.1 eV, CO2 14.4 eV, SF6 15.6 eV
[BBMZ86].
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4.52

𝑁̇e,FN =1.54·10−6

ts,FN =

Aeff 10 √Φ
Φ1.5
2
(β Etip ) ⸱exp (-2.84⸱109
)
qe
Φ
β Etip

1
𝑁̇e,neg

(2.29)

(2.30)

2.7.4 Positive Needle Polarity
The assumptions and modelling of seed electron generation for positive polarity
is described in [Koch15] and [SeNB08]. In the case of positive needle polarity,
no electrons are provided by field emission from the needle. For attaching
gases, the detachment rate coefficient 𝛿 (in s-1) from negative ions is supposed
to be the main seed electron source, described by the detachment rate 𝑁̇e,𝛿
(in s-1), see Equation (2.31). 𝑁̇e,𝛿 depends on the molecule number density N,
-3
3
as N influences the equilibrium density of negative ions ion−
eq (m ·m ) in the
initiation volume 𝑉𝑜𝑙int . For positive needle polarity this volume is at a certain
distance from the needle tip, as the electron avalanche has to develop toward
the tip. The detachment rate 𝛿 (s-1) consists of several processes, such as autodetachment, field-induced detachment, collisional detachment, and photodetachment. Consequently, it shows field strength dependent properties,
expressed as 𝛿(𝐸( )). The field distribution within 𝑉𝑜𝑙int can be expressed as
a part of a spherical segment of a solid angle of Ω = 0.1 sr. In the z-direction,
it is limited by a maximum distance from the tip where the critical field zcrit
appears and by the minimum distance zmin, where the streamer criterion can be
fulfilled. The result of these considerations is Equation (2.32). If the physical
parameters for 𝛿(𝐸( )) are not given, it can be approximated empirically by a
power function with fitting parameters a, b, and c, shown in Equation (2.33).
𝑁̇e,δ = ion−
eq · 𝑁 ∫

𝛿 dVol

(2.31)

Volint

𝑁̇e,δ ≈ Ω · 4π · ion−
eq · 𝑁 ∫

zcrit

𝛿(E(z))(z + R) dz

(2.32)

zmin

𝛿(𝑥) = c · 10(a·x

b)

(2.33)

3. Properties of Gas Mixtures
Mixtures of gases can have beneficial properties in comparison to pure
substances or their linear combinations. Calculation of important parameters
of mixtures, such as electric strength (Subsection 3.1), liquefaction
temperature (Subsection 3.2), compressibility (Subsection 3.3) and global
warming potential (Subsection 3.4) are described in this section.

3.1 Electric Strength Synergism
A beneficial effect of a gas mixtures concerning the electric strength (ES) is
that the ES of a mixture may exceed the linear combination of the components
weighted by their molar fraction mol%. The synergy coefficient SC can be
calculated according to Equation (3.1). If SC > 1, we can talk about
synergism, if SC < 1 about negative synergism. If ES of the mixture exceeds
the ES of each of the mixed components in the pure state, positive synergism
is the case [RaFr18b], [PHFK21].
𝑆𝐶 =

ESmixture
∑𝑖 mol%comp i · EScomp i

(3.1)

It has to be taken into account that different synergisms can be defined, not
only for ES = (E/N)crit, but also the breakdown voltage ES = Ubd for different
field configurations, voltage stress forms, and pressures. The synergisms can
significantly deviate from each other. For example, SF 6/N2 mixtures show
good synergism concerning (E/N)crit [RaFr18b], but negative synergism under
lightning impulse stress and different polarities, field non-uniformity, and
pressure [GZMZ18].
From a physical point of view, the positive synergism can either be explained
by the increasing efficiency of the three body attachment processes, or by the
effective electron energy moderation of one component, reducing the electron
energies to a level where attachment to the other component is more efficient
[EPF22], [HPEC20].
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3.2 Liquefaction
The liquefaction temperature of a gas mixture is approximately equal to the
liquefaction temperature of its compound with the highest boiling point at the
given partial pressure of this compound. It can be expressed by the Dalton’s
and Raoult’s law, Equation (3.2) [RaFr18b], where 𝑚𝑜𝑙%i is the molar
fraction of the gas phase of compound i, 𝑇𝐶𝑖 is the critical temperature of the
compound i, and p is the pressure.
1
=∑
pmix (𝑇)
i(𝑇<𝑇 i

mol%𝑖
) p𝑖 (𝑇)

(3.2)

i
Compounds above Tcrit
are assumed to be non-condensable and are not
considered in Equation (3.2). Dalton’s law states that the pressure of a
mixture of non reactive gases 𝑝mix corresponds to the sum of the partial
pressures pi of its compounds i. Raoult’s law states that the liquefaction
temperature of a compound in the mixture depends on its partial pressure.
Fluorinated gases have usually a higher ES and higher liquefaction
temperature than buffer gases. In this case, reaching the liquefaction
temperature of its mixture will lead to the inception of liquefaction of the
fluorinated compound. This would result in a significant drop of the ES of
the mixture, especially in the case of good synergism [RaFr18b].

The vapor pressure curves of the investigated gas mixtures, calculated
according to Equation (3.2), are shown in Figure 3.1. The curves can be
interpreted as illustrated for SF6 with the red dashed line in Figure 3.1 (e): the
gas is filled to certain pressure, e.g. p20°C = 600 kPa (red circle in Figure
3.1 (e)), in a GIS during manufacturing or maintenance at ambient
temperature of e.g. T°C = 20°C (indicated by vertical gray dashed lines in all
Subfigures of Figure 3.1). Then the GIS is installed somewhere at ambient
temperature conditions. If the temperature gets colder, the pressure drops
also, due to the ideal gas law, indicated by the gray dashed lines. At the point
where the dashed lines intersects with a vapor pressure curve
(e.g. T°C = -29.7°C, p-30°C = 500 kPa), the gas will start to liquefy, and the
temperature pressure characteristic will follow the vapor pressure curve, from
then on.
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Figure 3.1: Vapor pressure curves for investigated gas combinations,
according to [RaFr18b] and referenced therein. Calculations for mixtures
are based on ideal conditions following Dalton’s and Raoult’s Law. The
fraction of the first compound in headings is indicated with percent
values near the lines. In (e) an example for temperature and pressure drop
due to liquefaction for SF6 is indicated with red dashed line and with the
red circle indicating the filling conditions.
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Related to the lowest liquefaction temperature of pure substances, CO2 shows
the best performance, followed by SF6. As the fluorinated gases are mixed with
CO2, a temperature performance similar to SF6 can be achieved: For C4-FN it
is a fraction around 2 % to 5 % in CO2, for C5-FK a fraction below 1 %, for
CF3I a fraction of 10 %. However, it has to be taken into account that for these
percentages its ES is inferior to the ES of SF6. This means that either mixtures
with higher percentages have to be used or the pressure increased. Both variants
lead to an increase of the liquefaction temperature. As an example SF6 pressure
of p20°C = 600 kPa at T°C = 20°C is taken as reference. Its liquefaction
temperature corresponds to T°C = -29.7 °C. ES values correspond to measured
(E/N)bd in Section 8.2.1 and are assumed to be linear with increasing pressure.
The necessary filling pressures to achieve the same ES as SF6 are listed in Table
3.1. Vice versa, to reach reasonable low operating temperature, the pressure of
the mixtures has to be decreased. Considering a minimal operating temperature
of T°C = -30 °C, the filling pressures at 20 °C have to be as listed in Table 3.2.
However, other effects like gas equipment dimensioning, roughness
sensitivity, and gas handling at higher pressures have to be considered
also, as well as ES properties for different voltage stress forms and non uniformity levels.
For medium voltage range, lower pressures and higher minimum
temperatures are required, making the requirements on the alternative
mixtures less challenging.
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Table 3.1: Filling pressures of alternative gas mixtures at T°C = 20 °C to
achieve similar ES as p = 600 kPa of SF6.
fraction
(%)

gas

pressure for ES similar pressure increase liquefaction
to p = 600 kPa of SF6 relative to 600 kPa temperature
(kPa)
(%)
(°C)

C4-FN/CO2

5 / 95

900

50

- 16.5

C4-FN/CO2

20 / 80

600

0

+ 1.6

C5-FK/CO2

5 / 95

1140

90

+17.8

CF3I/CO2

30 / 70

960

60

+10.9

Table 3.2: Filling pressure of alternative gas mixtures at T°C = 20 °C for
liquefaction temperature of -30 °C.

gas

fraction
(%)

pressure p
(kPa)

C4-FN/CO2
C4-FN/CO2
C5-FK/CO2
CF3I/CO2
CO2

5 / 95
20 / 80
5 / 95
30 / 70
100

521
169
148
258
1700

ES relative to
p = 600 kPa of SF6
(%)
56
28
13
26
97
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3.3 Compressibility
Real gases do not follow the ideal gas law exactly, but show certain
deviations dependent on the gas. These deviations are denoted as
compressibility. Under the assumption of constant temperature, this means
that if the gas pressure is increased by a certain factor, the molecule number
density N is not increased by the same factor, but shows a deviation of several
percent. The compressibility factor 𝑍(𝑝, 𝑇) describing this deviation is not
linear but has a polynomic expression. It has to be measured or estimated for
each temperature, pressure and gas combination.
Taking this into account, only mixtures created by gravimetric methods will
represent the real molar fractions. Filling by partial pressures with the
manometric method will give a certain deviation from real molar fractions.
Examples of compressibility values are given in Table 3.3. The values Z < 1
indicate that the real gas number density Nreal will be above the number
density calculated according to ideal gas law Nideal,calc from measured
pressure pPa and measured temperature TK , Equations (3.3) and (3.4)
[HHEE87], [Schm86], [TiMo15].
𝑝Pa
𝑍(𝑝, 𝑇) = (
)⁄𝑁real
k B · 𝑇K

(3.3)

𝑁ideal,calc
𝑍(𝑝, 𝑇)

(3.4)

𝑁real =

As an approximation the following error estimation for a gas mixture can be
done: assuming 5 % of C4-FN or C5-FK in CO2 for pmix = 50 kPa, its partial
pressure will be around pC5-FK = 25 kPa. Taking into account compressibility
values from Table 3.3 for C5-FK and CO2, the molar fraction of the mixture
will be 5.14 %/94.86 % showing only a small deviation to the partial pressure
ratio1. However, due to interaction of the components, the compressibility of
the mixture will be slightly different. Consequently, the filling order has an
influence on the exact composition of the mixture.

1

Estimated real fraction of C5-FK
= (25 kPa/0.948) / (25 kPa/0.948 + 475 kPa/0.975) = 5.14 %
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Table 3.3: Estimated compressibility Z for different
Z(303 K, 101.3 kPa)
[FJKB21]
,
Z(298 K, 101.3 kPa)
Z(273 K, 101.3 kPa) [EnAi21], Z(300 K) [HHEE87].
gas

C4-FN C5-FK

O2

N2

Z( 65.0 kPa, 300 K)
Z(101.3 kPa, 303 K) 0.967

CO2

SF6

N2O

gases,
and

CF3I

0.997
0.948 0.999

1.0

0.995

Z(101.3 kPa, 298 K)

0.999

1.0

0.995 0.989 0.995 0.978

Z(101.3 kPa, 273 K)

0.999

1.0

0.993 0.985 0.993 0.969

Z(181.9 kPa, 300 K)

0.991

Z(303.3 kPa, 300 K)

0.985

Z(390.2 kPa, 300 K)

0.981

Z(503.7 kPa, 300 K)

0.975
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3.4 GWP
According to reports of Intergovernmental Panel On Climate Change (IPCC)
“the Global Warming Potential (GWP) is defined as the time-integrated
Radiative Forcing (RF) due to a pulse emission of a given component, relative
to a pulse emission of an equal mass of CO2” for a certain time horizon (TH).
GWP is usually given for TH of 100 years and relates to 1 kg of a substance
in comparison to 1 kg of CO2. RF (in W/m2) “… is the net change in the
energy balance of the Earth system due to some imposed perturbation. It is
usually expressed in watts per square meter averaged over a particular period
of time and quantifies the energy imbalance that occurs when the imposed
change takes place”. GWP of a component i relative to CO2 is calculated
according to Equation (3.5) [MSBC13]. RF values are calculated with
Equation (3.6), where the radioactive efficiency (RE) corresponds to RF per
mass unit (in Wm-2kg-1) and C(t) (in kg) is the time dependent abundance of
a given component i [FRAB07].
H

GWPi ( H) =

∫0 RFi (t) dt
H

∫0 RFCO2 (t) dt

RFi (t) = REi · Ci (t)

(3.5)

(3.6)

While GWP and consequently RE are defined by IPCC in mass relation,
scientific approaches calculate the impact of a substance in relation to its
molecule amount (e.g. RE in Wm-2ppbv-1). The results are recalculated in
relation to mass, to be presented according to GWP definition [KaMF12],
[SKAN17].
A GIS will be filled with the same number of molecules, disregarding the
kind of the gas, according to ideal gas law and assuming the same filling
pressure. The lighter the gas molecule, the less gas mass will be required to
reach a certain pressure. Assuming gases with different molecular masses,
same pressure, and same GWP per kg, the total contribution to global
warming will be less for the lighter gas. Because of this reason it is also useful
to present GWP for insulation gases not only in relation to the mass GWPmass,
but also in relation to one molecule of the substance GWPmol. The
recalculation can be done with Equation (3.7). For gas mixtures, the mean
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molar mass Mgas can be calculated with Equation (3.8). For gas mixtures
GWPmole can be calculated with Equation (3.9), knowing GWPmole,i of each
component i, and knowing its molar fraction mol%gas,i. GWPmass of mixtures
can be calculated with Equation (3.10), knowing GWPmass,i of each
component i, and knowing its mass fraction mass%gas,i. Consideration of
differentiation of GWP related to mass and mole or volume have been done
e.g. by C. Roehl et al. for fluorocarbons [RBBM95],
Mgas
MCO2

(3.7)

Mgas = ∑ mol%gas,i · Mgas,i

(3.8)

GWPmole = GWPmass ·

i

GWPmole = ∑ mol%gas,i · GWPmole,i

(3.9)

i

GWPmass = ∑ mass%gas,i · GWPmass,i

(3.10)

i

Both related GWP are shown in Table 3.4 for some pure substances and in
Table 3.5 for some common mixtures. GWPmole of heavy molecules is around
four times higher than its GWPmass, according to their molecule mass relation
to CO2. The gas amount stored in a SF6 filled GIS would contribute 78’000
times more to global warming than in a CO2 filled GIS, under assumption of
the same volume and the same pressure. However, it also has to be considered
that a CO2 filled GIS would require more pressure or more volume (longer
insulation distance) in comparison to a SF6 filled GIS due to the lower ES of
CO2. This would increase the amount of CO2 and reduce the total global
warming impact difference. For gas mixtures with high fractions of buffer
gases, the difference of GWPmole and GWPmass is much less prominent, as the
mean molecule mass Mgas in the mixture is near that of CO2.
Furthermore, it has to be taken into account that GWP values usually relate
to the lifetime of the original substance. The molecules created in the
atmosphere after its decomposition are not always considered directly.
However, usually the decomposition products are discussed and meant not to
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have a significant GWP themselves [SBRG94], [SKAN17], [TWHG03]. It
has also to be considered that GWP is not a perfect value to describe the
impact of a substance on the global warming and is based on simplifications.
This is a point of discussion of IPCC and also other parameters are suggested
as e.g. the global temperature potential (GTP) [FRAB07].

Table 3.4: GWPmass (100 y) related to same mass of CO2 , and GWPmole
related to one molecule (or same number of molecules) of CO2, for some pure
insulation gases. [1]: [MSBC13], [2]: [FJKB21].
gas

SF6

Molar mass M
(in g mol-1)

146

HFOC4-FN C5-FK 1234ze(E) CF3I
195

N2O

CO2 N2 O2

266

114

196

44

44

28 32

GWPmass
23’500 2’100
rel. to kg CO2
[1]
[2]

<1
[2]

<1
[2]

<5
[2]

265
[1]

1
[1]

0 0
[1] [1]

GWPmole
78’000 9’300
rel. to mol CO2

< 6.0

< 2.6

< 22

265

1.0

0

0

Table 3.5: GWPmass (100 y) related to same mass of CO2 , and GWPmole related
to one molecule (or same number of molecules) of CO2, for some insulation
gas mixtures, calculated from values of with Equations (3.7) to (3.9).
gas

SF6/N2, SF6/CO2, CF3I/CO2
5 %95 % 5 %/95 % 30 %/70 %

C4-FN/CO2/O2 C5-FK/CO2/O2
5 %/90 %/5 % 5 %/84 %/11 %

Mean molar
mass M
(in g mol-1)

33.9

49.1

89.6

54.5

53.8

GWPmass
Rel. to kg
CO2

5’060

3’500

< 3.6

376

0.9

GWPmole
rel. to mol
CO2

3’900

3’900

7.4

466

1.1

A significant global warming potential GWP appears only for mixtures with
SF6 and C4-FN, other gases have a GWP ≈ 1, and can be neglected.
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Figure 3.2 shows GWP for different mixing ratios in relation to the same mass
and same molecule number of CO2, calculated with Equations (3.7) to (3.9).
It can be seen that GWPmass obtains with increasing fraction of fluorinated gas
a kind of a saturation, while GWPmole increases linearly. For the typical
fractions of 20 % SF6 or 5 % of C4-FN there is no significant difference
between the both values, GWPmass ≈ GWPmole. This difference starts to be
significant for above 20 % for both fluorinated gases, GWPmass << GWPmole.

Figure 3.2: 100 years GWP of SF6/N2 and C4-FN/CO2 mixture. Solid lines:
relative to mass (e.g. 1 kg) of CO2, dashed lines: relative to a molecule of
CO2. C4-FN/CO2/O2 shown almost same values as O2 has no GWP and a
molar mass similar to CO2. (a): whole mixing range, (b): zoom to 0 % to
10 % mixing range.

4. Aim of this work
From the current perspective, the insulating gas SF6 will be replaced in the
next years to decade with more environmentally friendly alternatives in
newly soled equipment. Owing to high liquefaction temperatures of novel
fluorinated strongly attaching gases, their mixtures with background gases,
predominantly CO2, are suggested and some of them are already
commercially available. In comparison to SF6 and air, investigated in detail
for half a century and a century, respectively, the currently discussed novel
gases are investigated only since a few years. Consequently, so far, only a
limited literature and knowledge pool exists. Moreover, as different mixture
compositions, different breakdown experiments and different evaluation
methods were used, a meaningful comparison of the available results
becomes difficult or impossible. For this reason, this work contributes to the
investigation of the fundamentals of electric strength and breakdown
processes in novel insulating gases and gas mixtures.
The aim of this thesis is


(I) to find a reliable, repeatable, and reproducible way to
characterize the relation of (E/N)bd to (E/N)crit of novel alternative
insulating gases at application pressures in (quasi) uniform electric
field (“intrinsic strength”)



(II) to investigate if the breakdown inception and development
processes that are known for SF6 are also present and thus can be
applied to predict the breakdown voltage for mixtures of novel
strongly attaching gases with buffer gases in all practically relevant
electric field distributions and voltage wave shapes.
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Accordingly, the thesis is structured in two main parts, both dealing with
experiments:
The first main part deals with breakdown experiments in a uniform electric
field. A literature review is conducted, giving an overview of experimental
conditions of breakdown experiments with practical and theoretical
considerations. The influence of some experimental aspects such as electrode
geometry, electrode surface, UV-irradiation, gas pressure, AC-voltage rate of
rise, are investigated in air and SF6, and compared with reference literature.
The conclusions are used to define an experimental breakdown setup for
alternative insulating gases with focus on reliable, repeatable and reproducible
results1. With this setup, breakdown experiments are performed in alternative
insulating gas mixtures based on C4-FN, C5-FK, SF6, CF3I, HFO1234ze(E),
and N2, CO2, O2 with pressure and mixture variation, and compared with
swarm data. A part of these investigations is performed as part of the Cigré
working group D1.67 (contribution to the definition of an experimental setup,
and participation in round-robin breakdown experiments).
The second main part of the thesis deals with the observation of prebreakdown and breakdown processes in gas mixtures, initiated on a needle
tip embedded in a uniform electric field. For this purpose, the current through
the needle and emitted UV-light in front of it are measured after the
application of a voltage step. This way, some fundamental processes of
breakdown development similar to SF6 can be observed including statistical
time lag, formative time lag, breakdown propagation time, streamer
initiation, leader appearance, and charges. The experiments are performed in
SF6/N2 and SF6/CO2, as these components are well known and some
references for these gases are available, and in two recently commercially
used alternative gas mixtures C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % and
C5-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 %.
Repeatability: “closeness of agreement between the results of successive
measurements of the same measurand, carried out under the same conditions of
measurement”, i.e.: same procedure, observers, conditions, laboratory,
experimental setup [InEC21]. Summarized: same team, same experimental setup.
1

Reproducibility: “closeness of agreement between the results of
measurements of the same value of a quantity, when the individual
measurements are made under different conditions of measurement”, i.e.:
different procedures, observers, conditions, laboratories, setups [InEC21].
Summarized: different teams, different laboratories.

I. Setup Design Criteria and
Breakdown Experiments of
Novel Environmentally Friendly
Alternative Insulating
Gas Mixtures
in Uniform Electric Fields
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Swarm experiments enable, in most cases, the investigation of the critical
field strength (E/N)crit up to pressures around p ≈ 1 kPa for strongly attaching
gases, and for weakly attaching gases like air up to ambient pressure of
p ≈ 100 kPa. The critical field strength (E/N)crit, which might be pressure
dependent, needs to be also validated and compared with breakdown values
(E/N)bd obtained at higher pressures.
First of all, a suitable setup has to be defined to provide repeatable,
reproducible and good comparable breakdown values for the characterization
of the electric strength of novel alternative insulating gas mixtures 1. For this
purpose, first a literature review and summary about the influence of
experimental conditions on breakdown results are done in Section 5. Based
on this, experimental methods are defined in Section 6, and in Section 7 the
influence of different experimental parameters (as electrode shape and
surface, voltage rate of rise, UV irradiation, gas pressure) on the breakdown
results is investigated for air and SF6. From the observations in the
experimental parameter study, conclusions are made and the identified
experimental conditions are applied for the measurements of novel
fluorinated insulating gas mixtures, shown in Section 8.

1

Simultaneously, in the frame of CIGRE WG D 1.67, a setup has to be
defined to perform round robin experiments in alternative insulating gas
mixtures.

5. Review and Assessment of
Experimental Conditions
For the design of the breakdown experiment, first a literature survey is
conducted to describe the influence of various relevant experimental
parameters to the breakdown voltage in (quasi) uniform fields. A discussion
of possible advantages and disadvantages is given for each of these
parameters together with the link to the breakdown physics and practical
setup construction.
It is impossible to list all publications about breakdown experiments in gases
in this article, so the chosen literature overview can only give an overall
impression of the experimental variety and similarity.
The section is structured as follows: Subsection 5.1 summarizes the basic
testing voltage wave shapes. Subsection 5.2 gives an overview about the
testing circuits and procedures. Subsequent sections are treating the influence
of electrode properties: 5.3 geometry, 5.4 surface, 5.5 material,
5.6 conditioning. Subsection 5.7 discusses the influence of the pressure and
spacing range. Subsection 5.8 treats the artificial generation of seed electrons
for the reduction of the statistical time lag. Finally, Subsection 5.9 lists
construction parameters which have to be taken into account when
dimensioning experimental vessels.
The section and the figures therein are taken from [PFDS21]1, where
literature overview, evaluation and interpretation of the results was provided
by the author and discussed as well as commented by all authors. It is
extended with a description of streamer and leader breakdown processes in
strongly non-uniform fields.

1

Published as ELECTRA N°319 December 2021, Working Group Report
WGR_319_1: Design criteria for experiments to measure the breakdown
voltage of insulating gases in uniform electric fields, © CIGRE 2021.
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5.1 Voltage Wave Shape
For the investigation of the electric strength of gases near the intrinsic
strength, mostly power frequency AC, sometimes DC and rarely impulse test
voltages are used. ASTM D2477-07 recommends AC. In IEC-60052 a test
voltage of AC or LI is recommended for proper results for measurements in
atmospheric air with sphere electrodes, direct voltages are not recommended
due to “erratic behavior of these gaps due to fibrous particles in the air which
cause erratic disruptive discharges at low voltages”.

AC voltage
Sinusoidal AC voltages can be generated with relatively simple circuits.
Frequencies of 50 Hz or 60 Hz correspond to real power system frequencies.
These frequencies are low (half wave duration 10 ms and 8.3 ms, respectively)
compared to the development of the discharge processes (typical electron
swarm drift velocities around (E/N)crit are in the order of around 100 mm μs-1 ).
This order of magnitude does not depend on the gas type and is valid for SF6
[ChOl00], air [HaFr19], and a lot of other gases [ChHF18a], [ChHF18b].
Therefore, in gaps of several centimeters, the electric field can be considered
as constant during the breakdown initiation. Under AC field stress, polarity
effects can be investigated by detailed waveform recordings.

DC voltage
The generation of DC voltage is more challenging than AC, as a rectifying
circuit or DC voltage generators (e.g. Van de Graaff generator) are required.
Advantages include a constant electric field stress and the possibility to make
detailed polarity investigations. Possible disadvantages include the charge
accumulation on insulating surfaces. The experiments have to be performed for
both polarities if the fields are non uniform. Investigations with DC voltages
for the determination of Paschen curves are listed by CIGRE WG 15.03
[DLOV74], [WKGD77] and performed in other works such as [FKNU78,
Hart77, Howa56, KoSF80, Oppe74, SiRa15].

Impulse voltage
Impulse voltages are usually performed for practical insulation performance
investigations, e.g. as described in [Bias85, Howa56, Schm86, SKMA18,
Wiel78] or for the investigation of discharge development mechanisms, e.g.
as done in [Dreg80, Graf05], [SeSG17]. Possible disadvantages include
relatively complex voltage generation circuits and a significant influence of
statistical time lags [Boec75a], [Boec75b].

5.2 Test Circuit and Procedures
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5.2 Test Circuit and Procedures
The obtained distribution of breakdown results can be influenced by various
experimental conditions like the method of voltage application
(Subsection 5.2.1), number of breakdown in one test series
(Subsection 5.2.2), waiting time between voltage applications
(Subsection 5.2.3), and energy dissipated in a breakdown spark
(Subsection 5.2.4).

5.2.1 Voltage Application Methods
AC and DC voltages can be applied by continuous or stepwise increase. In
most cases, the voltage is increased close to the breakdown with a rate dU/dt
of between 0.05 kVs-1 [Bias85] and 2 kVs-1 [DLOV74], [WKGD77].
ASTM D2477-07 recommends a rate of 0.5 kVs-1. IEC 60052 recommends
for DC voltage stresses and a rod-rod electrode configuration a rate adjusted
to have a time of 1 minute between 75 % and 100 % of the breakdown
voltage. A slow voltage increase rate reduces overestimations of the electric
strength due to the statistical time lag, but increases the experimental time. A
trade-off could involve a fast dU/dt up to a value around 80 % or 90 % of the
expected breakdown voltage and then a slower dU/dt up to the breakdown
value [Berg78, Bias85, Hart77, Howa56, KoSF80, Oppe74, Zwic86].
Another possibility is to keep the voltage constant for several seconds and to
increase it in small steps [SiRa15], [Howa56]. Impulse voltages can only be
varied by changing the prospective magnitude of the next impulse. In general,
longer voltage application times lead to lower measured of breakdown
voltages.

5.2.2 Breakdown Number
Since the breakdown development is a statistical process, the measured
breakdown values will scatter in a certain range depending on the
experimental parameters. Consequently, several repetitions are necessary to
estimate the breakdown performance (e.g. a probability distribution).
IEC 60052 recommends at least ten repetitions for AC voltage stress, for
impulse voltages ten repetitions per constant voltage level in a multiple level
test and at least 20 in an up-and-down-test. In ASTM D2477-07, for ACvoltage stress, two gas fillings with five breakdowns in each filling are
recommended. Ten repetitions are also a common number which can be
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found often in literature for AC and DC voltage rise tests. This figure
originates only from practical considerations. For a proper statistical analysis,
much higher numbers are required. In the case of rough electrodes and
significant conditioning effects, investigations up to 200 repetitions are
performed [Berg78], [KoSF80]. For impulse voltages, not every application
would lead to a breakdown, so breakdown probabilities are calculated in the
order of at least a few tens of applications.

5.2.3 Waiting Times for Consecutive Voltage Applications
A discharge spark, which is a small and short arc, of a test breakdown creates
ions and gaseous decomposition products in the electrode gap, which can
have an influence on the gas performance in the consecutive voltage
application. Consequently, after breakdown, a waiting time should be
considered to decrease the concentration of these products by diffusion or
recombination. At least 30 seconds waiting time are recommended in
IEC- 60052 for impulse and AC voltages. In literature, this value ranges from
30 s [Howa56] to several minutes [Oppe74], [Schm86].
For AC and DC, the ions from a previous breakdown are removed in the
slowly increasing electric field of the voltage rise during each new
experiment. In contrast, the duration of impulse voltages is usually much
shorter than the ion drift times. For this reason, waiting times of
6 to 15 minutes are recommended between two impulse applications to
ensure ions are removed [Koch15], [KoSF12]. To enable shorter waiting
times, a bias DC voltage of several kV can be applied for several seconds to
remove most of the ions [KiTa85].1 In contrary, a lightning impulse voltage
with a front time of 1.2 μs [IEC 60060-1] and a resulting field strength of
𝐸 = 200 kV·cm-1 would make the ions move approximately only 1 mm.
Some impulse generators put a voltage on the test object during charging.
This voltage may be up to a few hundred volts and is called suction voltage
[Desc20]. Consequently, if the ions are not removed before the next voltage
application, the successive breakdowns will be influenced. This may lead to
trends and dependence of the breakdown voltage level on the waiting times
due to different ion concentrations.
For example, the SF6− ion mobility is 0.54 cm2 V-1 s-1 at standard conditions
[ChOl00, Patt70]. If a field strength of E = 10 kVcm-1 is applied, the ion velocity
would be around 54 m·s-1 (54 mm·(ms)-1 ), so even an AC half wave of 10 ms
might be sufficient to remove the ions from a gap of a few centimeters.
1
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5.2.4 Energy Dissipation
To reduce gas dissociation and electrode surface stress, the energy dissipated
in the breakdown spark should be limited as much as possible. For this
purpose, current limiting resistors between the voltage source and the
electrodes are used in AC and DC voltage circuits. Limiting resistors with
values from 0.1 MΩ to 1 MΩ are recommended in IEC- 60052. This
resistance range can also be found in other literature from around 200 kΩ
[Berg78], [EPRI EL-2620] to 10 MΩ [Berg78, Howa56]. ASTM D2477-07
recommends choosing a resistance value which limits the breakdown current
to a range of 1 mA·kV -1 to 10 mA·kV -1 . To limit the current from stray
capacitances, the resistors should be placed close to the vessel. G. Biasutti
has even used a 2 MΩ resistor as the high voltage electrode holder inside the
breakdown vessel [Bias85]. Limiting resistors also decrease the steepness of
the voltage collapse, which is an advantage as high voltage and current
changing rates may cause transient over-voltages and strong electromagnetic
interference. For impulse voltages, the resistance values are usually
determined by the desired voltage shape. IEC 60052 recommends, for this
purpose, a resistor with non-inductive construction and its resistance should
not exceed 500 Ω.
In addition to the resistors, a fast automatic breakdown detection and circuit
breaking device is of benefit in AC and DC voltage test circuits. It is
recommended by ASTM D2477-07 and often used in experiments. The
typical turn-off time of these breaking devices is in the millisecond range
[Berg78, Bias85, Schm86, Zwic86].
High limiting resistor values and short turn-off times reduce the energy
impact to the gas and electrode surface. This is of benefit to reduce the
changes over an experimental series and consequently avoid possible trends.
It has to be taken into account that the resistance values should enable a
current flow high enough to detect the breakdowns.
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5.3 Electrode Geometry
Electrodes not only create the macroscopic electric field in the gap between
them, defining the macroscopic electric field distribution, degree of
uniformity, and consequently giving information on the electric strength of
the gas under test, but they also create a microscopic electric field near their
surface, which can also have a significant influence on the breakdown voltage
results.

fuf (%)

To investigate the basic insulation performance, i.e. the electric strength near
the intrinsic strength (E/N)crit, uniform, quasi-uniform, and weakly nonuniform electric fields are used. These field distributions are created by planeplane, sphere-sphere, sphere-plane, or by coaxial cylinder electrode
arrangements. Depending on the electrode spacing and radius ratio (s/r), all
of these arrangements can create fields with the same degree of uniformity,
according to Equation (2.10), but with different experimental side effects as
discussed below. A comparison is shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Field utilization factor (fuf) for different electrode
arrangements, dependent on the ratio of electrode spacing and the electrode
radius (s/r). For a coaxial cylinder arrangement, r is the radius of the inner
electrode. Adapted from [KiKa85].
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Sphere-sphere
Sphere-sphere electrode arrangements are recommended in IEC 60052 for
measurements in atmospheric air, and are reported by CIGRE WG 15.03
[DLOV74], [WKGD77] for Paschen’s curve investigation in N2, air, H2, CO2,
and He. Sphere-sphere is also used in other works including [DLOV74],
[FKNU78], [Graf05], [Howa56], [WKGD77] [EPRI EL-2620]. According to
IEC 60052, the spacing should be smaller than the electrode radius s/r ≤ 1.
Advantages of a sphere-sphere electrode arrangement include a simplified
alignment and compact size. Only a small surface area is stressed with the
maximum field strength, where the spark roots of the breakdowns will
accumulate. Consequently, significant surface changes can occur with the
benefit of fast conditioning, but also with the drawback of fast destruction of
the original surface structure. Further possible disadvantages are the
relatively small critical volume with long statistical time lags 𝑡s as a
consequence. Due to the almost symmetrical electric field, no polarity effects
can be observed.

Sphere-plane
Sphere-plane electrode arrangements are recommended in ASTM D2477-07,
and used in reports CRIEPI H17009 [SKMA18], and EPRI EL-2620
[WKBC82]. Paschen’s curve investigations with sphere-plane in He are
reported by CIGRE WG 15.03 [WKGD77]. Advantages of a sphere-plane
arrangement are a simplified alignment, a relatively compact size, fast
conditioning due to a small surface area stressed by the highest field strength,
and the possibility of polarity effect investigations. The small stressed surface
area on the sphere and on the plane area below has the benefit of fast
conditioning but the drawback of a fast change of the original structure. The
relatively small critical volume might have long statistical time lags 𝑡s as a
consequence [NiYF74]. The sphere-plane arrangement can create fuf
representing real GIS encapsulation, and represent real GIS components such
as switches.
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Plane-plane
Plane-plane electrode arrangements are reported by CIGRE WG 15.03
[DLOV74], [WKGD77] for Paschen’s curve investigations of N2, air, H2,
CO2, He, and are the only arrangements reported for SF6 investigation
therein. These arrangements are also often used in other publications
including [Berg78, Bias85, Dreg80, Hart77, Oppe74, Schm86, SiRa15,
Wiel78]. To avoid field enhancement, the plane edges have to be designed in
a special shape, such as Rogowski [Prin69], Borda [Prin69], Bruce [Bruc47],
Pearson-Harrison [PeHa69], Karlsson [Pede80], or Ernst [Erns84]. The most
common one is the Rogowski profile according to Equations (5.1) and (5.2),
with parameter −5 ≤ u ≤ 1, and a maximum electrode spacing
corresponding to π. With this profile, the highest field strength appears
between the planes and decreases continuously at the profile edges [Prin69].
x =u+1
y=

π
+ exp(u)
2

(5.1)
(5.2)

Sometimes, for wider electrode spacing, the Borda profile is used [Bias85].
The Borda edge profile is described by (5.3) and (5.4) with 0 ≤ 𝜓 ≤ π, and
maximum spacing 𝑠max = π. With this profile, the field strength between the
planes and over the profile edges does not change, it is constant over all the
electrodes [Prin69].
x = −(𝜓 − sin 𝜓)

(5.3)

𝜓
𝑦 = 1 − cos 𝜓 + 2 · ln (cos )
2

(5.4)

Borda edge profile is more compact than Rogowski profile and needs roughly
0.75 times of the electrode spacing, while a Rogowski edge profile requires
roughly twice the electrode spacing [Prin69].1
1

For example, an electrode spacing of s = 20 mm would require a minimum
electrode radius of R = 15 mm for Borda, and R = 40 mm for the Rogowski
edge profile. For these radii, the radius of the plane area has to be added.
Consequently, this has an influence on the vessel radius.
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If the spacing is larger than the maximum spacing the electrodes are designed
for, field enhancement will appear at the electrode edges. Consequently the
field distribution cannot be regarded as uniform anymore. Simultaneously the
breakdowns will appear predominantly at the edges, this can be observed by
the accumulation of the breakdown spark roots at this region.
The main advantage of a plane-plane electrode arrangement is the uniformity
of the field distribution and a large critical volume reducing the statistical
time lag. The large electrode area leads to a wide breakdown spark root
distribution, with the benefit of small electrode surface changes, but the
drawback of increased conditioning efforts [NiYF74]. As the field is uniform,
the breakdown field strength calculation is straight-forward. Disadvantages
include the challenging alignment, no observable polarity effect, no relation
to real GIS geometries, and due to the edge profile a large electrode size.
Furthermore, it has to be taken into account that manufacturing the edges of
this design can be challenging. This can be solved by using CNC-machines,
however, these machines have a discrete step size, so the transition from the
edge-profile to the plane cannot be infinitesimally smooth (see Figure 5.2).
This effect also has to be considered in the design of the electrodes. To be on
the safe side, the electrodes have to be designed with respect to fuf for a
slightly wider spacing than the maximum desired range of the investigations.
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Figure 5.2: Rogowski profile electrode edge with designed transition point
(black) to plane (green), and a possible real transition point to plane (red) due
to manufacturing machine tolerance. Design according to Equations (5.1) and
(5.2). The shown machine tolerance is much too high in comparison to reality
and is used here only to make its influence clearly visible.
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Coaxial cylinders
Coaxial cylinders represent real GIS electrode configurations and are mostly
used for tests related to practical insulation performance. By choosing a small
radius difference, quasi-uniform fields can be established and used for basic
electric strength investigations [KoSF80], [SeSG17]. The field distribution
between the inner and outer cylinder with rinner ≤ r ≤ router can be expressed
analytically by Equation (5.5) [Küch18].

E(r) =

U
r
r · ln outer
rinner

(5.5)

Advantages of coaxial cylinder arrangements are a geometry related to real
GIS configurations, and a large critical volume leading to short statistical
time lags. The large electrode area leads to a wide breakdown spark root
distribution, with the benefit of minor electrode original surface structure
change, but with the drawback of an increased effort needed for conditioning
[NiYF74]. Due to the asymmetric field distribution, polarity effects can be
investigated. Disadvantages include a challenging alignment which can
change the uniformity. A special edge profile on the end of the cylinder is
required to avoid field enhancements. To change the field uniformity in
coaxial cylinder arrangements, the replacement of at least one of the
electrodes with another radius is required, while in sphere-sphere or sphereplane arrangements this can be achieved with variation of the spacing.

5.4 Electrode Finish (Surface)
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5.4 Electrode Finish (Surface)
The electrode finish (electrode surface) has an influence on the microscopic
field distribution close to the electrodes which can significantly influence the
breakdown voltage. By examining the electrode surface, it can be seen that
even a carefully polished surface is not perfectly smooth but has
imperfections in the shape of microscopic peaks and valleys. The microscopic
field enhancement in front of the peaks, combined with a high gas pressure,
can fulfill the streamer criterion before the macroscopic critical field strength
is reached [Asch85], [BBMZ86], [Berg76], [Bias85]. This can directly lead
to a breakdown, since the streamer discharge significantly changes the
surrounding field. An example of this is illustrated in Figure 5.3.
Consequently, the macroscopic breakdown field strength and the gas
performance can be underestimated. An indicator of the gas sensitivity to
α

roughness is the steepness of ( )

N eff

E

at ( )

N crit

or αeff at Ecrit , respectively. One

of the methods for experimental roughness sensitivity studies is to embed a
protrusion in a uniform background field. The protrusion can be modeled with
a cylindrical geometry with total height h, radius R, and spherical ending (also
with radius R).1 The results can be presented as a background breakdown field
Ebgn in terms of the product of pressure and protrusion height p·h as illustrated
in Figure 5.4. The value of p·h, at which the breakdown background field
strength falls below the critical field strength Ebd,bgnd < Ecrit , can serve as a
“figure of merit” for the sensitivity to roughness of this gas. For SF6 with h = R,
p·h = 4 MPa μm (40 bar μm)
[Berg76,
Pede75],
for
air
p·h = 100 MPa μm (1'000 bar μm) [Berg76], which is thus much less sensitive
towards surface roughness. 2 3
Surface roughness can be defined by different parameters, for example
according to EN ISO 4287 it can be defined using Ra, Rz1, Rz5, Rz, Rzmax, and
1

For this case h = R corresponds to a half sphere, and h = 2R corresponds to
a sphere placed on one of the electrodes.
2
(E/N)crit can be obtained in swarm measurements, or in breakdown
experiments, assuming that (E/N)bd will converge to (E/N)crit with increasing
pressure and spacing, compare Figure 2.4.
3
In [Berg76, Pede75] the roughness sensitivity was estimated by comparing
breakdown values of uniform field to those where spheres with different radii
were embedded in this uniform field. (E/N)crit was taken from swarm
experiments.
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ground

high voltage

Rt. (compare Figure 5.5). Ra is the “roughness average arithmetical mean
deviation” and does not give the full picture of a peak’s height. Rz1 is the
difference between the highest peak and deepest valley of a certain evaluation
length. Usually, five segments are measured resulting in values Rz1 to Rz5,
respectively. Rz is the mean roughness depth. Rzmax is the maximum
roughness depth, so the maximum of Rz1 to Rz5. Rt is the total height of the
roughness profile, so the difference between the highest peak and deepest
valley measured in all of Rz1 to Rz5. For the breakdown voltage estimation the
absolute roughness peak values should be considered.1
z0 = 0
z=s
(a)

𝐸
𝑁

(b)
𝐸
N

crit

(c) 𝛼−eff
(m

)

∫αeff dz
0

< Kstr → no breakdown
≥ Kstr → breakdown
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𝛼eff = 0
zcrit
z (mm)
z0 = 0
z=s
Figure 5.3: Field enhancement in front of a micro tip in a uniform
background field. (a): rough electrode with high voltage potential and an
ideal smooth electrode as ground. (b): distribution of the density reduced
electric field. (c): effective ionization coefficient with streamer integral.

1

If the tips are very near to each other the field enhancement will be less in
comparison to a single standing tip. Consequently Rzmax can be more
significant than Rt, but also each of Rz1 to Rz5 can play the dominant role
dependent on the surroundings of single tips.
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Figure 5.4: Schematic illustration of the pressure or density reduced
breakdown field strength, for a protrusion with h = R corresponding to a
half sphere, embedded in a uniform background field. p h is the product of
pressure and half sphere height.

Rz1
Rz3 = Rzmax
Rt

Rz

Rz2
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evaluation length on surface (mm)
Figure 5.5: Schematic example of a surface roughness profile with
different roughness values. For clarity only Rz1 to Rz3 are shown.
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Smooth electrode finish
Smooth surfaces can be created by placing electrodes in a turning lathe and
by finish treatment using sand paper with grit size decreasing at every
polishing step. In the final step, polish paste and/or leather cloth can be used
[Bias85], [Oppe74]. The typical roughness Rt has a magnitude in the range
of 1 μm with valleys mostly contributing to it, while the peaks are in the range
of 0.1 μm above the mean level. To achieve very smooth surfaces, electro
polishing can be used to remove the remaining tips. Advantages of a clean
and expertly polished surface are a short conditioning sequence and a
negligible influence of the micro roughness up to high pressures.
Disadvantages include a time consuming polishing process, danger of
scratches while handling, and surface changes during the experiments by
roughening through the breakdown spark root craters. Longer statistical time
lags might also be a consequence at certain experimental conditions. Polished
surfaces do not represent the real surface structure in a normal GIS.

Rough electrode finish
Uniformly rough surfaces can be created by sand [Berg78, SiRa15] or glass
bead blasting. Different roughnesses can be created depending on the grain
size, electrode material, and blasting pressure. Further possibilities include
surface treatment with sandpaper of large grit size [Oppe74], or cutting of
grooves via a lathe machine for higher roughness [Koch15], [WKBC82].
Advantages of a rough finish are: shorter statistical time lags, lesser
sensitivity to scratches during handling, and smaller surface changes through
breakdown sparks if the size of created craters is similar to the roughness
structure. Rough surfaces correspond to real GIS surface quality of several
tens of μm.1 Disadvantages include longer conditioning effects, and
breakdown levels below the macroscopic critical field strength for high
pressures if roughness-sensitive operating pressure regions are tested.

Typically Rz is around 20 μm for high voltage equipment and 80 μm for
medium voltage equipment [FJKB21].
1
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5.5 Electrode Materials
The most frequently used electrode materials for breakdown experiments are
stainless steel, and aluminium (used in real GIS), less often used materials
include copper or brass. A. Cookson [Cook70] summarized the influence of
the cathode material on the reduction of breakdown voltage below its
expected theoretical values. For stainless steel, breakdown voltages
correspond to theoretical ES, but drop significantly below for copper, iron,
mild steel, brass, silver, zinc, aluminium, nickel, and carbon (sorted by
diminishing order of breakdown voltage). A. Cookson [Cook70] underlined
that aluminium electrodes may only give 70 % of the breakdown voltage in
comparison to stainless steel when E is of the order of 10 kVmm-1. S. Berger
[Berg78] measured, for an air pressure of p = 2 MPa (20 bar), that materials
with low evaporation temperatures are more sensitive to surface changes
from breakdowns. The results are shown in Figure 5.6. R. Coates et al.
[CoDH78] observed titanium electrodes to be superior to stainless steel.
The breakdown crater structures were also investigated in detail. S. Berger
[Berg78] measured for aluminium, silver-coating, and gold-coating, a crater
rim which can be approximated by conical micro tips with 15 μm in base and
height. Stainless steel and nickel-coating crater boarders can be approximated
with a sphere segment of 30 μm in base and only several μm in height. The
approximated shapes are shown in Figure 5.7. For aluminium, W. Knorr
[Knor79] measured crater rims of approximately 10 μm in height and 150 μm
in base with a total diameter around 400 μm. M. Seeger et al. [SeSG17]
measured around 20 μm of height and 100 μm in base with a crater diameter
around 500 μm. The spark root crater size depends not only on the electrode
material, but also on the spark energy. This energy depends for AC setups
primarily on test circuit impedance and turn-off time of the voltage source,
for DC setups on the value of the smoothing capacitor, and for impulse setups
on the equivalent impulse capacitance.
More pointy crater rim structures will increase the field in front of them and
consequently reduce the breakdown voltage. Their shape will depend on
electrode material and spark energy. Thus the choice of electrode material
can significantly influence the breakdown results, especially at high
pressures.
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Figure 5.6: Measured AC peak breakdown voltage Ubd in air for a plane-plane
Rogowski electrode arrangement with an electrode radius of r = 45 mm and
spacing of s = 4 mm. Relation to the calculated breakdown voltage Ubd,calc in (a)
and (b), the absolute value Ubd is shown in (c). In (a) means are represented by
(●), first values by (▲), minimum and maximum by whiskers. Replotted from
(a) [Berg78] figure 17, (b) [Berg78] figure 22, (c) [Berg78] figures 18 to 21.
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(a)
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diameter ≈ 100 to 200 μm
height ≈
15 μm
base ≈ 15 μm

(b)
height ≈ 5 μm
base ≈ 30 μm
Figure 5.7: Typical breakdown spark root crater shape and size for (a)
aluminum, silver coating, and gold coating; (b) steel and Ni-coating.
Simplified schematic representation of microscope pictures from
[Berg78].
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5.6 Surface Conditioning Phenomena
Surface conditioning phenomena are closely related to changes on the
electrode surface discussed in the previous sections. Depending on the
surface structure and changes during a breakdown series, the consecutive
breakdown values can show an increasing or decreasing trend in the
beginning until reaching a more or less stable level [Cook70]. The number of
conditioning breakdowns and the change in relative breakdown voltage
increases with electrode area, gas pressure, and field stress. If the surface is
polished, the breakdown voltage may show an increasing trend, as dust or dirt
particles are acting as micro tips in the beginning of the test series, but are
burned away by breakdowns with time [Bias85, Cook70]. If the surface is
rough, e.g. sandblasted, the trend of the breakdown voltages might also be
increasing, since more and more prominent micro tips are burned away.
S. Berger [Berg78] measured polished and sandblasted brass electrodes in air
at p = 500 kPa (5 bar) that required between 20 and 50 conditioning
breakdowns. This number increased to 150 for p = 2 MPa (20 bar) (compare
Figure 5.6 (c)). G. Oppermann [Oppe74] observed less than 10 conditioning
breakdowns on polished steel electrodes up to p = 300 kPa (3 bar) of SF6
(Figure 5.8) and up to p = 1 MPa (10 bar) of air. Rough electrodes showed
50 conditioning breakdowns with p = 300 kPa (3 bar) of SF6 (Figure 5.8) and
p = 800 kPa (8 bar) of air. T. Nitta et al. [NiYF74] measured for SF6 and
polished steel surfaces, conditioning breakdown numbers of 20 at
p = 600 kPa for sphere-plane, and 10 at p = 200 kPa for plane-plane.
The breakdown voltage might show a decreasing trend as well, as
breakdowns can make the surface rougher by creating craters [CoDH78], or
create decomposition products on electrode surface like carbon black (soot)
through a carbonization process. G. Biasutti [Bias85] reported a breakdown
voltage drop of 15 % at p = 300 kPa (3 bar) of C3F6 on polished steel
electrodes after the first breakdown due to soot formation. To exclude the
influence of dust particles, he first made several tens of conditioning
breakdowns in SF6 at moderate voltages to burn away the dust particles, then
C3F6 was filled into the vessel without opening it. He remarked that it is
almost impossible to avoid dust particles on the newly installed electrodes as
long as the work does not take place in a special dust-free clean room. In
EPRI EL-2620 [WKBC82] a decreasing breakdown value trend due to
carbon formation was observed for mixtures of SF 6 with CF3-C≡C-CF3 with
contents above 75 % of CF3-C≡C-CF3.
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The amount of created decomposition products depends on the spark energy.
G. Biasutti [BiZa83] reported for C3F6, CCl2F2, and C2Cl2F4 that with
increasing energy input, the deposits on the electrode surface changed from
a fine gray layer to a thick black one.
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Figure 5.8: AC peak breakdown voltage of SF6 at different pressures for
steel plane-plane Rogowski electrodes with radius of R = 20 mm. The
median of 10 breakdowns is indicated with (●) for polished, and (♦) for
rough, with whiskers showing the minimum and maximum values.
Replotted data from [Oppe74], figure 9.
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5.7 Gas Pressure and Electrode Spacing Range
High voltage GIS at operating pressures around p = 50 kPa (5 bar) SF6 with
electrode spacings around s ≈ 20 cm are designed for operation at nominal
voltages of several hundred kV and have safety margins to withstand
temporary over-voltages of some thousand kV. For testing, these voltage
levels are challenging to handle. The higher the testing voltage, the larger the
equipment, the higher the power of the testing transformer or impulse
generator, the higher the energy input into the gas and on the electrodes by a
breakdown. Additionally, the testing vessel and bushing dimensions will
increase and with it required amount of gas, as well as its handling
complexity. Alternatively, special encapsulated components, filled with air
under pressure, SF6 or any other insulating gas under pressures, can be used
for the whole setup, with a special SF6 insulated transformers as the voltage
source. This makes the whole experimental setup significantly more compact.
In breakdown experiments, the first limiting parameter for the pressure and
spacing range p s, is the maximum available voltage. The most frequently
available “small” testing transformers are usually designed for a maximal rms
voltage of Urms = 100 kV to 200 kV, and consequently for a peak voltage of
Upeak = 140 kV to 280 kV. With these transformers, in a quasi-uniform field,
and gases with a strength similar to SF6 (around 89 kVcm-1bar-1) or even two
times higher, the maximum possible available breakdown voltages will limit
the range to around p s = 1.5 MPa mm (1.5 bar cm). This allows either a
maximum pressure of several bar and a few mm spacing (e.g. 3 mm and 5 bar),
or several cm spacing and low pressures (e.g. 30 mm and 0.5 bar).

Gas pressure range
Gases can be investigated at different pressure ranges, but it has to be noted
that certain physical phenomena which could be significant for higher
pressures, might not be observable at lower pressures.1 From an experimental
point of view, the pressure can roughly be divided into several ranges having
influence on experimental complexity, the observed phenomena and the
relation of (E/N)crit to (E/N)bd as listen in Table 5.1.2
1

For example, the three body attachment might increase (E/N)crit for higher
pressures [ChRF16]).
2
The presented pressure ranges are not exact and are varying from gas to gas,
but they should give rough impression, which phenomena might occur.
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Table 5.1: Overview of pressure ranges and experimental proposes.
pressure range p

relation of reduced
breakdown to critical field

experimental
propose

several hundred Pa
and below

(E/N)bd > (E/N)crit

vacuum breakdown,
Paschen’s minimum and
direct comparison to swarm data

10 kPa to 100 kPa
(0.1 bar to 1 bar)

(E/N)bd ≈ (E/N)crit

close to pressures in real
applications

100 kPa to
several hundred kPa
(1 bar to several bar)

(E/N)bd ≈ (E/N)crit
(E/N)bd < (E/N)crit

pressures in real applications

≥ 1 MPa (10 bar)

(E/N)bd < (E/N)crit

specially focused
investigations

Pressure of several hundred Pa and below, would relate to Paschen’s
minimum and might tend towards a vacuum breakdown. At this pressure
range, direct comparison with swarm experiments via Townsend or streamer
integral is possible.
Pressures in a range of p = 10 kPa to 100 kPa are close to pressures in real
applications1. This enables investigation in a reasonable voltage range. The
sensitivity to electrode surface is usually not very pronounced, such as to dust,
imperfections, roughness, or solid decomposition products. The breakdown
voltage corresponds roughly to the critical field, (E/N)bd ≈ (E/N)crit.
Pressures below p < 100 kPa are beneficial if only small amounts of gas are
available. The amount of gas to handle and to be disposed is low. In case of
a leakage, the gas will not leak out, but the ambient air will leak in. The
experimental vessel and gas handling equipment does not need to be designed
for high pressures. Considering the high liquefaction temperatures of some
alternative insulation substances, measurements at low pressures might be the
only possible way to avoid liquefaction. But it has to be taken into account
that the error in the molar ratio of the components of gas mixtures can be
higher if the amount of one component has to be very low and pressure

1

For example, the medium voltage level, with around p = 130 kPa and
several cm of spacing.
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gauges are designed to measure precisely only at higher pressure ranges.1
Additionally, gas impurities remaining in the vessel after evacuation become
more significant [WHGJ20].
Pressures in a range of p = 100 kPa to several hundred kPa allow the
investigation of gases at real application pressure and to observe relevant
phenomena, while pressures near p = 1 MPa are related to specially focused
investigations. With increasing pressures in the range of several hundred kPa
the breakdown voltages may increase less than according to Paschens’s law.
The breakdown values are usually below the critical field, (E/N)bd < (E/N)crit.
The deviation from Paschen’s law is often related to the influence of the
electrode surface structure, i.e. the micro roughness. G. Oppermann
[Oppe74] observed the starting point of a deviation at the field strength
around Ebd = 160 kV cm-1 for DC and 200 kV cm-1 for AC (Figure 5.9). He
assumed this field strength value to be independent of the gas. This means,
the lower the (E/N)crit of the gas, the higher the possible pressure until
electrode surface effects start to reduce the increase with pressure of the
breakdown voltage significantly.
C. Coates et al. [CoDH78] observed, for N2, a deviation starting at a uniform
field strength of Ebd = 140 kV cm-1 for polished titanium electrodes using
DC. A. Cookson [Cook70] summarized that the deviation starting at
Ebd = 100 kV cm-1 to 200 kV cm-1 may depend on electrode material,
spacing, electrode area, as well as the dust content of the gas, or prebreakdown current. A. Cookson [Cook70] reported, that with single crystal
cathodes of tungsten and molybdenum without any imperfection, Paschen’s
law was verified by Y. Stankevich and V. Kalinin [StKa67] for
p = 3 MPa (30 bar) of N2 and s = 0.19 mm, resulting in an electric field
strength of Ebd = 1’000 kV/cm. Furthermore, assumptions about the change
of breakdown mechanism [BMBS91] and increasing electron detachment
[HCPF19] have been carried out. It is also worth considering that with a
higher pressure, for some gases, the compressibility starts to play a role,
which would mean a higher molecule number density and consequently even
lower reduced breakdown fields.

1

For example, in a mixture of p = 50 kPa (0.5 bar) and 1 % admixture, the
partial pressure of the admixing component has to be 0.5 kPa (5 mbar)).
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The exact reason of the reduction of the breakdown field with increasing
pressures, even below its critical value remains not completely clarified. The
most common explanations in literature relate this phenomenon to the
electrode surface imperfection and the influence of micro tips.
Simultaneously it can be concluded that for GIS application pressures, the
expected uniform breakdown field would be below its critical value.
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Figure 5.9: (a) AC peak breakdown voltage Ubd and (b) related (E/N)bd
dependent on gas pressure p and electrode spacing s, for SF6 and polished
steel plane-plane Rogowski electrodes. The numbers near the lines indicate
the electrode spacing s. According to [Oppe74], figure 12.
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Electrode spacing
The advantage of a small electrode spacing s is the possibility of a smaller
electrode diameter, resulting in a smaller experimental vessel diameter. As
the p s values are typically limited by the voltage of the test equipment, small
distances enable higher gas pressures. A disadvantage of a small s is the
required positioning precision, since already small absolute distance errors
lead to large relative distance errors. The absolute distance error is a
combination of errors including distance alterations due to pressure and
temperature changes, and initial setting distance error. The first two
parameters strongly depend on the test vessel material and construction.
G. Oppermann [Oppe74] measured a pressure related expansion for
electrodes connected directly to a cylindrical tempered glass vessel with a
height of 700 mm and radius of 100 mm, resulting in a spacing change of
0.04 mm bar-1 .1 To avoid the influence of pressure expansion, the electrodes
can be mechanically decoupled from the pressure vessel by mounting them
to a plastic support placed inside the vessel. In this case, thermal expansion
should be considered: the thermal expansion coefficient for metals is around
10-5 K-1 , and for most plastics one order of magnitude higher at around
10-4 K-1 [Vdi10].2 In addition, an initial distance setting error of several
ten μm usually occurs.3 A further disadvantage might include “bridging” of
the electrode spacing by solid impurities which result from gas dissociation
products. In EPRI EL-2620 [WKBC82] it was reported that a single
breakdown spark in CH2=C=CH2 can leave a conductive “spider’s web”
filament of carbon bridging an electrode spacing of 5 mm.

1

For example, if the electrodes are mounted to cover plates of the pressure
vessel with a spacing change of 0.04 mm bar-1, a pressure change of
Δp = 250 kPa (2.5 bar) will result in a 0.1 mm error.
2

For example, for a plastic electrode support with a thermal expansion of
10-4 K-1 and with 300 mm length, a temperature change of 3.3 K will result
in a 0.1 mm spacing error.
3

For example, the combination of absolute setting distance error of 0.1 mm
with thermal or pressure expansion error of 0.1 mm may sum up to a relative
error of 10 % for an electrode spacing of s = 2 mm.
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5.8 Artificial Seed Electron Generation
Electrode surface modification for field emission increase
Roughening the electrode surface creates micro tips. Due to the field
enhancement in front of them, electrons can be released out of the cathode
into the electrode gap by cold field emission, see Fowler-Nordheim
Equation (2.29). This effect can be used to increase the availability of seed
electrons, e.g. by sandblasting. The disadvantage of this might be a measured
macroscopic breakdown field strength below the intrinsic strength,
(E/N)bd < (E/N)crit, if the gas pressure is high enough that the roughness
sensitivity becomes relevant.

UV irradiation
Ultraviolet irradiation (UV) is generated by special lamps, which can be
installed near or inside the pressure vessel. Advantages of UV are a good
equipment availability and simple shielding, requiring only skin and eye
protection. It can also be turned on and off when necessary. The main
disadvantage is that most materials are opaque to UV radiation, so quartz
glass (fused quartz) has to be used. This requires vessel modifications since
a quartz glass viewport has to be installed on the vessel walls to allow the
UV light to penetrate inside.1 The UV-rays have to be directed onto the
electrodes, or have to be guided there with a mirror system [Dreg80]. A
further disadvantage of UV is that it can also dissociate the insulating gas, as
a lot of low GWP gases are designed to be destroyed by it in the atmosphere.
A power supply for the lamp is needed. High power UV-lamps can generate
a lot of heat, which might even damage the equipment. It has to be further
considered that UV irradiation is effective only up to a certain pressure. At
high gas densities, UV might be absorbed by the gas before reaching the
electrode gap. G. Oppermann [Oppe74] underlined that for a high pressure
mercury lamp of 32 W UV power spectrum with 200 mm pass length in SF6,
an effect on AC and DC breakdowns was visible only up to p = 200 kPa
(2 bar). Additionally, the electron field emission from a polished surface
starts to be dominant at p = 400 kPa of SF6, and overlaps the possible effect
of UV as assumed by G. Dreger [Dreg80]. The use of UV-C-LEDs can be
1

Some kinds of Plexiglas/PMMA might also be semi-transparent for UV with
a transmission degree of 25 % to 60 % at 250 nm [Röhm20], [Evon20].
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beneficial, as these are small and can be easily installed inside pressurized
vessels, relatively close to the target [DeKi20]. In this case, the LED should
be protected from destruction by breakdown induced voltages with good
electromagnetic shielding.
For UV-irradiation different sources are discussed and tested: a high pressure
mercury-vapor lamp of 200 W, a low pressure mercury-vapor lamp of 9 W,
LED, direct illumination, and illumination using fiber light guides.
The high pressure mercury-vapor lamp with a wide UV spectrum, is very
bright and creates a lot of heat, increasing temperature in small shielded
laboratory spaces, and can have a negative impact on the materials. It was
reported that a quartz glass got cracks because of the heat impact [Tsch16].
Dark safety glasses are needed not only as UV protection, but also as
protection from the bright light.
The low pressure mercury-vapor lamp creates almost no heat due to the small
power, of which around 40 % is transmitted to UVC irradiation in two main
spectrums of 254 nm and 185 nm [Hera21]. 185 nm is usually blocked by
coating to prevent creation of ozone. Small compact lamp models exist and
can also be placed directly into the vessel, so no quartz windows are required.
If the lamp is placed near the electrodes, where the AC electric field is high
enough, the lamp glows by energy harvesting and does not require a power
supply.
Light emitting diodes are available in the UV-spectrum, they have a relatively
small power of up to several hundred milliwatts. While 275 nm LEDs are
well available, those emitting 254 nm are rare and relatively costly so far.
Due to their compact size and low power, LEDs can and have to be placed
very close to the electrodes. In contrast to the mercury-vapor lamps, LEDs
can be fast switched on and off. The disadvantage is their sensitivity to
electromagnetic impact. To prevent LEDs from destruction by a breakdown
they have to be well shielded.
Special fiber light guides transmitting UV are available. This enables to
transmit the UV light directly into the vessel and directly to the electrodes.
The disadvantage is the availability of feed through for the light guides, and
the fiber’s small diameter making the coupling to UV sources challenging.
The bending radii are large making the placement in small vessels barely
possible.
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X-ray
X-rays are generated by X-ray tubes. The advantage is that X-rays can pass
even through metallic vessels. The sources can also be turned on and off and
be pulsed to reduce the X-ray impact. The main disadvantage is the
harmfulness to the human health, which mandates substantial safety efforts.
In general, X-ray sources are not a standard piece of equipment in high
voltage laboratories. They require significant safety actions and
administrative permissions.

Radioactive substances
The advantages of radioactive substances are the absence of a power supply,
and only a few constructional modifications of the setup. The small emitter
can be placed near the electrodes inside the vessel. The main disadvantage is
the handling which might be dangerous for health and also mandates
substantial safety efforts. Additionally, there is no possibility for switching
the source on and off. Radioactive substances are therefore banned from most
high voltage laboratories [HaLe14] and are not a real option nowadays.
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5.9 Pressure Vessel Design
The pressure vessel design has to fulfill several requirements. It has to enable safe
operation at the desired gas pressures. It has to provide all necessary connections
and feedthroughs. Furthermore, it should enable testing at the desired voltage level
without inside or outside flashovers. Finally, a small volume is desirable to reduce
the amount of gas needed for the tests being conducted. Consequently, parameters
like insulation concept (Subsection 5.9.1), materials (Subsection 5.9.2), degassing
(Subsection 5.9.3) and gas volume (Subsection 5.9.4) have to be taken into account.

5.9.1 Insulation Concept
There are two concepts to separate the high voltage and ground potential around
the electrodes. Either the pressure vessel is made of insulating material, so that
potential separation can be achieved by the pressure vessel walls, or the
pressure vessel is made of metal at ground potential, which requires a high
voltage bushing for voltage input and insulating structures inside.
While designing the vessel, it should be taken into account that the highest electric
field should be applicable between the electrodes. The length of insulation
distance between the high voltage and ground potential, which determines either
the length of the insulating vessel or the bushing, has to be selected in a way that
ensures no flashovers or breakdowns are possible outside in ambient air. This
means that, at the maximum applied voltage level, no fields in air above its
intrinsic strength should occur. As an approximate limit, two thirds of the electric
strength of air can be used, i.e. E/p = 15 kV cm-1 to 20 kV cm-1. To achieve a
more uniform field distribution at the edges, toroidal stress cones can be used, as
illustrated in Figure 5.10. The minimum diameter of the pressure vessel is
determined by the field of the electrodes. In a conductive metal vessel, the field
stress between the electrodes and the vessel wall should be smaller than between
the electrodes. In addition, tangential field stress along insulation surfaces and
triple points, where insulating material, conductive material, and gaseous phase
meet, should be avoided [Küch18]. Small radii of flange edges and surface
imperfections locally increase the electric field in the gas and simultaneously
facilitate the streamer inception and propagation. The critical places can be
shielded with field control elements as toroidal stress cones. Charge accumulation
and surface contamination which might influence the field distribution should be
avoided too. Partial discharges in the gas compartment should be avoided in order
to prevent influences of additional charge carriers during breakdown and to avoid
additional gas dissociation.
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Figure 5.10: Schematic design of a pressure vessel made from insulating
material. The electric field strength relative to U/s is indicated by the
intensity of red color. The conductive parts with field strength zero are
white. The influence of toroidal stress cones as field control elements can
be seen by the comparison between (a) left side and (b) right side.
Calculated by COMSOL software.

5.9.2 Vessel Materials
Besides the constructional aspects, it has to be taken into account that materials
used in the vessel might affect the gas, or be affected by them. Typical vessel
materials include metals, plastics, or glasses. From constructional aspects,
metallic vessels usually have the advantage of increased availability of flange
connections e.g. for elements with feed-through or quartz glass, but the
disadvantage of this is the requirement for a bushing. Metals also enable the
highest gas purity, as plastics, in comparison, are more or less permeable to
moisture and gases [Domi97]. Consequently, moisture and gases which
previously diffused into the vessel walls, can also diffuse out into a new gas
filling. Moisture can increase the electric strength of air [IEC 60060-1],
[IEC 60052] and decrease the electric strength of SF6 [BMBS91].
Consequently, plastic materials with hydrophobic properties are beneficial.
Moisture may slightly influence the breakdown voltage. Also the previous gas
fillings can have influence on the consecutive experiments, especially if the
electric strength of the last gas filled was several times higher than that of the
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gas filling under test [WHGJ20]. Experimental vessels should be equipped with
safety valves to avoid vessel bursting at high overpressures. Glass fiber
reinforced epoxy resin vessels crack instead of bursting, thus are safer in this way.

5.9.3 Degassing
Small volumes inside the vessel, connected only via a small cross-section to
the main volume should be avoided, as the gas exchange with the main
volume is small and takes a very long time. The poorly degassed volume may
influence the consecutive gas filling by a slight continuous increase or
decrease of its pressure, or by contamination of the new gas filling. A typical
example are bore holes inside the vessel. To ensure a good degassing, the
screws should be flattened on one side, or the boreholes should get additional
connections to the main gas volume behind the screw (Figure 5.11).

degassing
connection

degassing
flattening

Figure 5.11: Example of a borehole degassing.

5.9.4 Gas Volume Reduction
To reduce the gas amount needed for a certain pressure inside the vessel,
several methods can be applied. The vessel can be divided in to several
compartments, e.g. by compartment insulators. Only the compartment with
electrodes is filled with the gas for investigation, the other compartments can
be filled with more available insulating gases. During filling and evacuation
procedures, the maximum allowable pressure difference of gas-tight
compartment insulators must be taken into account at any time. Some plastic
[EPRI EL-2620] or metal elements can be placed inside the vessel, e.g.
thicker electrode supports or special blocks to reduce the gas filling volume.
It must be ensured that the plastic parts do not react with the gas, and metal
parts must not influence the required electric field distribution. Another
solution is to place the vessel into a container filled with a gas performing
better than ambient air [Bias85, Oppe74, SiRa15], e.g. air at an elevated
pressure. In this case, the maximum allowed electric field stress outside the
test vessel depends on the gas in the container.

6. Experimental Methods
According to the discussion and assessment in Chapter 5, as well as practical
conclusions and considerations, the experimental breakdown setup described
in this section, was designed and constructed in cooperation with
P. Haefliger. The section is based on [PHFK21] and [HaFr19].

6.1 Experimental Setup
For the breakdown experiments, 50 Hz AC voltage stress is chosen, as it
requires the most simple circuit setup and is available in all laboratories
taking part in round robin experiments. The schematic high voltage
experimental setup is shown in Figure 6.1. For the AC high-voltage circuit,
standard components of the Messwandler-Bau Bamberg (MWB)
construction kit are used. The AC voltage is provided by a control unit
containing a frequency converter with a filter [TrWF15]. The control unit can
automatically execute the experimental sequence with settings of maximal
voltage, voltage rate of rise dU/dt, number of repetitions, and waiting time
between consecutive voltage applications. A breakdown detection feedback
loop turns off the voltage within 30 ms to limit the discharge energy and
decrease the stress on the gas under investigation and on the electrode surface.
In addition, the energy dissipated in the discharge arc is limited by two in
series-connected 50 kΩ resistors each. The voltage is measured by a
capacitive divider and a MU17 HIGHVOLT unit saving the sine voltage peak
before the breakdown. The overall voltage measurement accuracy is better
than 2 %. To have a reasonably low experimental time, dU/dt is ramped up
to 80 % of the estimated breakdown voltage and slowed down before
breakdown. The time between breakdowns is around two to six minutes. The
maximum possible voltage provided by the setup is Umax,peak = 240 kV.
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The stainless steel electrodes are supported by a polypropylene (PP) tube
placed inside the pressure vessel to mechanically decouple them from the
outer vessel and ensure a pressure-independent separation. The holding
structure enables also experiments without the pressure vessel. Due to the
thermal expansion of the PP-tube, the electrode separation change is
48.37 μm K-1, which is considered in the data evaluation for E/N.
If plane electrodes are used, they are aligned parallel by three bolts
connecting the upper electrode to a holding plate. The necessary counterforce
is generated by stiff springs in parallel to the bolts. The separation and the
alignment is set using gauge blocks. The separation accuracy is estimated to
be ±80 μm, the parallelism ±5 μm. The good parallelism and uniform electric
field distribution are confirmed by the uniform distribution of breakdown arc
roots over the flat electrode area after the experiments.
The gases are filled and mixed directly in the experimental vessel which is
made of glass-fiber reinforced epoxy with 11.5 L volume, designed for a
maximum pressure of p = 900 kPa. A good mixing of components is ensured
by a fan inside the vessel. The indicated percentage of mixtures is related to
their partial pressures during filling. Pressure and temperature are measured
by a WIKA CPG1500 sensor with a pressure accuracy ≤ 0.6 kPa (6 mbar)
and an estimated temperature accuracy ≤ 1 K.
50 kΩ

50 kΩ

control AC,
unit 50Hz

to voltage
measurement
unit

99 nF

HV
transformer
feedback loop for fast voltage turn off

0.5 m

50 pF

fan

0.15 m

pressure
vessel

Figure 6.1: Schematics of the experimental setup for breakdown
experiments, circuit and pressure vessel.
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A breakdown is a statistical process. The distribution of breakdown values is
not necessarily normal, so a probability distribution independent evaluation
is used. The results are presented as median with 84.13 and 15.87 percentiles
with 75 % of confidence according to [ScHu14]. The corresponding values
can be calculated according to Equation (6.1) ordering the breakdown
voltages in an increasing order to a list with samples smpli, i = 1 … bdn, with
total breakdown number bdn, and 1 ≤ m ≤ bdn/2, where m is any integer. Pprc
is the point below which a certain percentage of the measuring points lies,
prc is a certain percentile of distribution. P{} is the confidence of the
percentile. k is a running number for the sum calculation. For evaluation,
𝑃{smpl𝑚 ≤ 𝑃15.87 } = 0.75 is used. The binomial coefficient is calculated
with Equation (6.2). Examples for different sample sizes are shown in Table
6.1. The 75 % of confidence can also be given for the median of a
measurement series, but as these values are very close to the median itself,
they are not shown in the evolution.
For a normal distribution, the median will correspond to the mean, and the
84.13 and 15.87 percentiles to mean plus and minus the standard deviation,
respectively.

𝑃{smplm ≤ 𝑃prc } = 𝑃{smplb
𝑚−

n−m+

bdn
1− ∑ (
) prck (1 − prc)bdn−𝑘
k

> 𝑃 −prc } =
(6.1)

𝑘=0

bdn
bdn!
(
)=
.
k
k! · (bdn − k)!

(6.2)
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Table 6.1: Percentile values i for different sample sizes bdn
Total
breakdown
number bdn
5
10
20
30
50
100
150
200
250

value i of percentiles
for 75 % confidence P{}
prc,
1-prc,
15.87
84.13
1
10
2
19
3
28
6
45
13
88
16
135
28
173
36
215

For breakdown measurements under uniform field stress, the gas molecule
number density reduced breakdown electric field strength (E/N)bd can be
given. It enables to compare the breakdown voltages Ubd in uniform field
stress under different experimental conditions like electrode spacing s (in m),
pressure p (in Pa) and temperature T (in K). Assuming the ideal gas law,
(E/N)bd can be calculated according to Equation (6.3).
E
Ubd ⁄ s
( ) =
N bd p ⁄(kB ·T )

(6.3)

The temperature-dependent change of the electrode spacing s is also
considered in (E/N)bd -calculation for each breakdown with Equation (6.4),
taking into account initial spacing sinit and temperature Tinit during spacing
setting.
s = sinit + 48.37

μm
·(T − Tinit )
K

(6.4)

The temperature influence on distance is determined by measuring the
distance of two sphere electrodes with gauge blocks over several days. The
results are shown in Figure 6.2.
The overall accuracy of the (E/N)bd value is supposed to be better than 7 %,
which is due to the uncertainties of spacing setting, and measurements of
temperature, pressure, and voltage.

electrode spacing s (mm)
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14.0
13.9
13.8
13.7
13.6

19

20

21 22 23 24 25 26
ambient temperature T (°C)

27

28

Figure 6.2: Electrode spacing between sphere electrodes, with upper
electrode supported by a 495 mm long PP pipe in dependence of ambient
temperature. The slope of the linear trend line is 48.37 μm/K.

7. Experimental Parameter Study
In order to define the experimental parameters for breakdown experiments in
novel alternative insulation gases for Section 8, the current section describes,
evaluates and discusses the experimental parameters’ influence on the
obtained breakdown results.
The experimental parameters have to be defined in a way that the breakdown
results are repeatable, reproducible, and comparable to the (E/N)crit values
available from swarm experiments. In the following study, some
experimental parameters are predefined considering the discussion and
assessment in Section 5, as well as practical considerations leading to the
setup described in Section 6: AC voltage, fast turn off time, glass fiber
reinforced vessel, stainless steel electrodes, maximal available voltage, fan
for mixing. In focus of the following study is the influence of experimental
parameters listed in Subsection 7.1, electrode shape, its finish, voltage rate of
rise, and presence of UV irradiation. For the investigation, well known gases
with available reference data are chosen: air as a weakly attaching gas and
easy to handle, and SF6 as a strongly attaching gas. The results are shown in
Subsection 7.2 and discussed with the focus on statistical time lag in
Subsection 7.3. A conclusion for experimental parameters for investigation
of novel gases is given in Subsection 7.4.
The section and figures within are based on [PFDS21] 1, only experiments
performed at HVL are considered. A contribution to the UV-influence
investigation is done by the semester thesis of M. Artiglia [Arti18].

1

Published as ELECTRA N°319 December 2021, Working Group Report
WGR_319_1: Design criteria for experiments to measure the breakdown
voltage of insulating gases in uniform electric fields, © CIGRE 2021.
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7.1 Overview of Experimental Parameters
In Figure 7.2 to Figure 7.6 of Section 7.2 the experimental conditions are
abbreviated as listed below.
Electrodes (see Figure 7.1):


el. config:electrode configuration, stainless steel
o ASTM: sphere-plane with sphere, and plane geometry
according to ASTM D2477-07 (in addition electrode
spacings different from the recommended s = 2.54 mm are
used)
o Rog: plane-plane electrodes with a Rogowski edge
profile
o S-P:
sphere-plane
o S-S:
sphere-sphere



r: radius of the sphere electrode in S-S and S-P arrangements, and
radius of the plane area in Rog arrangements. (p) after the number
indicates the radius of the plane. (t) indicates the total radius of the
Rogowski electrode, this is the case if the edge curvature gets very
wide into the middle, but no flat area is available.



finish: electrode surface structure (as exact measurements of all
surface structures was not available, only two main categories are
distinguished based on reference measurements)
o pol:
polished, smooth surface (Ra = 0.04 μm,
Rt = 1.3 μm)
o sbl:
sandblasted, rough surface (Ra = 3 μm,
Rt = 13 μm)



fuf: field utilization factor fuf according to Schwaiger in %.

7.1 Overview of Experimental Parameters
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Gas:






gas: gas under investigation
o a-air: ambient air
o s-air: synthetic, clean, or technical air available
premixed in gas cylinders
o p-air: pressurised air out of laboratory lines
o N2-O2: for N2/O2 mixture with 79 %/21 % to
81 % / 19 %, mixed directly in the experimental vessel
p: absolute pressure in kPa, (100 kPa is 1 bar)
T: temperature in °C
N: gas molecule number density in m−3

Theoretical parameters:





Blue solid lines: median with 84.13 and 15.87 percentiles with
75 % confidence.
Red dashed line: breakdown voltage according to streamer
criterion, air: swarm data [HaFr19], Kstr = 9.15 [Petc95],
SF6: swarm data [Asch85], Kstr = 10.5 [Petc95].
Yellow dashed line: reference breakdown values from literature,
SF6: [DLOV74].

Further parameters:




UV: ultraviolet irradiation from different sources, no irradiation
was used if not explicitly mentioned
dU/dt: voltage rate of rise before breakdown
bdn: total breakdown number in the measurement series

Different UV sources are used: direct irradiation with 200 W high pressure
mercury-vapor lamp, direct irradiation with 9 W low pressure mercury-vapor
lamp, direct irradiation with a low pressure mercury-vapor lamp inside the
vessel, and indirect irradiation with UV-conducting fiber light guides in
combination with 9 W low pressure mercury-vapor lamp.
The term “scatter” is used to describe the width of distribution of breakdown
values in one measurement. The color code is black for polished finish, purple
for polished finish with UV, green for sandblasted finish, and blue for
sandblasted finish with UV.
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Sphere (S)
pol
sbl

Rogowski (Rog, t), pol

Rogowski (Rog, p), sbl

Rogowski (Rog, p), pol

ASTM, pol

Figure 7.1: Electrodes used for the parameter study. On some electrodes
accumulations of arc roots are visible.
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7.2.1 Air
Figure 7.2 shows the breakdown results in air for pressures p = 200 kPa and
400 kPa with spacing s = 2.54 mm for sphere-plane according to
ASTM D2477-07 and Rogowski profiled electrodes with a variation of
voltage rate of rise dU/dt and UV. It can be observed that in both
arrangements the scattering decreases towards its lower limit with decreasing
dU/dt and the presence of UV1. The lower scattering limit seems to
correspond to the calculated breakdown voltage.
For the Rogowski electrode, dU/dt and UV have only a slight influence on
the scattering. The maximum difference of measured median to each other is
3.7 %. The deviation of medians from the calculated values is between
+2.0 % and -1.7 %, the difference between 84.13 and 15.87 percentiles is in
the range of Ubd = 1.2 kV to 0.3 kV.
For the sphere-plane arrangement, dU/dt and UV play a significant role.
Without UV the deviation of medians among each other is 71 %. The
deviation of the medians from the calculated breakdown values is between
+147 % and +44 %. The difference between 84.13 and 15.87 percentiles is in
the range of Ubd = 16.1 kV to 6.3 kV. Presence of UV decreases the
mentioned values to around one third: The deviation of medians among each
other gets 21.9 %, with deviations from +41.0 % to 15.5 % from calculated
breakdown values. The difference between 84.13 and 15.87 percentiles
decreases with UV to the range of Ubd = 4.8 kV to 1.6 kV.
Figure 7.3 shows the breakdown results in air at pressure around p = 100 kPa
(1 bar) with electrode spacing s = 5 mm for polished and sandblasted Rogowski
and sphere-sphere electrodes, with and without UV-irradiation2, and at a
relatively fast dU/dt = 5 kV/s. Polished electrodes show the highest scattering
range, which can be significantly reduced by UV. Sandblasted electrodes show
lower scattering, in some cases the scattering is in the same range as for
polished electrodes with UV. In most cases an increasing trend of breakdown
voltages in the beginning can be observed for sandblasted electrodes.
1

For these experiments a low pressure mercury vapor-lamp, with 90 % of
light power spectrum at 254 nm is used, in combination with fiber light
guides. The UV power density on electrode surface is around 10 nW·mm-2.
2

For these experiments 200 W high pressure mercury-vapor lamp in around
three meters distance from the electrodes is used, with direct illumination.
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Figure 7.2: AC-peak breakdown voltage for air at p = 202 kPa and
402 kPa with s = 2.54 mm spacing, for sphere-plane electrodes according
to ASTM D2477-07, and Rogowski profiled electrodes. With different
voltage increasing rates dU/dt, and with and without UV.
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Figure 7.3: AC-peak breakdown voltage of air Ubd (a), and related (E/N)bd
(b) at around p = 100 kPa, with s = 5 mm spacing, for sphere-sphere, and
Rogowski electrodes, with rough and polished surfaces, with and without
UV, dU/dt = 5 kVs-1
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7.2.2 SF6
Figure 7.4 shows the breakdown results in SF6 for p = 100 kPa (1 bar) and
50 kPa (0.5 bar) with s = 2.5 mm spacing for polished sphere-plane
electrodes according to ASTM D2477-07 and for the same arrangement but
with sandblasted electrodes. The experiments are performed without
changing the electrodes or gas. Only the voltage increasing rate is changed.
While for p = 100 kPa the breakdown values seem to depend mostly on
preconditioning, for p = 50 kPa the voltage rising rate seems to have a
significant influence. For most cases the breakdowns are clearly above the
calculated values. For the voltage rising rate of dU/dt = 0.1 kV/s, which is
below the standard recommended dU/dt = 0.5 kV/s, the median for polished
electrodes is +35.3 % at p = 100 kPa, and +78.7 % at p = 50 kPa above the
calculated values, respectively. For sandblasted electrodes the median is
+13.0 % at p = 100 kPa and +31.2 % at p = 50 kPa, respectively. It has to be
mentioned that more breakdowns are performed than five breakdowns in each
filling for two fillings as recommended in the standard.

Figure 7.4: AC-peak breakdown voltage Ubd of SF6 for p = 100 kPa and
50 kPa with s = 2.5 mm spacing with a variation of dU/dt and electrode
surface. Polished sphere-plane according to ASTM D2477-07 and the
same arrangement but with sandblasted electrodes.
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Figure 7.5 shows the breakdown results in SF6 for a pressure range from
p = 20 kPa to 180 kPa (0.2 bar to 1.8 bar) with electrode spacing s = 15 mm
and Rogowski electrode profile. The voltage rising rate is dU/dt = 0.1 kV/s.
The results are shown as breakdown voltage Ubd and are additionally
normalized to the field strength and gas number density (E/N)bd.
Up to p = 60 kPa, the breakdowns are mainly above the calculated values and
the measured values in [DLOV74]. The medians are +5.1 % to +0.8 % above
the calculated breakdown values. The lowest measured breakdown values
correspond well to calculated breakdown values. The scatter of the results
seems to be in the same range for polished and rough electrodes with a
difference between 84.13 and 15.87 percentiles in the range of
(E/N)bd = 20 Td to 10 Td. With UV1, the medians deviate from the calculated
values by +2 % to -0.7 %. The percentile difference is in the range of
(E/N)bd = 9 Td to 2 Td.
Above p = 70 kPa, the breakdown values are either around, or below the
calculated breakdown values with deviations from +0.2 % to -3.0 %.
Simultaneously, the values are around or above the measurements in
[DLOV74]. The difference between 84.13 and 15.87 percentiles is between
(E/N)bd = 10 Td and 3 Td.
Figure 7.6 shows the breakdown results in SF6 for a pressure of p = 20 kPa
(0.2 bar) with electrode spacing s = 15 mm and sandblasted Rogowski
electrode profile, for different rates of voltage increase dU/dt, with and
without UV2. The scattering decreases with lower dU/dt and presence of UV.
The lower scattering limit corresponds to the calculated breakdown values.
In the worst case, the deviation of the median from the calculated values is
+16 %, for the best 0.05 %. The difference between 84.13 and 15.87
percentiles reduces from (E/N)bd = 76 Td to 5 Td.

1

For these experiments a low pressure mercury vapor-lamp inside the vessel
is used. The lamp is powered by surrounding AC-field aside of electrodes.
2

For these experiments a low pressure mercury vapor-lamp inside the vessel
is used. The lamp is powered by surrounding AC-field aside of electrodes.
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Figure 7.5: AC-peak breakdown voltage in SF6 Ubd (a), and related (E/N)bd
(b) in a pressure range p = 20 kPa to 180 kPa, with spacing s = 15 mm of
Rogowski electrodes with polished and sandblasted surfaces, with and
without UV. Median and percentiles were originally presented in
[HCPF19]. Yellow dashed lines are reference values from [DLOV74].
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Figure 7.6: AC-peak breakdown voltage in SF6, Ubd (a),
and related (E/N)bd (b) with spacing s = 15 mm, for sandblasted Rogowski
electrodes with and without UV. Median and percentiles were originally
presented in [HCPF19].
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7.3 Discussion
In the breakdown measurement series in air and SF6, the calculated
breakdown voltages according to the streamer criterion in air and SF6 differ
less than ±5 % from the reference values given in literature [IEC 60052],
[DLOV74], compare Appendix Table A.1 to Table A.3. The calculations are
sensitive to the swarm data set as well as for the ignition constant Kstr, which
has been discussed in more detail for air in [Haef18]. The calculations can be
assumed as a good, but not perfect prediction of the minimal breakdown
voltage. The calculated values are especially important as reference for the
variety of non-uniform fields.

7.3.1 Influence of the Statistical Time Lag
For most cases, the measured breakdown values are higher than the calculated
minimal breakdown voltage. The breakdown experiments yield different
scattering ranges, with the lower boundary of the scattering range near the
calculated values. In some cases, the upper boundary of the scattering range
is more than twice the calculated breakdown voltage. This leads to median
values up to +147 % above the theoretical values. To increase the precision,
the scattering has to be reduced. The measurements show a high scattering
for polished electrodes with a small surface area, small critical volume, and
a fast voltage increase rate. Increasing the electrode surface area,
sandblasting, utilizing UV irradiation, and a slower voltage rising rate
decreases the scattering significantly, down to a range of only several Td.
This suggests the statistical time lag to be the main mechanism responsible
for the scattering.
Using the Volume Time Criterion from Equation (2.27), the breakdown
distribution is calculated for different electrode arrangements numerically
using Equations (7.1) to (7.4).
In the first step, the relative electric field distribution (relative to U/s) between
the electrodes is calculated via COMSOL software and represented by 400
field lines for the half spheres facing the electrode gap (actually 200 on the
quarter sphere exploiting rotational symmetry). Each field line consists of
around 100 points. For each point a small volume ΔVol is calculated based
on the field line coordinates, as volume difference of inner and outer conical
frustums described by two neighboring field lines as shown in Figure 7.7.

axis of symmetry
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points

inner
field line

outer
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Figure 7.7: Construction for ΔVol calculation based on neighboring field
line points. ΔVol is the difference of the volumes of the outer frustum
(described by green lines) and inner frustum(s) (described by red lines).

In the second step, the applied 50 Hz AC voltage U(t) is calculated with
Equation (7.3) in time steps of 0.1 ms to 0.5 ms (depends on required
calculation time), to be able to resolve every AC voltage half wave with 100
to 20 points, respectively. For each time step, a constant time interval Δt is
assumed.
In the third step, the value of (1 − η/α) is calculated for each volume ΔVol
(via E/N), which depends on the applied voltage at the moment in time, see
Equation (7.2). There are only volumes considered where the streamer
criterion along the field line is fulfilled and the critical field strength is
exceeded. If also subcritical values along this field line appear, for the
correspondent ΔVol the value (1 − η/α) = 0 is set, as η ≥ α.
For the calculation itself, the following simplifications are made: it is
assumed that also electrons appearing in front of the anode can initiate a
breakdown (initiation volume corresponds to critical volume). Consequently,
there is no need to consider the polarity change of the sine-half waves. The
volume electron generation rate 𝑛̇ e (in cm-3 s-1 ) is constant in the entire
volume and does not depend on pressure and field strength. There is no field
emission from the cathode. The electrodes are ideally smooth.
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η
P(t) = 1-exp (-𝑛̇ e ∑ {∑ [(1 − ( ) ) ·ΔVolij ]} ·Δtj )
α ij
j

η

E

( ) = 𝑓 ( ) and
α

ij

N

ij

i

E
N

= 𝑔(U)

dU
U(t) = |sin(2π·50Hz·t)· ( ·t + Ustart )|
dt
Δurel,bd =

(7.1)

Ubd,meas −Ubd,min
Ubd,min

(7.2)

(7.3)

(7.4)

Figure 7.8 shows the results of the calculations of the cumulative breakdown
probability distribution function 𝑃(Δurel,bd ) for the investigated electrode
arrangements at p = 100 kPa and T°C = 20 °C for air and SF6 with an electrode
spacing of s = 2.54 mm in dependence of relative overvoltage
(Equation (7.4)), which is defined as the difference between measured
breakdown voltage 𝑈b ,meas and the minimum possible one 𝑈b ,min . Due to
the normalization to overvoltage the time scale of statistical time lags ts is
different for every curve. However it can be calculated from absolute
overvoltage ts = ∆U / (dU/dt) with ∆U = Ubd,meas - Ubd,min.
Variations of dU/dt or 𝑛̇ 0 of the same factor result in the same distribution
curves, but different ts. This can be good observed in Figure 7.8 (c) for air:
The AC time to median (corresponds to 50 % probability) for
dU/dt = 10 kVs-1 with 𝑛̇ e = 10 cm-3s-1 is 0.134 s. The AC time to median for
dU/dt = 0.1 kVs-1 with 𝑛̇ e = 0.1 cm-3s-1 is 13.194 s. Consequently, for
dU/dt = 10 kVs-1 with 𝑛̇ e = 10 cm-3s-1 a stepped probability increase can be
observed due to the time resolution. The curve segments with a constant (not
increasing) probability correspond to sine-wave voltage phases below the
critical field strength.
DC voltage application decreases the overvoltage since it is always above the
critical field strength value once it is reached.
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The comparison of electrode arrangements shows a relatively high
overvoltage probability for sphere-plane and sphere-sphere electrodes and
almost no overvoltage for plane-plane electrode. Note the different y-axis
scaling in subfigures of Figure 7.8. For air, with AC at
dU/dt = 0.1 kVs-1 with 𝑛̇ e = 10 cm-3s-1, the relative median overvoltage is
14 % for sphere-plane, 3 % for sphere-sphere, and 0.7 % for sphere-plane.
For dU/dt = 1 kVs-1 with 𝑛̇ e = 10 cm-3s-1 the median values are around 35 %
for sphere-plane, 32 % for sphere-sphere, and 3 % for plane-plane.
For SF6 similar results are obtained with slightly higher overvoltages. 1
This influence of the electrode geometry can be explained by the critical
volume Volcrit (or to be more precise Volinit) generated by the electrode surface
obtaining overcritical field strength. The surface obtaining overcritical field
of spheres is small, but large for the plane electrodes. The ratio can be
estimated roughly to

Volcrit,plane
Volcrit,sphere

r2overcrit, plane

= r2

overcrit, sphere

≈

(20 mm)2
,
(4 mm)2

a factor of 25.2

Note, the calculated overvoltages for the sphere-plane r = 9.55 mm and
sphere-sphere r = 30 mm is almost similar regardless of the significant
difference of sphere radii. The comparison of calculations with measured
overvoltage in Figure 7.8 (a) (d) (e) shows a good agreement with the
distribution shape and a reasonable fit to the calculated parameters. The
deviations might be caused by the mentioned simplifications for the
calculations and surface changes during the measurement series. Also, the
choice of minimal breakdown voltage of the measurement series plays a role
as shown in the next figure Figure 7.9 (a).

1

Note, for SF6 sphere-plane arrangement and dU/dt = 0.1 kVs-1 with
𝑛̇ e =1 cm-3s-1the statistical time lag to median is 105 s.
The rovercritical,sphere ≈ 4 mm in this relation is from observations of the
breakdown spark roots distribution on the sphere after experiments.
2
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Figure 7.8: Calculated cumulative breakdown probability P(∆urel,bd) for
p = 100 kPa, s = 2.54 mm, T°C = 20 °C, air (a-c), and SF6 (d-f).
Sphere-plane: rsphere = 9.55 mm, Ubd,min,air = 9.41 kV, Ubd,min,SF6 = 21.72 kV.
Sphere-sphere:rsphere = 30 mm, Ubd,min,air = 9.48 kV, Ubd,min,SF6 = 23.07 kV.
Plane-plane: rplane = 20 mm, Ubd,min,air = 9.48 kV, Ubd,min,SF6 = 23.06 kV.
In (c) and (f) curves overlapp for 10 kV/s with 10 cm3s-1 (stepped) and
0.1 kV/s with 0.1 cm3s-1 (continuous). Dots in (a, d, e) represent measured
values. In (a) two measured curves are the same data set: left curve with
reference to measured minimum breakdown value, right curve with
reference to theoretical minimum breakdown value.
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Figure 7.9 shows the calculations of the cumulative breakdown probability
function P(Δurel,bd ) for the plane-plane arrangement and SF6 with variation
in spacing s and pressure p. With increasing pressure p, the overvoltage
decreases. If the spacing s increases instead, the overvoltage decreases even
more.
To explain this influence we are starting from the assumption that a change
of ps would not influence (E/N)bd,min. With DC voltage stress, the absolute
overvoltage would always remain the same, but as ps increases, the
breakdown voltage would also increase. If for example, ps and Ubd,min would
increase by a factor of 10, the relative overvoltage would be reduced by the
same factor. This is, however, not the case. It has to be considered that if
instead of DC, AC is used, the fraction of the sine-wave above Ubd,min
decreases with higher voltages. Further, (E/N)bd,min is not constant but
decreases converging to (E/N)crit as ps increases. Consequently, the α/η ratio
near (E/N)bd,min decreases, which leads to a lower breakdown probability. If
the spacing increases, the Volcrit increases along with the breakdown
probability. Consequently, this increase of s seems to be more beneficial for
the time lag reduction than that of p.
The comparison of calculated and measured distributions in Figure 7.9 shows
that for SF6 an electron generation rate around 𝑛̇ e = 0.5 cm-3s-1 can be
assumed. UV irradiation increase this rate to around 𝑛̇ e = 10 cm-3s-1. This is
lower than expected from literature but simplifications for calculation have
to be taken into account. Note, in real setups 𝑛̇ e will increase with pressure,
as with increasing field strength the cathode electron emission will play a
significant role, and electron detachment is also field dependent.
Further, Figure 7.9 (a) shows the sensitivity of the plotted breakdown
measurement distribution curve for the choice of Ubd,min for fitting. It seems
like a fitting not necessary to a certain Ubd,min value, but to the theoretical
distribution curve shape can be a good choice for the estimation of the
electron generation rate.
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Figure 7.9: Numerically calculated cumulative breakdown probability
𝑃(Δ𝑢rel,bd ) for SF6 for a plane-plane arrangment with radius of 20 mm
and for different spacing and pressures at T = 20 °C, dU/dt = 0.1 kV/s,
𝑛̇ 0 = 10 /(cm3s) with (a) 50 Hz AC and (b) DC voltage application. Ubd,min
is the calculated minimum breakdown voltage. In (a) the dark blue dots
represent the measured breakdown values for s = 15 mm and p = 100 kPa.
The cyan doted curves in (a) represent the same measurement with
s = 10 mm and p = 100 kPa with UV irradiation but different Ubd,min as
reference: the left curve corresponds Ubd,min set to the calculated level, the
middle curve to the second lowest breakdown value, and the right curve to
the lowest breakdown value.
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7.3.2 Comparison with Reference Values
For SF6 measurements with Rogowski electrodes at pressures up to p = 60 kPa,
the breakdowns are mainly above the calculated values and the measured
values in [DLOV74]. From p = 70 kPa to 100 kPa, the breakdown values are
around the calculated breakdown values and reference measurements in
[DLOV74]. At pressures above p = 120 kPa the measured breakdown values
are below the calculated voltage, but still above reference measurements in
[DLOV74]. At pressure of p = 120 kPa where the measured values starts to
drop below the macroscopic critical field for a spacing s = 15 mm, the absolute
breakdown field corresponds to Ebd ≈ 100 kV cm-1.1 The drop of the breakdown
field below the critical field strength was explained in [Oppe74] and [Cook70]
with influence of the electrode imperfections. They stated that the moment of
the drop is independent from the kind of the gas and gas pressure, but
predominantly depends on the absolute applied field strength. The value was
estimated to be for AC at around 200 kVcm-1 in [Oppe74] and to be in a range
from 100 kVcm-1 to 200 kVcm-1 in [Cook70]. Consequently, the drop of
breakdown values below the critical field for SF6 measured in Subsection 7.2.2
is on the lower edge of the stated region and can be related to influence of
electrode surface imperfections. For air, the applied field in in Subsection 7.2.1,
was below 100 kVcm-1, consequently no systematic decrease of breakdown
series below the calculated values have been observed. It has to be mentioned
that calculation for SF6 with protrusion of h = 1 μm and R = 10 nm results in a
field enhancement around the factor of 100 in front of the tip and a reduction
of the minimal breakdown voltage of 0.5 % relative to the smooth case. This
corresponds to a reduction of E/N = 2 Td. Also the measurements of [Berg76]
showed a deviation starting at ph = 40 μm bar, even for a tip geometry of
h/R = 10. This means that for p = 200 kPa (2 bar) a tip height of at least
h = 20 μm is necessary to cause a reduction of the electric strength, which
should not be the case for polished surfaces. These examples indicate that
probably a pure streamer criterion calculation is not sufficient to describe the
influence of imperfections.
Excluding the influence of the statistical time lag, the measurements seem to
be in good, but not in perfect agreement, repeatable and reproducible. Smaller
deviations may appear due to inaccuracies in pressure, temperature, and voltage
measurement, typically up to 3 % for each parameter. For small electrode
spacing the distance inaccuracy might give a significant contribution.
1

Ebd = Ubd/s = 155 kV/1.5 cm ≈ 100 kV/cm
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7.3.3 Conditioning Trends
Clear trends are observed in the beginning of some of the test series. A typical
case is with new sandblasted Rogowski electrodes. Here, an increasing trend
of the breakdown voltage for up to 50 breakdowns has been observed,
probably due to the conditioning phenomena, where the highest tips have
been burned away by breakdown sparks. For new sandblasted spheres less
than 10 breakdowns are required for conditioning. Polished electrodes
typically do not show conditioning effects. In some cases even the first
breakdown was much higher than in the rest of the test series. It has to be
taken into account that the electrode surface might be significantly influenced
by the breakdown sparks. The changes on the surface will influence the
consecutive breakdowns, resulting in different trends observable in long test
series of several hundred breakdowns.

7.3.4 UV-Irradiation Sources
It is observed that the presence of UV-irradiant can reduce the scattering
range. For the case of fast voltage increasing rates dU/dt > 1 kV/s and
polished surfaces, the scattering range can be reduced to around a half to a
fourth. The effect is less prominent for higher pressures and sandblasted
surfaces.
During the experiments, several combinations of UV-irradiation methods are
tried out: high and low pressure mercury-vapor lamps in air without vessel,
low pressure lamp in vessel powered by energy harvesting, and low pressure
mercury-vapor lamp outside vessel with fiber light guides. The available
255 nm LED is not tried owing to their sensitivity for electromagnetic impact.
Fiber light guides turn out to react with some alternative gases and to be
unsuitable for decomposing gases as the deposits block the small fiber
output.1 As the available vessel has no quartz window, the best solution is
achieved by placing a small UV low pressure mercury-vapor lamp inside the
vessel. However, no significant difference in UV provision is observed.

1

The breakdown results of corresponding measurements are not presented in
this work.
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7.4 Conclusion
From the obtained results and the discussion above, the following
experimental parameters are derived as the basis to determine the uniform
electric field breakdown strength in novel alternative insulating gas mixtures.
The proposal is neither a universal nor a perfect solution. Depending on the
desired experimental boundary conditions and focus, other experimental
conditions may have to be used.

Electrodes
The selected geometry is a plane-plane arrangement with Rogowski profile
electrodes, limited by the pressure vessel size. The surface finish is chosen to
be polished to avoid long conditioning phenomena and to exclude surface
roughness influence in some gases, in particular at elevated pressures.
Polishing with very fine sand paper is assessed to be sufficient, since the
preparation effort should be kept to a reasonable level. In addition, the roots
of the breakdown sparks will change the surface of the electrode anyhow. To
keep the surface changes as low as possible, the electrodes should be made
from CrNi or CrNiMo stainless steel or Titanium. It is straightforward to
determine the pressure reduced electric field strength (E/p)bd, or number
density reduced field strength (E/N)bd, for any given voltage application in
this configuration. This enables a direct comparison of gases also at different
gas pressures and electrode spacings. If E/N is used, the influence of
temperature can directly be taken into account as well.

Voltage application
Due to long statistical time lags, AC or DC voltage should be used. DC is
more beneficial for statistical time lag reduction. But the decision is made for
power frequency of 50 Hz AC voltage (60 Hz in some countries), since it
requires simple setups and corresponds to real application voltage stress. The
voltage rate of rise is chosen to be around dU/dt = 0.1 kVs-1 before
breakdown to reduce the scatter of the breakdown voltage caused by the
statistical time lag. To reduce the experimental time to a reasonable level,
higher rates of dU/dt can be applied up to around 80 % of the estimated
breakdown voltage. No recommendation for waiting times for consecutive
voltage applications can be given. It is recommended to use large series
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resistors to minimize the energy input (and caused damage) to the electrode
surface by each breakdown. Simultaneously it should be taken into account
that if the resistance is chosen too large, some breakdown detection types
might not trigger as the breakdown current will be too low.

Statistical time lag
The chosen electrode configuration (large stressed volume) and slow rate of
dU/dt reduce the scatter in breakdown voltage caused by statistical time lag
phenomena. A further reduction of the scattering can be achieved by the
increase of the rate of free electron appearance. However, it is decided not to
use UV, as the dissociation of some novel gases by UV irradiation cannot be
excluded. Also, due to safety, availability, and effort, neither radioactive
materials, nor X-ray pulses are recommended.

Pressure and electrode spacing range
The range of 𝑝𝑠 (pressure times electrode spacing) is limited by the
maximum AC peak voltage around U = 140 kV AC that is available in the
most of participating laboratories. The pressure is chosen to be p = 100 kPa
(1 bar). At this pressure, a precise mixing of several components should be
possible and the gases might not show too much sensitivity towards surface
roughness. It has to be mentioned that for some gases with high liquefaction
temperatures but ES several times higher than that of SF6, pressures in the
range of tens of kPa (several hundred mbar) might also be sufficient. The
electrode spacing around s = 10 mm is preferred to reduce the influence of
limited accuracy in the electrode gap adjustment. Due to the high electric
strength of some investigated components and the maximum available
voltage, a spacing of s = 5 mm can be the alternative.

8. Breakdown Experiments in
Alternative Gas Mixtures
With the experimental parameters, procedures and considerations defined in
Section 7, breakdown experiments are performed in novel alternative
insulating gas mixtures. The experimental conditions are given in
Subsection 8.1.
In Subsection 8.2.1 presented breakdown measurements in C5-FK, C4-FN, CF3I
mixtures with CO2 and HFO1234ze(E) are performed in the frame of round robin
measurements of CIGRE working group D 1.67. All “Round-Robin Breakdown
Measurement Results of Cigre Working Group D1.67” with evaluation routines
are available online1 and also presented in CIGRE technical brochure of WG
D1.67 [FJKB21]. The breakdown experiments in different mixing ratios with
CO2 (“mixture scan”), shall investigate the possible synergism, but also give a
comparison about the relation of ES to GWP and liquefaction temperature. The
breakdown measurements at different pressures (“pressure scan”), shall
investigate the performance of the mixtures suggested for applications.
Both mixtures of SF6 and CF3I with HFO1234ze(E), presented in
Subsection 8.2.2, are not a part of the investigation of the CIGRE WG, but
shall prove positive synergism for pressure above the pulsed Townsend
experimental limit. The breakdown investigation of SF 6/HFO1234ze(E)
mixtures shall prove the effect of positive synergism for application pressure
around p ≈ 100 kPa. This pressure is above the level of p = 12 kPa, which
was the maximum in the pulsed Townsend swarm experiments [HPEC20].
Breakdown measurements in CF3I/HFO1234ze(E) shall investigate the
assumption of possible positive synergism for these mixture [Egüz21].
The breakdown results are discussed in Subsection 8.3, a conclusion is drawn
in Subsection 8.4, and in Subsection 9 an outlook is given.
A contribution to breakdown experiments is done by the semester thesis of
T. Kanagasabai [Kana19] and by the work of F. Villani.
1

https://doi.org/10.3929/ethz-b-000482801
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8.1 Experimental Conditions
An overview of the investigated gas mixtures is given in Table 8.1. According to
conclusions of Section 7, the breakdown experiments performed in frame of
round robin tests have the following experimental conditions: Due to an agreed
AC voltage limitation of U = 140 kVpeak, the electrode spacing is chosen to be
s = 5 mm. As electrodes, a plane-plane configuration with a Rogowki profile is
chosen. The electrodes, designed and manufactured from CrNi steel in RWTH
Aachen of rtotal = 34 mm (rflat = 29 mm), have a profile for a maximum spacing of
8 mm. The plane electrodes make a straight forward calculation of (E/N)bd
possible and provide a large initiation volume Volinit to reduce the statistical time
lag ts. Further reduction of the statistical time lag with UV is not possible, as some
of investigated gases might be dissociated by it. Instead a low rate of voltage rise
dU/dt = 0.1kVs-1 is chosen. To reduce possible effects of roughness sensitivity on
breakdown voltage, a polished electrode finish is used. After each measurement,
consisting regularly of 100 to 200 breakdowns, the vessel is opened, the
electrodes cleaned, and if necessary, repolished with fine sandpaper. The
corresponding roughness is around Ra = 0.04 μm and Rt = 1.3 μm. Before filling
in the gases, the vessel is evacuated to below p = 0.2 kPa, filled with CO2 above
p = 100 kPa and evacuated again below p = 0.2 kPa. Then the gases are filled in,
starting with fluorinated component, and mixed with a fan for at least half an
hour. A gas pressure of p = 100 kPa for the mixing ratio scan is chosen, to avoid
possible significant leakages out and into the vessel, as well as to avoid possible
roughness sensitivity effects, and to avoid liquefaction. The mixtures considered
for application are investigated in addition at several pressures of
p = 100 kPa, 130 kPa, 200 kPa, and 300 kPa, with a new fill for each pressure. In
the knowledge of the author, no streamer constants Kstr for the investigated
mixtures are available, consequently it is chosen to Kstr = 13, same as for CO2.
For the investigation of possible positive synergism of SF6/HFO1234ze(E) and
CF3I/HFO1234ze(E), longer spacings are chosen of s = 10 mm and 13 mm,
respectively. For these purpose sandblasted Rogowski electrodes are chosen.
The stainless steel (EN 1.4460) electrodes are designed and manufactured at
HVL, for a uniform field up to s = 15 mm, with a total radius rtotal = 40 mm and
flat area radius of rflat = 20 mm. The electrode finish is sandblasted to a
roughness around Ra = 3 μm and Rt = 13 μm, and preconditioned with
breakdowns. The sandblasted finish is chosen to avoid breakdown distribution
changes due to accumulation of decomposition products on surface, acting like
micro roughness. The sandblasted finish structure should remain the main
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influence factor on the breakdown level. Simultaneously it can reduce further
the statistical time lag due to micro tip electron field emission. The electrodes
are neither re-sandblasted nor cleaned after the investigation of a mixture with
around 40 breakdowns. The pressure is chosen to p = 100 kPa for
SF6/HFO1234ze(E), and to p = 77 kPa for CF3I/HFO1234ze(E).
Table 8.1: List of investigated gases in breakdown experiments and
corresponding experimental conditions. The alternative names, normal
boiling point, and GWP are referring to pure substances.

no
experiments

no
experiments

100

5

1/99,
2/98,
5/95,
7/93,
20/80,
30/70,
50/50,
75/25,
100/0

100

5

alternative names:
C4F7N,
(CF3)2CFC≡N,
CAS: 42532-60-5,
Perfluoro-isobutyronitrile,
perfluoro-nitrile,
[Kims21].
Novec4710 [M21a]

polished

C4-FN/CO2/O2

5/90/5

100,
130,
200,
300

5

polished

C5-FK/CO2

2/98,
4/96,
5/95,
7/93,
20/80,
30/70,
50/50,
75/25,
100/0

100

5

polished

alternative names:
C5F10O
CF3C(=O)CF(CF3)2
CAS: 684-32-2
Penta-fluoro-ethylketone,
perfluoro-ketone,
[Kims21],
Novec5110 [M21b]

polished

C4-FN/CO2

normal boiling
temperature
(in °C)

no
experiments

100

CO2

GWPmass
100 year

polished

0.1/99.9
to
100/0

SF6/N2

23’500
[MSBC13]

-63.8
[Kims21]

1
[MSBC13]

-78.5
[Kims21]

2’100
[M21a]

-4.7
[M21a]

<1
[M21b]

+26.9
[M21b]

[ECAF20]
[ChHF18b],
PTmeasurements, PT-measurements, available
on LXCat
available on
LXCat

5

[HaFr18], PT[ChHF18a]
measurements,
PT-measurements,
available
available on LXCat
on LXCat

spacing
s
(in mm)

100

Calculation with
[ChOl00], Bolsig+[HaPi05]
from
with Biagi cross
LXCat
section data base,
available on LXCat

pressure
p
(in kPa)

100

electron
swarm data

mixing ratio
(in %)

SF6

electrode
finish

Gas
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spacing
s
(in mm)

electrode
finish

100,
130,
200,
300

5

polished

CF3I/CO2

5/95,
10/90,
10/90,
20/80,
30/70,
50/50,
70/30,
100/0

100

5

alternative names:
CAS: 2314-97-8,
Trifluoro-iodomethane,
[Kims21]

polished

CF3I/CO2

30/70

100,
130,
200,
300

5

polished

100

100,
130,
200,
300

5

polished

[ChRF16],
PT-measurements, available on
LXCat

SF6/
HFO1234ze(E)

0/100,
5/95,
10/90,
20/80,
30/70,
40/60,
50/50,
70/30,
100/0

100

10

sandblasted

[HPEC20],
PT-measurements,
available on LXCat

CF3I/
HFO1234ze(E)

0/100,
10/90,
15/85,
20/80,
30/70,
40/60,
50/50,
65/35,
75/25,
100

77

13

sandblasted

not-available

calculations of [DeXi13] (higher
values) and of [ZDGX18] (lower
values), CF3I from
PT-measurements,
available on LXCat [UJBH07]

-21.9
[DuZH96]

[DeXi13]
calculations

alternative names:
(CF3CH=CHF)
R1234ze(E)
CAS: 2072839-56-4,
1,3,3,3-tetrafluoro-1propene,
trans-1,3,3,3tetrafluoropropene
[Kims21]

<5
[SBRG94]

[ECAF20],PTmeasurements,
available on
LXCat

HFO1234ze(E)

normal boiling
temperature
(in °C)

pressure
p
(in kPa)

5/84/11

GWPmass
100 year

mixing ratio
(in %)

C5-FK/CO2/O2

electron
swarm data

Gas

<1
-19
[MMNB21] [NBFB12]
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8.2 Experimental Results
8.2.1 C5-FK, C4-FN, and CF3I Mixed with CO2
Figure 8.1 shows the measured gas molecule number density reduced
breakdown electric field strength (E/N)bd for AC peak, the calculated streamer
inception level (E/N)inc , and the reduced critical field strength (E/N)crit of
C5-FK, C4-FN, and CF3I mixed with CO2, at p = 100 kPa and s = 5 mm. The
breakdown measurements are in agreement with values from swarm experiments,
token from references in Table 8.1.
The best ES performance at same fluorinated gas fraction is achieved by
C4-FN/CO2 mixtures. In the range from 20 % to 100 % of C4-FN these
mixtures are even superior to SF6 with corresponding (E/N)bd medians from
370 Td to 900 Td. For C4-FN fraction up to 30 %, (E/N)bd are above (E/N)inc,
for higher fractions below it. This observation can be related to surface
imperfection and deposits and is discussed in detail below.
C5-FK/CO2 mixtures are in the mixing range from 30 % to 100 % superior
to SF6 with corresponding (E/N)bd medians from 376 Td to 775 Td.
(E/N)bd are above (E/N)inc for the whole pressure range of this mixture.
CF3I/CO2 mixtures are not superior to SF6, only pure CF3I can reach a (E/N)bd level
similar to SF6. For 5 % of CF3I, (E/N)bd is above the (E/N)inc , for 10 % to 30 % in
between the two given references, and above 50 % of CF3I, (E/N)bd is below (E/N)inc.
Figure 8.2 shows the ES at s = 5 mm and p = 100 kPa, 130 kPa, 200 kPa, and
300 kPa,
for
mixtures
of
C5-FK/CO2/O2
5 % / 84 % / 11 %,
C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 % / 90 % / 5 %, CF3I/CO2 30 % / 70 %, HFO1234ze(E), and
SF6. The ES of all these gases is below the ES of SF6. In Figure 8.2 (a) with
increasing pressure (E/N)bd and (E/N)inc drop in the beginning and seem to saturate
at a certain level. In Figure 8.2 (b) no saturation is reached for HFO1234ze(E).
For C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 % / 84 % / 11 % and SF6 the minimum values of (E/N)bd are
matching with (E/N)inc. For C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 % / 90 % / 5 %, the median values of
(E/N)bd are matching with (E/N)inc. For CF3I/CO2 30 % / 70 % the maximal values
of (E/N)bd are matching with (E/N)inc. The (E/N)crit for HFO1234ze(E) cannot be
given, as it is pressure dependent and different estimations for its values above the
pressures of PT-measurements exist. For SF6, the lower (E/N)bd values are matching
with literature reference breakdown values, which are matching with (E/N)inc. The
influence of the choice of the streamer constant Kstr for calculation of (E/N)inc is
demonstrated in Figure 8.2 (b) by the variation of Kstr from 5 to 30.
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Figure 8.1: Reduced field strength E/N dependent on gas mixture for
C5-FK, C4-FN, and CF3I mixed with CO2 at p = 100 kPa (100% C5-FK:
p = 60 kPa) and s = 5 mm. In addition SF6 and CO2 are shown (black).
Marker with whiskers: Measured AC peak breakdown values represented
as median with 84.13 and 15.87 percentiles with 75% confidence.
Triangles: highest (▼) and lowest (▲) detected value. Dashed lines:
(E/N)crit. Solid lines: (E/N)inc with K = 13. Dotted lines for SF6 and CF3I:
(E/N)crit from swarm measurements. Dotted lines for C4-FN: (E/N)crit
considering electron detachment [HCPF19]. (a) whole mixture range, (b)
zoom to the mixture range from 0 % to 10 %.
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Figure 8.2: Reduced field strength E/N dependent on gas pressure for
s = 5 mm. (a): C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 % / 84 % / 11 %, C4-FN/CO2/O2
5 % / 90 % / 5 %, CF3I/CO2 30 % / 70 %, (b): HFO1234ze(E) and SF6.
Marker with whiskers: Measured peak AC breakdown values
represented as median with 84.13 and 15.87 percentiles with 75%
confidence. Triangles: highest (▼) and lowest (▲) detected value.
Dashed lines: (E/N)crit. Solid lines: (E/N)inc with K = 13. (a): Black
framed markers how values for 5 % / 95 % of C4-FN/CO2 and
C5-FK/CO2 at p = 100 kPa (shifted to left in figure for better visibility).
(b): Empty squares (□) represent reference SF6 breakdown Paschencurve measurements [DLOV74]. Dashed lines: (E/N)crit from 1
[ChRF16], 2 estimation in [Koch15], 3 references within [ChFr17].
In addition for SF6 solid lines in increasing order are (E/N)inc for
Kstr = 5, 10.5, 13, 30. Black framed markers of HFO1234ze(E) show
values for sandblasted finish at p = 77 kPa with s = 13 mm, and
p = 100 kPa with s = 10 mm.
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Examinations of the polished electrode surface after the experiments show a
presence of decomposition products (deposits) for some mixtures, as shown
in Figure 8.3.
Figure 8.3 (a) shows polished electrodes and corresponds to the surface state
after breakdown series where no deposits appear. The subfigures (b) to (e)
show deposits covering the whole electrode surface. The deposits are
irregularly distributed, forming lighter and heavier contaminated zones on the
electrode surface.
Figure 8.3 (b) shows a kind of an oily layer formed in 100 % CF3I
measurement. For mixtures with above 30 % of CF3I similar layers appear.
For CF3I fractions of 20 % and below no significant deposit formation was
observed. This layer is transparent when the vessel gets just opened, and turns
brown after several minutes in air. The brown layer cannot be removed by
cleaning the surface as in other gases, but has to be removed by polishing.
Figure 8.3 (c) shows gray to yellow-brownish surface contamination
appearing as dots. This kind of deposits is typical for mixtures with more than
50 % of C5-FK and C4-FN. For lower fraction of both gases, typically no
remarkable deposit amount appear.
Figure 8.3 (d) shows black dust on the electrode surface appearing typically
for 100 % C5-FK and C4-FN. The dust amount is typically significantly
lower for C5-FK than for C4-FN.
Figure 8.3 (e) shows significant amounts and accumulations of black dust
appearing on electrode surface for 100 % HFO1234ze(E).
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(a): New polished surface

(b): An oily layer after CF3I 100%

(c): Yellow-brownish dots after C5-FK/CO2 50 %/50 %

(d): Black powder after C4-FN 100 % (e): Black powder after HFO1234ze(E) 100 %

Figure 8.3: Typical deposits on electrode surface after around 200
breakdowns in some mixtures.
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The appearance of deposit layers on the electrode surface shows a correlation
to the distribution of the breakdown values. If a layer appears, a trend in
breakdown voltage distribution is visible. For HFO1234ze(E) a decreasing
trend appears, Figure 8.4. For CF3I/CO2 a distribution jump appears, as
shown in Figure 8.5. Note for CF3I/CO2 20 % / 80 % no significant deposit
formation is observed. For C4-FN/CO2 and C5-FK/CO2 decreasing trends are
often appearing. Simultaneously the most of breakdown values accumulate
at the upper distribution limit and show a wide scattering of some breakdowns
towards lower values, see Figure 8.6 and Figure 8.7.
Gases showing no decomposition products on polished electrodes, as SF 6,
CO2, and mixtures with low percentage of fluorinated gases, have the lower
values of the breakdown distribution scattering matching with the streamer
criterion. The scattering of the distributions appears to be more or less
symmetrical around the median. According to experimental parameter study
in Section 7, the statistical time lag can be assumed to be the reason. For
several tens of first breakdown an increasing trend takes usually place with a
stable lower distribution boundary and an increasing upper boundary, which
can be related to electrode conditioning phenomenon, compare Section 5.6.
Gases showing decomposition products on electrodes, containing high
fractions of HFO1234ze(E), CF3I, C4-FN, have the upper values of the
breakdown scattering distribution matching with the streamer criterion
(compare Figure 8.1 (a)). Several scattering distribution cases can be
observed: A permanent decreasing trend as in HFO1234ze(E), see Figure 8.4.
Sudden changes in the distribution as for already medium fractions of CF 3I,
see Figure 8.5. Distributions without a trend but with breakdown
accumulation at higher values, as for high fraction of C4-FN, see Figure 8.6,
and C5-FK, see Figure 8.7, or sandblasted electrodes with HFO1234ze(Z)
mixtures, see Figure 8.11.
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Figure 8.4: Distribution of breakdown measurement series in
HFO1234ze(E). Decreasing trend for (a) p = 100 kPa, (b) 130 kPa, and (c)
300 kPa. Solid lines: red for median, green for 75 % confidence of median,
yellow for 84.13 and 15.87 percentiles with 75 % confidence.

Figure 8.5: Distribution of breakdown measurement series in CF 3I/CO2
mixtures at p = 100 kPa. Regular distribution for (a) 20 % / 80 % mixture,
and distribution jumps for (b) 30 %/ 70 % and (c) 100%/0% mixtures.
Solid lines: red for median, green for 75 % confidence of median, yellow
for 84.13 and 15.87 percentiles with 75 % confidence.
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Figure 8.6: Distribution of breakdown measurement series of C4-FN/CO2
mixtures at p = 100 kPa. Regular distribution for (a) 5 % / 95 % and (b)
30 % / 70 % mixtures, scattering towards lower values for (c) 50 % / 50 %
mixtures. Solid lines: red for median, green for 75 % confidence of
median, yellow for 84.13 and 15.87 percentiles with 75 % confidence.

Figure 8.7: Distribution of breakdown measurement series in C5-FK/CO2
mixtures at p = 100 kPa. Regular distribution with conditioning for (a)
20 % / 80 % mixture, scattering towards lower values (b) for 50 % / 50 % and
(c) 75 % / 25 % mixtures. Solid lines: red for median, green for 75 %
confidence of median, yellow for 84.13 and 15.87 percentiles with 75 %
confidence.
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8.2.2 SF6, and CF3I Mixed with HFO1234ze(E)
To investigate if the positive synergism phenomenon, which was observed in
swarm measurements at p = 0.4 Pa, is also valid for higher pressures,
breakdown measurements are performed in mixtures of HFO1234ze(E) with
SF6 and CF3I.
Figure 8.8 shows results of breakdown measurement in mixtures of
SF6/HFO1234ze(E) and CF3I/HFO1234ze(E). From 100 % to 50 % of
HFO1234ze(E) the breakdown in both mixtures show a similar increasing
trend and similar values. Above 50% of HFO1234ze(E) the breakdown
values of the both mixtures develops almost linearly toward the values of pure
SF6 and CF3I, respectively.
For the investigations, sandblasted electrodes are chosen to avoid distribution
jumps due to deposits accumulation on the electrode surface, as the
microstructure of the electrode surface roughness should dominate over the
deposits. The significant formation of deposits on the electrode surface is
shown in Figure 8.9 and Figure 8.10. Aside the electrode surface
contamination, also other effects can appear as shown in Figure 8.9 for
HFO1234ze(E). Figure 8.9 shows a conductive filament bridging and short
circuiting the 10 mm electrode gap, making further high voltage applications
not possible. Figure 8.10 shows the strong electrode surface contamination
after the whole measurement series in all CF3I/HFO1234ze(E) mixtures, so
after 440 breakdowns in total. The breakdown distribution in measurement
series for both mixtures appears to be on a stable upper lever with scattering
towards lower values. Examples are shown in Figure 8.11.
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Figure 8.8: Reduced field strength E/N dependent on gas mixture for
SF6/HFO1234ze(E)
at
p = 100 kPa
and
s = 10 mm,
and
CF3I/HFO1234ze(E) at p = 77 kPa and s = 13 mm. Marker with whiskers:
Measured AC peak breakdown values represented as median with 84.13
and 15.87 percentiles with 75% confidence. Triangles: highest ( ▼) and
lowest (▲) detected value. Dashed line: (E/N)crit at p = 0.4 kPa [HPEC20].

Figure 8.9: HFO1234ze(E), p = 130 kPa and s = 10 mm, a conductive filament
bridging and short circuiting the electrode gap. Zoom to the filament on the right.
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Figure 8.10: Electrodes after the measurements in CF3I/HFO1234ze(E). The
light bows originate from touching the surface during electrode removing.

Figure 8.11: Breakdown distribution in a measurement series of
(a) SF6/HFO1234ze(E) 50 %/50 % at p = 100 kPa and s = 10 mm,
and (b) CF3I/HFO1234ze(E) 50 %/50 % at p = 77 kPa and s = 13 mm. No
trend, but small scattering towards lower values. Solid lines: red for
median, green for 75 % confidence of median, yellow for 84.13 and 15.87
percentiles with 75 % confidence.
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8.3 Discussion
Based on the breakdown results, the applicability of streamer criterion
(Subsection 8.3.1), influence of deposits (Subsection 8.3.2) and synergism
(Subsection 8.3.3) are discussed.

8.3.1 Streamer Criterion
The measured breakdown values (E/N)bd, can be compared with the streamer
inception integral value (E/N)inc, which is linked by the streamer constant Kstr
to (E/N)crit. The deviation of (E/N)inc from (E/N)crit is only significant for
weakly attaching gases and low pressures. For strongly attaching gases, as
well as for high pressures, the effective ionization curve of eff around
(E/N)crit gets steep. Consequently, under ideal conditions (E/N)inc converges
to (E/N)crit, see Figure 2.4. and Equation (2.13). However, in real
measurements this would be not the case. At some pressure, owing to e.g.
surface imperfections, the measured macroscopic breakdown field strength
will drop below the theoretical value (E/N)bd < (E/N)inc, compare Figure 5.4.
This drop can be significant as shown in Figure 8.2 (b) for SF6 reference at
p = 400 kPa.

Mixture variation
Mixtures with higher content of strongly attaching gases tends to form
deposits on electrodes, which reduce the breakdown voltage. Consequently,
at a same pressure, for a high fraction of strongly attaching gas,
(E/N)bd < (E/N)inc can be the case, while for mixtures with a low fraction of
strongly attaching gas, the relation (E/N)bd ≈ (E/N)inc will be valid. In
performed breakdown experiments, in general the measured breakdown
fields correspond to the values expected from streamer calculations.
However, some smaller deviations appear.
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Pressure variation
The pressure variation from p = 100 kPa to 300 kPa, Figure 8.2 (a), shows a
decreasing trend of (E/N)bd, with a saturation for the C4-FN/CO2/O2
5 % / 90 % / 5 % and C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 % / 84 % / 11 %. These mixtures show
no decomposition products on the electrodes after experiments. The observed
trend can be related to the convergence of the streamer criterion to the (E/N)crit
with higher pressures. Further deviations at lower pressures can appear due to the
choice of the streamer constant Kstr (compare SF6 in Figure 8.2 (b) ), which is, in
the knowledge of the author, not available for the discussed gas mixtures so far.
It could also be assumed that the values of Kstr do not have to hold for all
conditions, but may vary with pressure, electrode spacing, as well as with space
charge influence [FaFr21], [Amer88]. For example, the most common value for
SF6 is Kstr = 10.5 [Petc95], but also other values can be found in older literature.
In [Amer88] and references therein, different Kstr ranges for SF6 are given: for
ps = 0.5 bar cm to 2.0 bar cm Kstr = 11.25 to 20.4, or Kstr = 20 to 68, or Kstr = 46
to 342. In these examples Kstr increased for higher ps. For SF6/N2 50 % / 50 %,
Kstr = 20 to 3.8 is given for ps = 1 bar cm to 3 bar cm, with Kstr decreasing for
higher ps. Also further phenomena, like a significant electron detachment rate
may play a role for breakdown field strength reduction at higher pressures, as for
C4-FN calculated in [HCPF19] 1 and shown in Figure 8.1. Finally, from a certain
pressure level, the (E/N)bd reduction due to electrode surface imperfections will
play a significant role (compare Sections 5.4 and 5.7).
The exact pressure influence on (E/N)bd values of HFO1234ze(E) cannot be
determined. Several phenomena are playing a role for this gas: pressure
dependence of (E/N)crit which should increase (E/N)bd up to a saturation level
at a certain pressure, the streamer integral which decrease (E/N)bd for
increasing pressures in a lower pressure range, and deposits formation which
will decrease (E/N)bd for high pressures. At some pressure also the surface
imperfection of electrodes will start to reduce (E/N)bd. The influence of
decomposition products can be eliminated by regarding the first few
breakdown values, as done for C3F6 in [Bias85]. However, the electrodes in
experiments are not preconditioned, so remaining dust can also reduce the
first breakdowns. On the other hand, if the dust influence is not significant
also the statistical time lag can lead to an overestimation of (E/N)crit.
1

(E/N)inc with consideration of detachment was calculated to be around 2 %
lower for pd = 5 bar cm, and 8 % lower for pd = 50 bar cm, in comparison to
calculations without considering detachment.
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8.3.2 Decomposition in Sparks
It can be assumed that deposits on the electrode surface are responsible for
the distribution and the breakdown levels. The decomposition products act
like electrode surface imperfections, which can be good seen in Figure 8.3 (e)
for HFO1234ze(E). At least for HFO1234ze(E) the black dust imperfections
can be assumed as conductive, as the filament was conductive enough to short
circuit the setup.1 The imperfections can significantly reduce the macroscopic
breakdown field strength below its critical value, depending on the pressure
and roughness sensitivity of the gas, compare Sections 5.4 and 5.7. Some
appearing trends can be consequently explained as follows: deposits
contribute to increase the electron emission rate from electrodes, reducing the
statistical time lag and making the breakdown overvoltage in comparison to
streamer inception level smaller. Simultaneously deposits act like surface
imperfection and decrease the level of some breakdowns below the critical
field. For some kinds of deposits, a redistribution after each breakdown can
be assumed: on one hand, a local deposits accumulation can locally increase
the microscopic electric field strength, causing breakdown sparks on this
place, which are creating more deposits on the same place and increasing the
local field strength further. On the other hand, the breakdown spark can
redistribute and spread the deposit accumulation, reducing the local field
enhancement, and making the spark on the same place and low voltage less
probable.
Consequently, for the investigated gases, the trends in the scattering distribution
can be interpreted as follows: C4-FN and C5-FK create a relatively small amount
deposits, which provide a small field enhancement, and could have a possible
deposit redistribution after sparks. A result, only small fraction of breakdowns is
significantly below the main distribution level. HFO1234ze(E) creates a
significant amount of deposits, which are permanently accumulated on the
surface, leading to a permanent decrease of the breakdown voltage. If a
sandblasted electrode is used, its surface structure is dominant in comparison to
the deposits and only few breakdowns take place significantly below the regular
level. In CF3I mixtures, the deposits seems to accumulate up to a critical level,
which pass over has a consequence of a sudden distribution change.
1

For other investigated gases, no measurements were performed to evaluate the
conductivity of the deposits. If it is considered that the black color of deposits is
related to carbon black formation, the assumption can be made that the deposits in
C4-FN and C5-FK are most probably also conductive.
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HFO1234ze(E) shows a strong spark decomposing behavior, the black dust
created by breakdown sparks, covers not only the electrodes but also the inner
side of the vessel around it. This makes not only the estimation of ES under
ideal condition challenging, but may also have consequences for applications.
The black dust on the relative rough electrodes in GIS would not play a
significant role, but dust layers on insulators can lead to high leakage currents
and flashovers. In the worst case even short circuiting the electrode gap by
conductive filaments can appear, as show in Figure 8.9, and was reported also
for CH2=C=CH2 [WKBC82]. These gases can be classified as “non self
restoring gases” [FJKB21].

8.3.3 Synergism
Synergism coefficient (SC) of investigated mixtures, calculated with
Equation (3.1), is shown for three parameters: (E/N)crit, its streamer integral
(E/N)inc with Kstr = 13, and the median of (E/N)bd. In addition, as reference,
the synergism of SF6/N2 mixture is shown, as this mixture is known for its
good synergism.
As shown in Figure 8.12, SC appears to be higher for (E/N)crit as calculation
base than for the streamer integral (E/N)inc as calculation base. The reason
can be linked to the steamer criterion, the influence is discussed in
Section 8.3.1. (E/N)inc of CO2 and N2 show a larger deviation to (E/N)crit than
fluorinated gases at same pressure. As ES for the pure substance appears in
denominator in Equation (3.1) the calculated synergism for streamer integral
appears lower. Consequently, the SC curve may shift to different values and
shapes, dependent on the gas pressure and reference ES parameters. For
current investigations, the breakdown values are near to the calculated
streamer integrals, and SC based on (E/N)bd and (E/N)inc appears to be similar.
For (E/N)bd the highest measured SC = 1.45 appears for C4-FN/CO2
5 %/95 % , followed by SC = 1.34 for SF6/HFO1234ze(E) 30 %/70 %,
SC = 1.24 for CF5-FK/CO2 5 %/95 % as well as for CF3I/CO2 30 %/70 %,
and SC = 1.16 for CF3I/CO2 30 %/70 %.
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Figure 8.12: Synergism coefficients SC. (a): solid lines: measured
median (E/N)bd, dashed lines: calculated streamer integral (E/N)inc .
(b): dotted lines: (E/N)crit.. The streamer integral is based on (E/N)crit
references from Table 8.1. The dotted curves of SF6/HFO1234ze(E) are
based on different assumptions of (E/N)crit,HFO . For SF6/N2 as lowest
percentage 0.1 %/99.9 % is taken to have a defined (E/N)crit.
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However, SC contains only the message if the measured ES is beneficial
compared to an expected linear interpolated value. To judge if a positive
synergism takes place, the ES of the mixture has to be related to the
component with the highest ES, as presented in Figure 8.13 (a). To judge if
the ES of the mixture is beneficial to SF6, it has to be directly related to its
ES, as shown in Figure 8.13 (b).
A positive synergism can be clearly identified for the SF6/HFO1234ze(E)
mixtures. According to the median of breakdown measurements, for SF 6
fractions above 10 %. The best ES relative to SF6 is 1.17 for the ratio around
50 % / 50 % mixture. This value is also clearly above the ES of
HFO1234ze(E), even if the maximum reported ES of 350 Td [ChFr17] is
assumed. The ES value of 1.17 relative to SF6, is similar to 1.15, measured in
breakdown experiments by G. Biasutti [Bias85] for SF6/C3F6 75 % / 25 % at
p = 100 kPa and s = 10 mm. As ES of C3F6 is pressure dependent, and
increases from around 370 Td at p = 100 kPa, to 465 Td at p = 400 kPa owing
to three body attachment, the positive synergism in SF6/C3F6 disappears for
p = 400 kPa [Asch85], [Bias85]. Consequently, the complete elimination of
the roughness influence on HFO1234ze(E), including solid deposits, could
give a same phenomenon.
The median of (E/N)bd of CF3I/HFO1234ze(E) has the value of pure CF3I
down to the fraction of 50 % CF3I and can be judged as on the edge of the
positive synergism. For higher pressures and a complete exclusion of
roughness influence including deposits, the effect could disappear due to
pressure dependence of (E/N)crit of HFO1234ze(E).
In relation to ES of C4-FN, C5-FK, and CF3I, the ES of its mixtures with CO2
shows an almost linear drop. Considering the ES relative to SF 6, fractions
above 20 % of C4-FN and above 30 % of C5-FK in CO2 are beneficial to it.
This is due to high ES of the pure substances, around two times of the ES of
SF6. CF3I/CO2 mixtures show almost no range beneficial to SF6, only
fractions above 90% of CF3I are slightly (few percent) better than SF6. For
CF3I/HFO1234ze(E) mixtures, CF3I fractions above 20 % are beneficial to
SF6, but not more than 10 % of its ES.
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Figure 8.13: Relation of ES of mixture to ES of (a) component of the
mixture
with
highest
electric
strength,
and
(b)
SF6.
Solid lines: linear interpolation of measured medians (E/N)bd, dashed lines:
calculated streamer integral, (b) dotted lines (overlapping with dashed
lines): (E/N)crit. (E/N)crit,HFO of HFO1234ze(E) is based on [HPEC20].
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8.4 Conclusion
The measured number density reduced breakdown field strengths (E/N)bd at
high pressures of investigated gas mixtures of C4-FN/CO2, C5-FK/CO2,
CF3I/CO2 show a good, but not perfect, agreement with reduced critical field
strengths (E/N)crit derived at low pressures from electron swarm experiments.
The reason for smaller deviations of (E/N)bd from (E/N)crit or to be more strict
from its streamer integral (E/N)inc can be maintly related to two phenomena:
statistical time lag and electrode imperfections. The influence of statistical
time lag is dominant for polished electrodes and no decomposing gases,
where the lower breakdown values within the scattering of a measurement
series are matching with the calculated streamer criterion.
For sandblasted electrodes or decomposing gases, the higher breakdown
values within the scattering of a measurement series are usually matching
with it. This indicates that starting electrodes are provided by the surface
imperfection, but the breakdown voltage is simultaneously reduced due to the
roughness sensitivity of the gases.
Distributions of breakdown values within a measurement series can show
trends, especially for long measurement series. However, if the trends are
relativity small, the breakdown scattering patterns do not change over the
measurement series and the voltages are in a reasonable range, there is no
reason to disqualify the measurement. The percentiles give a good impression
about the distribution, but also the minimal and maximal values can help with
the interpretation of the underlying phenomena.
Deposits on electrodes can have a significant influence on the breakdown
distribution. Moderate spark decomposing products on electrodes are
appearing for high fraction of C4-FN, C5-FK. For these gas mixtures only
small trends appear. Up from a medium fraction of CF3I and for
HFO1234ze(E) high amount of deposits appear influencing strongly the trend
in measurement series. The effect of appearance of deposits have to be taken
into account during the investigation of insulating gases, as they may
disqualify some gases showing a good combination of high ES and low
boiling point.
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The comparison of investigated alternative insulating gas mixtures at
p = 100 kPa shows the best performance in ES for C4-FN/CO2. The second
best ES performance show the C5-FK/CO2 mixtures. Both are superior in ES
to SF6/N2 mixtures, but not in liquefaction temperature. ES of CF 3I/CO2 is
worse in comparison to SF6/N2.
The pressure dependent (E/N)bd and consequently (E/N)crit of HFO1234ze(E)
cannot be exactly determined owing to the strong contamination of electrodes
with its decomposition products. (E/N)bd of SF6/HFO1234ze(E) mixtures at
p = 100 kPa, corresponds to the (E/N)crit derived from swarm experiment at
low pressures. The appearance of positive synergism can be confirmed for
this pressure, but the underlying physical phenomenon not clearly identified.
For the application of insulating gases in GIS it has to be considered that the
(E/N)bd values will be above (E/N)crit only for perfect conditions. At some
pressure level the electrode imperfection will reduce (E/N)bd below (E/N)crit.
This has to be taken into account as GIS surfaces are not perfect, but have a
certain roughness profile. Consequently, investigation taking into account
imperfections in non-uniformities have to be done. Consequently in the
second section of the thesis the influence of surface imperfection, represented
by an embedded needle geometry should be performed. Only non
decomposing gas mixtures should be used, as the deposits accumulating on
needle tip will change its tip geometry.

9. Outlook
The applied investigation methods show results in good agreement with
available data of critical fields, if no deposits on electrodes are appearing.
However, from a certain pressure level, electrode surface imperfections start
to decrease the density reduced breakdown field strength. To analyze this
phenomenon in detail, further investigation should be focused on higher
pressures and a detailed analysis of electrode’s surface structure and its
changings.
To get more exact results for (E/N)bd of HFO1234ze(E) and other gases,
which create deposits on electrodes, the following procedure can be tried:
new good polished electrodes have to be preconditioned without changing
and damaging the electrode surface. This can be done with breakdowns in
CO2, air, or N2 at moderate pressures. Then, to not overestimate the
breakdown voltage level, the statistical time lag has to be eliminated. This
can be done either by holding a voltage level with dU/dt = 0 kV/s for several
minutes, or by a small dU/dt with pulsed X-ray irradiation. In these
measurements, probably only the very first breakdown value will be valid, as
the consecutive breakdowns might be already influenced by its deposits.
Consequently the experiments will be time consuming and should focus on
gases of very particular interest.
According to the calculation of statistical time lag, experiments with DC
voltage stress would be beneficial.
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In Part I of this thesis a good agreement between measured and calculated
breakdown voltages in novel alterative gas mixtures is observed, under
uniform electric field stress. In GIS however, strongly non uniform fields due
to surface imperfections are possible. This can lead to significantly lower
breakdown voltages for streamer as well as leader breakdown mechanisms.
For this reason, in Part II the breakdowns starting from a needle tip embedded
in a uniform background field are investigated. The goal is to determine if the
stepped leader theory can be applied for mixtures of novel strongly attaching
gases with buffer gases, by observation of the presence of parameters such as
time lags, partial discharge properties and stepped breakdown development.
This part is structured as follows: A literature review of breakdown
mechanisms prevalent in gas mixtures under strongly non uniform field stress
is given in Section 10. The experimental setup and experimental results are
described in Sections 11 and 12, respectively. The results are discussed in
Section 13 and a conclusion is drawn in Section 14. Finally, an outlook is
given in Section 15.

10. Literature Review: Leader in Gas
Mixtures
In the following section an overview of literature describing the breakdown
mechanism in gas mixtures containing a strongly attaching gas component is
presented. The focus is on the leader appearance possibility. Section 10.1
describes the breakdown development in SF6, Section 10.2 in SF6/N2
mixtures, Section 10.3 in SF6/air mixtures, Section 10.4 in SF6/CO2, and
Section 10.5 in other gas mixtures. Each of these sections contains
subsections describing the breakdown mechanism in non uniform fields with
(needle or rod embedded in plane-plane) and without a uniform background
field Ebgnd (needle or rod plane arrangement). The electrode geometry is
described (see Figure 11.4) with the following parameters: tip to counterpane
spacing s, needle length L, radius of needle or rod tip R, its ratio (L/R) as
quantity for field enhancement, and the distance of the electrodes D creating
the background field. The summary of the review is given in Section 10.6.
Finally, a conclusion for experimental investigations is drawn in
Section 10.7.
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10.1 SF6
As SF6 is the dominant gas used in GIS for over half of a century [RaFr18a],
it has been the focus of various investigations. On the basis of breakdown
observations in SF6, the stepped leader breakdown model for strongly
attaching gases was developed and improved [NiPi83], [NiUW89],
[SeNB08], [SeNB09], [Bujo15], [Koch15]. Examples of breakdown
mechanism investigation in SF6 are listed in the following Subsections 10.1.1
to 10.1.3. Examples of breakdown mechanism investigation in SF6 mixtures
are presented thereafter in Sections 10.2 to 10.4.

10.1.1 Tip in Background Field
M. Seeger et al. [SeNB08] investigated SF6 in the pressure range from
p = 0.1 MPa to 0.5 MPa with step voltage of both polarities with
L = 1 mm, R = 0.5 mm (L/R = 2), D = 20 mm, and s = 19 mm. Arrested
leaders and leader breakdown were observed with photography, photo
multiplier tube PMT, and current probe. For breakdown, the time between
leader steps was around 200 ns for negative polarity and 50 ns for positive
polarity. The arrested leader channel length was around 0.5 mm at leader
inception field and increased for higher fields up to 3 mm. Pressure increase
from p = 0.2 MPa to p = 0.4 MPa provides a lower leader inception relative
background field xbgnd and consequently shorter leader lengths. For pressures
in the range from p = 0.1 MPa to 0.5 MPa the negative leader inception
relative background field was slightly higher than the positive one. The
breakdown inception relative background field was for positive and negative
polarity at a similar level for p = 0.1 MPa and 0.2 MPa. For higher pressures
the positive breakdown inception field was slightly below the negative. These
observations were confirmed for p = 0.2 MPa by M. Koch [Koch15] for
L = 1 mm, R = 0.2 mm (L/R = 5), D = 15 mm, and s = 14 mm.

10.1.2 Tip-Plane
I. Chalmers et al. [CFGD84] varied systematically the pressure of SF6 from
p = 0.1 MPa to 0.7 MPa under positive 8 μs / 45 μs - impulse voltage, with
R = 0.05 mm and s = 30 mm. The discharge development was observed by
photography. It was shown that the leader step length is linear proportional
to U/p. The leader segment length was in the range from 0.5 mm at
p = 0.7 MPa to 6 mm at p = 0.1 MPa.
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10.1.3 Leader Current Signal Identification
In experiments performed with photography, current, and PMT
measurements, a current and light signal typical for leader in SF6 was
identified [Gall87], [SeNB08]. This signal pattern was also observed in C3F8
[Koch15]. The typical leader current wave shape is shown in Figure 10.1:
A large pulse of amplitude similar to the very first discharge is often preceded
by a small pulse and followed by a sequence of small pulses with a duration
of the sequence (lead time) of several 100 ns.
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Figure 10.1: Typical leader current signals: (a) current and (b)
corresponding light at p = 0.1 MPa SF6, replotted with data from [Gall87],
figure 12 b and c. (c) negative and (d) positive needle polarity arrested
leader current signals at p = 0.2 MPa SF6 [Bujo15], (figure 3 c and
figure 4 c in section 4).
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10.2 SF6/N2
SF6/N2 mixtures were considered as potential replacements for SF6 because
of the good ES synergism between SF6 and N2. A prominent example is
SF6/N2 20 %/80 % with an ES around 75 % in relation to SF6 [Asch85],
[RaFr18b].

10.2.1 Tip in Background Field
M. Seeger et al. [SeNB08] added 10 % of N2 to SF6 for some measurements
to have more luminous discharges for recordings with a high speed video
camera. The discharge and breakdown appearance did not change in
comparison to pure SF6.
R. Graf [Graf05] used positive LI for L = 20 mm, R = 0.5 mm
(L/R = 40), D = 160 mm, and s = 140 mm. The discharge was observed with
PMT and streak photography. For N2 at p = 0.15 MPa and 0.54 MPa a
streamer breakdown was observed having a formative time lag tf = 600 ns
and 1300 ns, respectively. SF6 at p = 0.15 MPa showed a leader breakdown.
Its first five leader steps appeared in intervals around 100 ns, followed by five
leader steps in intervals around 30 ns. SF6/N2 1 %/99 % showed a streamerlike breakdown mechanism for p = 0.15 MPa and 0.37 MPa. For the SF6/N2
mixing ratios of 5 %/95 %, 10 %/90 %, and 20 %/80 % at p = 0.15 MPa a
leader breakdown was observed with formative time lags around tf = 1 μs and
four leader steps in intervals around 250 ns, followed by several leader steps
in intervals of several 10 ns. While several first leader steps were clearly
observable in the PMT signal, the last steps were only detectable with the
streak camera.
G. Schroeder [Schr01] investigated the breakdown mechanism for positive
LI and positive VFT of 2.5 MHz and 10 MHz. For LI and p = 0.1 MPa a
plane-plane arrangement was used with L = 7.5 mm, R = 0.5 mm
(L/R = 15), D = 40 mm, and s = 32.5 mm. For very fast transients (VFT) the
same needle was embedded coaxial cylinder with D = 63 mm, s = 55.5 mm.
The breakdown mechanism was observed with PMT and a current probe. For
SF6 at p = 0.1 MPa and LI, three leader steps were observed with time
intervals between steps around 100 ns. For SF6/N2 5 %/95 % no clear leader
steps were observed. For both VFTs a stepped leader breakdown was
observed at p = 0.1 MPa and above, with leader step pulses appearing around
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the applied voltage maxima. For SF6 five leader steps were observed, for
SF6/N2 30 %/70 % and 5 %/95 % two to three steps. The general observation
was that leader mechanisms similar to SF6 were valid for mixtures above
50 % SF6. A leader breakdown with typical precursor was still observable
down to 10 % SF6. The breakdown process from 10 % down to 1 % of SF6
was still more similar to SF6 than to N2, but without the typical characteristics
of precursors and high frequency mechanisms. Below 1 % SF6 the discharge
was similar to N2.
M. Piemontesi et al. [PKNH99] measured the positive LI breakdown field Ebd
of SF6 and SF6/N2 10 %/90 % for p = 0.3 MPa to 0.75 MPa, with
Dbgnd = 30 mm to 60 mm, L = 3 mm with R = 0.1 mm, and L = 6 mm with
R = 0.2 mm (L/R = 30). For both configurations the maximum Ebd appeared
for p = 0.5 MPa. The measured Ebd were significantly higher than the
calculated streamer inception fields Einc. A leader breakdown process was
concluded.
W. Yi and P. Williams [YiWi02] observed the discharge development in N2
with photography by application of a voltage step with 20 ns rise time for
D = 143 mm, L = 10 mm, R < 0.1 mm (L/R > 100). Two phases in the
breakdown process were observed: a fast phase of streamer propagation and
a slow phase with channel heating similar to a leader. The streamer
propagation velocity was around 0.1 mm ns-1 at p = 0.1 MPa. In some cases
the streamer needed up to 3 μs to cross the gap and create a conducting
channel.
G. Wormeester et al. [WPLN10] simulated the same order of magnitude for
streamer propagation in N2 in between 0.1 mm ns-1 and 0.5 mm ns-1. The
exact velocity was dependent on the streamer developing phase.
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10.2.2 Tip-Plane
N. Hayakawa et al. [HHOO06] observed with photography, leader discharges
in SF6/N2 10 %/90 % at p = 0.3 MPa for positive AC half wave polarity
(R = 0.5 mm, s = 20 mm). The leader segment length was around 1 mm.
Further observations were done in [HYKO04]. A leader mechanism was
identified for SF6/N2 5 %/95 % and positive LI. A systematical study was
performed on the leader appearance dependent on mixture, pressure and
voltage. Leader breakdown regions appeared for higher SF6 fraction, higher
pressures p and smaller needle radii R. Fort R = 0.5 mm leader discharges
started to appear at p = 0.2 MPa in SF6/N2 5 %/95 %, and at p = 0.1 MPa in
10 %/90 %. With increasing tip radius R in mixture of 10 %/90 %, the leader
onset pressure increased to p = 0.15 MPa for R = 1 mm, and to p = 0.2 MPa
for R = 1.5 mm.
Y. Safar et al. [SaMQ82] used a negative impulse voltage of 2 μs/50 μs
(R = 0.794 mm, s = 50 mm). In SF6, leader discharges were observed with
photography from p = 0.1 MPa to 0.5 MPa but not for p = 0.05 MPa. Images
showed a leader type discharge in SF6/N2 80 %/20%, 50 %/50 %, 10 %/90 %,
1 %/99 % from p = 0.1 MPa to 0.5 MPa. It was reported that PMT records
showed leader steps appearing in intervals of 1 μs to 2 μs. With increasing
pressure the number of leader steps increased. No leaders appeared at
p ≤ 0.05 MPa.
O. Ibrahim and E. Farish [IbFa80] observed with photography, leaders for
positive LI (R = 2 mm, s = 20 mm) in SF6 for p = 0.17 MPa (no leaders at
p ≤ 0.1 MPa), in SF6/N2 50 %/50 % at p = 0.17 MPa (no leaders at
p ≤ 0.1 MPa), and 10 %/90 % at p = 0.17 MPa. For negative LI no leaders
appeared at p ≤ 0.3 MPa for SF6/N2 50 %/50 % and 10 %/90 %.
H. Saitoh et al. [SMKH02] measured a continuous discharge current for 3 μs
before breakdown for N2 at p = 0.1 MPa and positive LI, with R = 2.5 mm
and s = 40 mm.
I. Galimbert and N. Wiegert [GaWi86b] observed, with current
measurements and photography, leaders for SF6/N2 84 %/16 % in a range
from p = 0.1 MPa to 3 MPa for positive step voltage (R = 0.5 mm, 2.5 mm,
and s = 65 mm).
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10.2.3 Leader Current Signal Identification
H. Saitoh et al. [SMKH02] presented some detailed leader current signals for
SF6/N2 mixture under positive LI (R = 5 mm, s = 40 mm). The discharges
were observed with current probe, PMT, and image intensifier. For SF 6/N2
10 %/90 % at p = 0.1 MPa, leader were observed, but without the typical
series of small pulses, as presented in Section 10.1.3. The pulse series pattern
appeared for 50 %/50 % mixture, but not for pure SF6. The typical leader
current and light signal pattern was identified in this experimental series to
be like in Figure 10.2: a first pulse with small amplitude and the sequential
second pulse of a large amplitude with several hundred nanoseconds in
between. In addition, at the tail of the second pulse, a small pulse was often
observed, appearing around 200 ns after the second pulse. It was speculated
that this pulse may be related to the streamer like discharge at the tip of the
leader channel.
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Figure 10.2: Typical leader signals: current (a) and light (b) for SF6/N2
10 %/90 %
at
p = 0.1 MPa,
needle-plane
with
R = 5 mm,
s = 40 mm, replotted from [SMKH02] figure 5 a. t = 0 ns indicates the
highest peak.
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10.3 SF6/Air and SF6/N2/O2
SF6/air, corresponds approximately to an SF6/N2 mixture with the addition of
a certain fraction of O2 as a third compound.

10.3.1 Tip-Plane
H. Saitoh et al. [SMKH04] photographed for air a leader like discharge
structure before breakdown at p = 0.2 MPa and positive LI (R = 2.5 mm,
s = 40 mm).
M. Seeger et al. [SVEP18] observed leader breakdowns in synthetic air with
photography and PMT signals for p = 0.1 MPa and application of positive
voltage step, having a rising time of 200 ns and a duration of 10 ns. The
spacing was s = 50 mm. Two kind of rod tips was used, a hemispherical tip
with R = 5 mm, and a horizontally cutted tip with cut diameter of 8 mm.
Three general breakdown development mechanisms were identified. In all
three cases first an initial steamer corona crossed the electrode spacing. The
first type was an arrested streamer heated by a streamer corona around its tip.
This heating was sufficient for a transition to a leader. The arrested streamer
channel was typically aside of the main corona region. This mechanism was
assumed to dominate at low breakdown voltages and LI voltage stress. The
second type was a stem mechanism for strongly brunched streamer channels,
where several streamer inside the main corona feed their current into one
common stem until it transits to a leader. This mechanism had typically a long
formative time lag and can appear for AC and DC voltage stress. The third
type was a pure streamer breakdown with secondary streamers heating the
primary streamer channel, which had bridged the electrode spacing
completely. This type was assumed to be dominant for high overvoltage.
Y. Safar et al. [SaMQ82] observed a leader type corona with photography for
a negative impulse voltage of 2 μs/50 μs (R = 0.794 mm, s = 50 mm) in air
at p = 0.5 MPa. The corona of SF6/air 1 %/99 %, 10 %/90 %, 50 %/50 %,
20 %/80 % showed similar appearance as for SF6/N2 mixtures, with leader
discharges at p = 0.1 MPa to 0.5 MPa, and no leaders at p = 0.05 MPa.
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I. Galimberti et al. [GaMT85], [Gall87] investigated SF6/air mixtures with a
negative impulse voltage of 2 μs/2000 μs (R = 0.5 mm, s = 65 mm), using
photography, PMT, and current probes. It was reported that small admixtures
of SF6 to air caused a drastic reduction of the corona propagation length.
Starting at around 1 % of SF6, the streamer were SF6 - like. Further,
I. Galimberti and N. Wiegert [GaWi85] reported that even low additions of
air to SF6 significantly increase the precursor inception voltage. This was
related to O2, as the addition of only N2 had a very small effect on the leader
inception voltage. Leader breakdown was observed for SF 6/air 10 %/90 % at
p = 0.2 MPa with a leader length around 10 mm.
I. Galimbert and N. Wiegert [GaWi86b] observed, with current
measurements and photography, leader for SF6/air 80 %/20 % in a range
from p = 0.1 MPa to 0.3 MPa, for a positive step voltage (Rtip = 0.5 mm,
2.5 mm, and stip-plane = 65 mm).
I. Galimberti et al. [GaUW87] measured the leader inception field in SF6 for
a negative and positive step voltage (R not given, s = 45 mm). The leader
inception voltage showed first an increasing tendency with pressure increase
and then remained nearly at a constant level at p = 0.2 MPa to 0.5 MPa. At
p = 0.3 MPa, the admixture of N2 resulting in 99.7 % to 30 % of SF6 did not
change the leader inception voltage for positive polarity but reduced it for
negative polarity. A similar amount of O2 did not change the leader inception
voltage for negative polarity but increased it for the positive. The leader step
length in SF6 corresponded roughly to the streamer corona extension length,
started with around 1 mm and increased with applied field.
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10.4 SF6/CO2
As for most currently discussed alternative insulating gas mixtures CO 2 is
considered as buffer gas, processes in its mixtures with well known SF6 are
of interest.

10.4.1 Tip in Background Field
M. Seeger et al. [SAPV17] investigated CO2 for a voltage step of both
polarities and two different needle types. The discharge observations were
performed with PMT and photography. The first needle type had the
parameters of L = 1.5 mm to 4.5 mm, R = 0.05 mm (L/R = 30 to 90),
D = 30 mm to 60 mm, and s = 25.5 mm to 58.5 mm. For pressures up to
p = 0.5 MPa no clear leaders were observed for both polarities. The second
arrangement was a long steel rod with dimensions L = 192 mm, R = 2 mm
(L/R = 96), and with s = 40 mm and 50 mm. For this arrangement leaders at
positive polarity at p = 0.4 MPa were observed. According to breakdown
voltages in the second arrangement, leader breakdowns started for positive
polarity at p = 0.2 MPa, while for negative polarity the streamer mechanism
was valid up to p = 0.4 MPa.
W. Pfeiffer et al. [PKZS08] investigated SF6/CO2 mixtures for positive VFT
at 1.33 MHz using a needle of L = 7 mm, R = 0.35 mm (L/R = 20),
D = 30 mm, and s = 23 mm. The discharge was observed with PMT and
photography. At p = 0.8 MPa leaders were observed in SF6/CO2 from
10 %/90 % to 60 %/40 %. Leaders were also observed at pressures of
p = 0.1 MPa and 0.3 MPa for SF6/CO2 from 10 %/90 % to 40 %/60%.

10.4.2 Tip-Plane
Y. Safar et al. [SaMQ82] observed leader type corona in CO2 at p ≥ 0.2 MPa
with photography for a negative impulse voltage of 2 μs/50 μs
(R = 0.794 mm, s = 50 mm). The leader type corona was also observed for
SF6/CO2 1 %/99 %, 10 %/90 %, 50 %/50 %, 20 %/80 % at p = 0.2 MPa and
except for 1 %/99 % also at p = 0.1 MPa.

10.5 Other Gases
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10.5 Other Gases
There is evidence that leaders appear also in gas mixtures composed of other
strongly attaching gases.

10.5.1 Tip in Background Field
M. Koch [Koch15] observed leaders for C3F8 at p = 0.1 MPa to 0.2 MPa with
PMT and current sensor for both polarities of a voltage step for a needle of
L = 1 mm and 3 mm, R = 0.2 mm (L/R = 5 and 15), D = 15 mm and 20 mm,
and s = 14 mm and 17 mm.
W. Pfeiffer and D. Schoen [PfSc04] observed, with photography, a leader
breakdown for N2O/N2 20 %/80 % from p = 0.4 MPa to 0.8 MPa. For lower
pressures from p = 0.1 MPa to 0.3 MPa no leaders was observed. The
experiments were performed for a positive VFT of 1 MHz, and a needle of
L = 10 mm, D = 30 mm, s = 20.

10.5.2 Tip-Plane
N. Hayakawa et al. [HHOO06] observed, with photography, leader
discharges in C2F6/N2 20 %/80 % at p = 0.4 MPa for positive AC half wave
(R = 0.5 mm, s = 20 mm). The observed length of the first leader channel
segments were around 1 mm.
P. Widger et al. [WiHM20] investigated CF3I/CO2 30 %/70 % with a rod
plane arrangement (R = 5 mm, s = 40 mm) and negative LI. For p = 0.1 MPa
and 0.15 MPa Schlieren images have shown leader channel segments around
1 mm length.
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10.6 Summary and Discussion
According to the above summarized literature, following conclusions can be
drawn for breakdown mechanisms in mixtures containing strongly attaching
gases:


The appearance of leaders is in general possible down to low
fractions of few percent (around 1 %) of SF6, and several tens of
percent of other strongly attaching gases. Also, leaders at few
percent of other strongly attaching gases cannot be excluded, as no
measurements were found. In general, leaders can appear also in
weakly attaching gases like CO2 or air.



Leaders can start to appear at pressures around
p = 0.1 MPa to 0.2 MPa and for a spacing of a few centimeters for
AC, DC (after the flank of the voltage step has passed), VFT, LI,
and other impulse voltages. They are possible for both polarities, but
different inception fields and leader mechanisms can occur.



Leaders can have a segment step length starting with around 1 mm
at leader inception voltage. The leader step length corresponds
roughly to the extension of the preceding streamer corona. The
mechanism of streamer corona extension is similar in SF6 and in
mixtures down to around 1 % fraction of SF6. For SF6 fractions
below 1 %, the streamer extension mechanism is similar to that
found in buffer gases.



The segment length of the first leader step is proportional to U/p and
the critical charge to ignite a leader is proportional to 1⁄𝑝 . Or to be
more exact to U/N and 1/N2.



The more non-uniform the electric field is, the more probable is a
leader.



Leader breakdown for positive polarity of the high field electrode
seems to be more probable than for a negative one.



The leader inception field level can vary significantly, dependent on
the buffer gas type.

10.7 Conclusion
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10.7 Conclusion
According to available literature, leader breakdowns in strongly attaching
gases other than of SF6 are possible. Leaders are also possible in mixtures
with low fractions of strongly attaching gases and weakly or non-attaching
buffer components. Further, also in weakly attaching gases leaders can take
place. The available literature for gas mixtures is mainly focused on the
description of leader phenomena in electrode configurations without a
background field. Literature describing the discharge process over a wide
field range in gas mixtures under the conditions of a voltage step and uniform
background field is rarely available.
Leader can be clearly identified without photography by the light and current
signal of a typical shape and magnitude consisting of a large pulse preceded
by a small pulse and followed by a series of small pulses as presented in
Figure 10.1 (c) and (d). It has also to be noted that the series of small pulses
does not appear necessary and for this case a clear identification with light
and current can be challenging or not possible.
For the experimental conditions this means that to observe leader discharges,
it is beneficial to have a high pressure and a long needle. An electrode spacing
s of 10 mm to 20 mm should be sufficient as the first leader segments should
have a length around 1 mm.
It is useful to start with SF6 measurements in the available experimental setup,
as experiments in SF6 have already been performed under same and similar
experimental conditions. This allows to validate and double-check light and
current signals for leader identification. In further experimental steps,
mixtures of SF6 with N2 and CO2 can be investigated, as literature describes
leader discharge appearance also for this gas mixtures, but for electrode
configurations different to the available ones.

11. Experimental Setup
The discharge development starting from a needle embedded in a constant
uniform background field is observed by current, light, and voltage
measurement. The circuit scheme and the setup are shown in Figure 11.1 and
Figure 11.2, respectively. Example measurements are shown in Figure 12.1
and Figure 12.2.
The signals are recorded with an oscilloscope (DSO, R&S RTO1024, 2 GHz,
10 GS/s) running in sequence trigger mode. If a trigger event appears, the
oscilloscope saves a certain adjusted time interval around and is ready again
to detect the next trigger event after a maximum of 300 ns. The partial
discharge structure resolution is limited by the oscilloscope bandwidth, which
can detect the maximum rise time (10 % to 90 %) of
0.35/(2 GHz) = 0.175 ns with a sampling point interval of 0.1 ns.1

1

The value of 0.35 is rule of thumb to calculate the rise time from the
maximum frequency. This value is also given in manual at https://cdn.rohdeschwarz.com/pws/dl_downloads/dl_common_library/dl_brochures_and_dat
asheets/pdf_1/RTO_bro_en_5214-2327-12_v2201.pdf
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Figure 11.1: Test circuit, adapted from [Koch15]. C1 = 6 nF, C2 = 3 nF,
C3 = 150 pF, C4 = 308.5 nF. PMT: photomultiplier tube. Switch:
pneumatic switch.

Figure 11.2: Experimental setup
development.

for

observation

of discharge
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11.1 Electrode Arrangement
11.1.1 Geometry
For the experiments a steel needle (Ogura, X-253-13) with 1 mm base
diameter and a conical termination of 30° with radius R = 0.2 mm is used
(Figure 11.3). The needle is embedded in the lower of two aluminium plane
electrodes of r = 200 mm radius, which create a uniform background field
Ebgnd around the needle (Figure 11.4). The needle is connected to the plane
electrode via a BNC-connector. For experiments the BNC-connector is
terminated with a short circuit cap. In addition, a conducting tape shorts the
needle base to the electrode (after current sensor and before BNC-connector)
to make the needle electrically shorter. This results in a total needle extension
of around 40 mm from the tip through the current sensor until the connection
to the electrode.
The field distribution of a needle embedded in a uniform density reduced
background field (E/N)bgnd can be approximated with Equation (11.1), where
(E/N)(z) is the field value along the needle axis in the distance z to the needle
tip, L is the needle length and R the tip radius [BuSe13]. The gap between the
the electrodes is not considered in this approximation.
E
L/R − 1
2
E
(z) = (1 +
+
)·( )
2
3
N
N
(z/R + 1)
(z/R + 1)
bgnd

(11.1)

R = 0.2 mm
30°

Figure 11.3: Needle in a BNC holder and its dimensions.

1 mm
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electrode

current
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BNC

short circuit cap
Figure 11.4: Schematic electrode arrangement with needle length L, needle
radius R, background electrode distance D, needle to counter electrode
spacing s, and place z along the needle axis.
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11.1.2 Discussion
Influence of the background field
Most of the leader discharges in mixtures, listed in Section 10 were observed
under a point-plane electrode arrangement to better understand the basics of
the breakdown mechanism in SF6. However, in GIS or GIL, the electric field
configuration is determined by coaxial cylindrical electrodes generating a
weakly non-uniform field distribution. These electrodes are not ideally
smooth but have a certain roughness. Further, additional surface defects due
to scratches or metal swarf during manufacturing, assembling or the
maintenance process can appear. The scale of the surface roughness is
typically several tens of micrometers, and a few millimeters in the case of
particles. This GIS field configuration can be modeled as a needle,
representing a surface defect generating a field enhancement in front of it,
embedded in a uniform background field created with plane-plane electrodes
[SeNB08], [FDRH14], [Koch15]. The influence of the presence of a
background field on the partial discharge activity and breakdown voltage
level is illustrated in Figure 11.5.

Figure 11.5: Breakdown (BD) and partial discharge (PD) characteristics in
(a) tip-plane gap and (b) tip embedded in a uniform background field
[Bujo15], figure 1, section 4..
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Figure 11.6 shows the difference in the relative electric field distribution
(E/N)(z)/(E/N)bgnd for a needle with and without a uniform background field
for a spacing of s = 20 mm, normalized to the background field (E/N)bgnd
created by plane-electrodes of distance D = 25 mm. For a needle embedded
in a plane-plane background field, the field enhancement is relatively low,
the field drops to the background field value. The field of the same needle
and same spacing s = 20 mm without the uniform background field show a
higher field enhancement and a field drop of around one third in relation to
the embedded arrangement.
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Figure 11.6: Simulated distribution (COMSOL) of the electric field for
U = 100 V in a tip-plane spacing s = 20 mm, relative to a background field
generated by two planes with a distance of D = 25 mm.
Tip-plane: tip-plane gap with spacing s = 20 mm, the needle of length L is
hold by a sphere of 5 mm radius. Tip in plane-plane: needle embedded in
plane electrodes. (a) relative field distribution across the whole spacing,
(b) zoom to the first mm in front of the needle tip.
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Electric field simulation and approximation
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The comparison of the approximated electric field distribution of an
embedded needle according to Equation (11.1) with simulated values shows
a good agreement for short needles and a deviation for longer needles (Figure
11.7). For simulation the needle geometry according to Figure 11.3 is used.
Consequently, for the calculation of streamer inception levels simulated field
distributions are used.

z (mm)
z (mm)
z (mm)
Figure 11.7: Relative field distribution in front of a conical needle with tip of
R = 0.2 mm and (a) L = 1 mm, (b) L = 3 mm and (c) L = 5 mm. Dotted lines:
simulation with s = 10 mm, solid lines: approximation of Equation (11.1).

Protrusion scaling
The needle represents a protrusion on the electrode surface. The protrusions can
have different geometries which can be simplified modeled by different needle
lengths L and tip radii R. Its influence on the field distribution are shown in the
following figures. For the general description of the trend of the field change,
Equation (11.1) can be considered as precise enough. The influence of L variation
is shown in Figure 11.8. Assuming the same needle tip radius R = 0.2 mm, the
field enhancement increases for longer needles, but drops faster to the
background value. It is 2 % above the background value for L = 1 mm at
z = 2.7 mm, for L = 3 mm at z = 5.1 mm, and for L = 5 mm at z = 6.7 mm. Figure
11.9 shows protrusion scaling while keeping the L/R ratio constant according
to Equation (11.1). While the field enhancement on the needle tip at z = 0 mm
remains the same, its extension into the surrounding region decreases for
shorter L and smaller R.
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Figure 11.8: Relative field distribution across the spacing s, with z = 0 on
needle tip. For R = 0.2 mm. Colors indicate different needle lengths L.
Range (a) from z = 0 mm to z = 10 mm, (b) zoom to z = 0 mm to z = 1 mm.
According to approximation of Equation (11.1).

Figure 11.9: Relative field distribution across the spacing s along the
distance z to the needle tip, with z = 0 mm on needle tip. For L/R = 5.
Colors indicate different R. Range (a) from z = 0 mm to z = 10 mm and (b)
zoom from z = 0 mm to z = 0.05 mm. According to approximation of
Equation (11.1).
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As shown in Figure 11.10, it has to be considered that for long needles L and
small plane electrode distances D the deviation of the background field
strength generated by plane electrodes (E/N)bgnd = (U/D)/N and the mean
applied field strength in tip-plane spacing (U/s)/N is significant. For short
(with respect to the spacing) needles the deviation decreases to a very low
level, as ((U/s)/N) / ((U/D)/N) = D/s = 1 + L/s. For this case fef = Emax/(U/s)
corresponds approximately to the field enhancement relative to the
background field strength, and the mean field strength corresponds
approximately to the background field strength. Further, it can be concluded
that for a fixed needle geometry and decreasing background electrode
distance D, the field enhancement in front of the tip in relation to the
background field strength will increase, but fef of the spacing s will decrease.1

Figure 11.10: (a) Mean field strength in needle-plane spacing s in relation
to the background field strength2 and (b) field enhancement factor (fef) as
function of the distance D of plane electrodes for different embedded
needle length L. Calculated with approximation of Equation (11.1).

1

It has to be considered that a needle taking e.g. half of D reduces the
electrode distance this way. So a breakdown at 0.5·(E/N)crit,bgnd is already a
good parameter for this case.
2
For example, D/s =1 + L/s = 5 with L = 10 mm is provided by a spacing
s = 2.5 mm and D = 12.5 mm. This corresponds to a very long needle taking
80 % of the distance D.
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For the available experimental setup, the prolongation of the needle has the
benefit of lower inception field, leading to a lower voltage needed to observe
the discharges. The streamer corona extension remains almost unchanged. An
example for this correlation is shown in Figure 11.11 for SF6 at p = 0.2 MPa.

Figure 11.11: First streamer corona extension in SF6 at p = 0.2 MPa in
dependence of the relative background field strength xbgnd and needle
length L. Solid lines show the length of the streamer extension in front of
the needle tip according to Equation (2.17). Dashed lines indicate the
extension of the critical field according to approximation of
Equation (11.1). The dots indicate the streamer inception level.
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11.2 Step Voltage Generation and Measurement
The high voltage circuit to generate a voltage step, shown in Figure 11.1 and
Figure 11.2, was designed and assembled in the frame of research of
[Koch15]. Recommissioning and new automatization is done in the frame of
the master thesis of D. Graber [Grab18].
The step voltage has the advantage to enable the observation of the statistical
time lag, partial discharges, and the breakdown development under a constant
background field strength [GaUW87].
To generate the voltage step, predominantly standard components of the
Messwandler-Bau Bamberg (MWB) construction kit are used. AC voltage is
provided by a control unit containing a frequency converter with a filter
[TrWF15]. The control unit can automatically execute the experimental
sequence with settings of prospective voltage, number of experimental
repetitions, and waiting time between consecutive voltage applications. A
regular MWB transformer provides a maximum rms AC high voltage of
100 kV, which is doubled and rectified by a Grainacher cascade (C1 = 6 nF),
charging the capacitance C2 = 3 nF. Depending on the orientation of diodes,
negative or positive voltage polarity can be chosen. When C2 is charged, the
pneumatic sphere gap air-switch is closed. Its spheres are moving toward each
other and when its distance is short enough a spark ignites, charging the
capacitances C3 and C4 and applying a voltage step to the electrodes in the
pressure vessel filled with gas under test. The step voltage has a rise time (10 %
to 90 %) around 500 ns, and from 10 % to 100 % around 700 ns. This is slightly
steeper than the rise time of standard LI with a front time of 1.2 μs ± 30%. The
series resistance of 800 Ω provides a critical damping and prevents the voltage
from overshooting.
To keep the voltage after the step constant by preventing the capacitors from
discharging, no resistors are placed between the high voltage potential and
the ground. This way, the voltage is kept approximately constant for several
tens of seconds. Small leakage currents to ground cannot be avoided
completely, resulting in a voltage reduction of 4 % at 10 s. Due to the forward
voltage drop of diodes, the damping resistance, and the energy loss in the
pneumatic spark gap switch, the maximal DC voltage at the experimental
vessel is around Umax = 200 kV. Considering the maximum voltage of
Umax = 200 kV and C2 = 3 nF, the maximum energy dissipated in the gas
under test in a breakdown is below 0.5·C2 ·U2max = 60 J.
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For voltage measurement, a resistive voltage divider cannot be used, as its
current flow would cause a faster drop of the high voltage over time. Instead,
a capacitive voltage divider of C3 = 150 pF and C4 = 308.5 nF with a -3 dB
cutoff frequency of 0.051 Hz is used. This allows to observe the voltage
around the step and to measure the applied voltage this way. The divider ratio
is determined by the calibration to 2111. The ratio is valid during the step and
short after it. After the voltage step when the voltage is constant, the divider
output voltage depends on divider’s frequency response and does not
represent the real high voltage potential level anymore.
The electrodes can be connected to AC voltage to remove ions remaining in
the gas after the breakdown. This is done after every voltage application for
10 s with 10 kV rms AC and followed by a waiting time of 6 min to 8 min.
This procedure ensures a statistical independence of consecutive
measurements [Koch15].
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11.3 Discharge Current Measurement
11.3.1 Current Sensor Parameters
The current flowing through the needle to the bottom ground electrode is
measured with an in-house current sensor. The scheme of the sensor is shown in
Figure 11.12. The sensor consists of two double hole high frequency ferried
cores. The needle conducting the discharge current is placed in one hole, while
the other hole contains a measuring loop with a 50 Ω resistor matching the sensor
to the 50 Ω measuring network at low frequencies. The parallel path, consisting
of 90 Ω resistor and a 56 pF, serves to match the sensor to 50 Ω wave impedance
and ensure a linear transmission for high frequencies. It should be noted that stray
capacitances and inductances are not shown in the schema. They depend on
geometric factors and play an important role for high frequencies. The matched
sensor together with coaxial cables, coaxial cables feedthroughs, and oscilloscope
input front end a 50 Ω form the measuring path. The sensor transmission
parameters are determined in time and frequency domain.
The setup for the determination of the sensor’s transmission parameters in time
domain is shown in Figure 11.13. The sensor is installed in the lower electrode.
The needle is connected to a pulse generator (LeCroy Model 9210, 300 MHz),
feeding into it pulses of 1.2 ns rise time. The generated pulses, as well as the
pulse signals transmitted by the sensor are measured with an oscilloscope
(DSO, RTO1024, 2 GHz, 10 GS/s). The current pulse path is terminated with
a 50 Ω impedance match to avoid signal reflections. An example measurement
is shown in Figure 11.15. The signal shape remains almost unchanged. The
amplitude shows an attenuation of 30.7 dB. This is a factor of 34.3.
The setup for the determination of the sensor’s transmission parameters in
frequency domain is shown in Figure 11.14. The measurements are done with a
network analyzer (ZVL Rohde and Schwarz), which compares the emitted signals
with the received signals over a frequency range up to 3 GHz. The sensor is installed
in an aluminum frame. The network analyzer was calibrated previously with the
path containing the aluminum frame, but without the current sensor. The sensor’s
frequency transmission parameters are shown in Figure 11.16. The sensor shows
an approximately linear transmission up to 3 GHz. The exact upper frequency limit
of the sensor cannot be estimated as the 3 GHz are the limit of network analyzer.
The lower frequency limit is around 100 kHz. The mean attenuation matches with
the value of 30.7 dB, measured for the time domain.
The investigation of sensors’s parameters is done in the frame of semester
thesis of T. Ackermann [Acke20.]
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Figure 11.12: Construction schema of the current sensor.
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11.3.2 Discussion
Charge measurement
As described in previous section, the sensor forms together with measuring
cables, feedthroughs and the oscilloscope’s front end measuring impedance,
a high frequency network with 50 Ω of wave impedance, compare Figure
11.12 and Figure 11.13. The equivalent circuit diagram for the current pass
from sensor to the oscilloscope is shown in Figure 11.17.
Iin
Isensor

or

Uin
Usensor

Iin

)

attaddition= 20·log (
10

Isensor
imp1

50 Ω

Iout
Uin
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)
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)
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Figure 11.17: Equivalent circuit of the current measuring pass. Note the
relation of in and out parameters is defined here the way that the attenuation
has a positive value. Possible modeling according to [HoPo91].
Consequently, from the measured voltage signal on the oscilloscope
Umeasure (in V), the current through the needle 𝐼discharge (in A) can be
calculated with Equation (11.2). The corresponding charge Q (in C) is the
integral of the discharge current over the time t, Equation (11.3).

Idischarge =

attsensor +attaddition 1
Umeasure
20 dB
·10
·
50 Ω
√2

Q = ∫ Idischarge dt

(11.2)
(11.3)
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In Equation (11.2) 1 attsensor represents the transmission attenuation of the
curren sensor. It was estimated to be around 30.7 dB in the range from
f = 100 kHz to 2 GHz (compare Figure 11.15 and Figure 11.16).
attaddition , usually 3 dB to 22 dB 2, represents the sum of additional attenuating
elements added to the current measurement path to prevent overvoltage at the
oscilloscope.3 The 50 Ω represent the measuring impedance of the
oscilloscope.
The factor of 1/√2 is the consequence of the short circuit connection of the
needle to the ground electrode after the sensor, compare Figure 11.4.
The power travelling wave is reflected back due to the wave impedance
change and the voltage depends on the square root of power. This correlation
was measured using the setup according to Figure 11.13, with feeding 1.2 ns
rise time pulses from a pulse generator (LeCroy Model 9211, 300MHz) into
the needle and using different terminations (connections of needle to ground
electrode): open end, short circuit and a 50 Ω - match. For this purpose, the
terminations were placed in one case as a direct connection between the
needle and the ground electrode, and in another case on the end of an extra
coaxial cable of several meter length, connecting the needle with the ground
electrode. The cable enables the traveling wave to pass the needle almost
without immediate reflection. The reflections take place after the traveling
time through the cable on the cable end dependent on the termination. The
results are shown in Figure 11.18. With cable the pulse magnitude remains
constant (around 63 mV in Figure 11.18) independent from the termination
on the cable end. The signal reflection on open and short terminations on
cable end are visible after several nanoseconds of the traveling time (after
around 11 ns). For a 50 Ω termination the amplitudes with and without cable
are similar, as the power is dissipated in the termination.
1

According to Equation (11.2), for attaddition = 3 dB, the ratio of measured
voltage and discharge current will be approximatly Idischarge = 0.68 Ucurrent. For
attaddition = 6 dB, 12 dB, and 22 dB, the factors will be 0.97, 1.93, and 6.1
respectively.
2
3 dB corresponds for voltage or current to the factor around 1.41,
22 dB to a factor around 12.59.
3
If the voltage at the oscilloscope channel is too high, an overload message
appears and the measurements are stopped. This can happen during the
highest current of the measurement series, so during the breakdown. The
higher the gas pressure and the breakdown voltage, the higher the breakdown
current and the more attenuation is needed to avoid the channel overloading.
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Bandwidth of partial discharges
Partial discharges in SF6 of p = 0.1 MPa to 0.3 MPa were measured by
A. Reid et al. [RJSF06] and [ReJu12] with oscilloscopes of a bandwidth up
to 16 GHz and 33 GHz, respectively (rise time 22 ps and 11 ps). Rise times
between 35 ps and 356 ps have been observed this way [RJSF06]. However,
the observed rise times were related to the sub steps of the partial discharge
development, the overall rise time was longer. By applying digital low pass
filters, A. Reid and M. Judd [ReJu12] showed that such high measuring
bandwidths are good for the fine resolution of the partial discharge shape, but
a frequency of one GHz is sufficient to observe a similar general shape. The
overall pulse width was longer than 1 ns. Further, it was highlighted that it
was not possible to achieve a bandwidth above 20 GHz as the bandwidth of
the measuring chamber and electrodes started to be the main limiting factor.
For the present experimental setup, this means that even if an oscilloscope
with a much higher bandwidth would be used, the sensor, measuring cables,
the vessel and electrode design would become the limiting factors for partial
discharge measurements. Nevertheless, the presented measurement system
should make it possible to observe the general shape of partial discharges.

11.4 Light Emission Measurement
The light emission in front of the needle tip is detected with a photomultiplier
tube (PMT) (Hamamatsu H10721-110, spectral response: 230 nm to 700 nm,
rise time 0.57 ns) through a window of fused quartz.
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11.5 Gas Handling
For gas handling several aspects need to be considered: gas mixing, moisture,
and environmentally friendly utilization.
The gases are filled into the experimental vessel by manometric method, i.e.
according to partial pressures and assuming ideal gas law. However, to get
very similar gas mixtures, the filling order of C4-FN and
C5-FK mixtures must always be the same, due to its compressibility, compare
Section 3.3. First, C4-FN or C5-FK are filled, then O2 and finally CO2. In
most cases, to reduce the amount of waste gas, the SF6/N2 and SF6/CO2
mixtures are first filled with the highest concentration and lower mixing ratios
are achieved through dilution. First, the pressure is reduced and then topped
up by the necessary gas compound.1
Pressure and temperature are measured with the pressure sensor
WIKA CPG1500 with a pressure accuracy ≤ 0.6 kPa. As the temperature of
the laboratory is controlled, it is always in the range of 20.5 °C and 21.5 °C.
To ensure a good gas mixing in the pressure vessel which has a volume of
around 200 liter, a fan is installed inside and is run over night (> 12 h) after
filling before starting the experiments.
As the moisture in the gas can have an influence on the statistical time lag,
the gases are kept as dry as possible using desiccants. While for the SF 6/N2
mixture standard SF6 desiccants are used, for SF6/CO2, C4-FN, and C5-FK
mixtures special desiccants for alternative gases are used, which neither
absorb the fluorinated gases nor CO2.
The dew point of SF6/N2 mixtures is checked with a dew point mirror
(MBW 973-SF6 Gas Analyzer). The dew point is always around -40 °C, this
corresponds to 39 ppm at p = 0.5 MPa and 96 ppm at p = 0.2 MPa. The
moisture measurement in alternative gases is not possible with this
equipment, but it should be in a similar range, owing to a similar filling and
handling procedure. After the measurements, the gases are pumped into
storage bottles and disposed by incineration.
1

For example, for the series with L = 1 mm and D = 15mm, first N2 is
measured at p = 0.2 MPa. Then the pressure is reduced to p = 0.196 MPa and
SF6 is added until the pressure of p = 0.2 MPa is reached again, so a 2 %/98 %
SF6/N2 mixture is created. Further the pressure is reduced to 0.195 MPa and
filled up with SF6 up to p =0.2 MPa, so a 5 %/95 % SF6/N2 mixture is created.

12. Experimental Results
The experimental results section is structured as follows: First Section 12.1
gives a detailed overview of experimental parameters and describes their
systematical variation. Section 12.2 shows typical experiments series over
the whole experimental time. The subsequent chapters shows detailed
measurements for different gas components: Section 12.3 for different
SF6/N2 mixtures, Section 12.4 for different SF6/CO2 mixtures, Section 12.5
for C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 % mixture, and Section 12.6 for
C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/95 %/5 % mixture.
Each of the four Sections 12.3 to 12.6 is structured the similar way in
subsections: First typical discharge current and light signals for breakdown
mechanisms and partial discharges are identified (Subsections .1). With these
observations the question of whether a leader breakdown mechanism is
prevalent can be answered. In the next step the first discharge is treated with
extraction of its parameters including the streamer inception field level
(Subsections .2), statistical time lag ts (Subsections .3), and the charge of the
first corona Qc (Subsections .4). Further, the breakdown behavior is analyzed
with the identification of breakdown inception fields (Subsections .5) and
breakdown development times tbd, tf, tp, (Subsections .6). Finally the
breakdown mechanism is discussed (Subsections .7) and a conclusion is
drawn about the experimental conditions to investigate the next gas
component combination (Subsections .8).
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12.1 Overview of Experimental Parameters
For the investigation of streamer to leader transition, gas mixture, gas
pressure p, and needle length L are systematically variated. An overview is
shown in Table 12.1. The needle tip radius R = 0.2 mm remains unchanged
in all experiments.
The investigation starts at p = 0.2 MPa and L = 1 mm in pure SF6 as reference
for leader breakdowns, as these parameters were predominantly used in
[Koch15]. Then N2 is investigated as a reference for streamer breakdowns. In
the next step, SF6/N2 mixtures are investigated. At given experimental
conditions leader breakdowns start to appear for SF6 fractions above 60 %.
In the next step the pressure is reduced to p = 0.1 MPa, without changing L.
It is observed that for 60 % and 80 % of SF6 the leader breakdown mechanism
does not take place anymore.
Based on the observation of pressure dependence of leader breakdown
mechanism, it is decided for further investigation to increase the pressure.
The pressure is increased to the high voltage equipment operational level of
p = 0.5 MPa. At this pressure level the maximum available experimental
voltage of 200 kV is not sufficient to observe immediate breakdowns.
Consequently, the needle length is increased to 3 mm and 5 mm. With these
experimental parameters, leader breakdown can be observed starting with
SF6/N2 2 %/98 % mixture.
In the next investigation step, N2 is replaced by CO2, as the most alternative
gas mixtures have CO2 as buffer gas. The pressure is kept predominantly at
p = 0.5 MPa, the needle length at L = 3 mm and 5 mm. The investigation is
focused on low SF6 fractions. The measurements show a leader breakdown
mechanism for SF6 fractions above 5 %. In pure CO2 a leader mechanism
cannot be excluded completely.
In the final step, both non-deposits creating novel alternative gas mixtures
C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 %, and C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/95 %/5 %, are
investigated at p = 0.5 MPa, and L = 3 mm and 5 mm. In both mixtures leader
breakdown mechanism is identified. According to these measurements even
for relatively small admixtures of strongly attaching components like C5-FK
and C4-FN, leader breakdown mechanism will be probably the dominant one
in high voltage GIS with presence of protrusions.

12.1 Overview of Experimental Parameters
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Table 12.1: Overview of experimental conditions variations. Red frame
indicates the starting conditions. Arrows indicate the changed parameters.
Background electrode distance D is chosen the way that the spacing s is
predominantly in the range from 10 mm to 15 mm.
section

gas mixture
components

observed main breakdown mechanism

needle
gas pressure
length
p (in MPa)
L (in mm)

for negative needle polarity1 dependent on
investigated percentage of fluorinated gas
streamer breakdowns

SF6 in N2

1

0.1
60

80

arrested leaders
1

0.2

start

SF6 in N2

0 2 5 10

3 and 5

0.5

SF6 in CO2

3 and 5

0.3 and 0.5

20

0

40

60

80

100

arrested leaders
leader breakdowns

2

5

10

arrested leaders

unclear

0

12.4

leader breakdowns

streamer breakdowns

streamer
breakdowns

12.3

SF6, N2,
and
SF6 in N2

leader breakdowns

2

5

10

20

arrested leaders
leader breakdowns
12.5

C4-FN/CO2/O2

12.6

C5-FK/CO2/O2

3 and 5

0.5
C4-FN/CO2/O2: 5/90/ 5
C5-FK/CO2/O2: 5/84/11

1

The signal shapes for positive needle polarity are much less clear and the
breakdown mechanism cannot be clearly identified for this case. According
to literature, the leader breakdown inception for positive polarity should be
either on the same level, or below the level for the negative needle polarity.
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12.2 Overall Signal Shapes
Sections 12.3 to 12.6 focus on single discharge events in current and light
signals. For this reason, the current section goes ahead and shows the global
signal shapes with definitions of characteristic time intervals, but without
going into the details of the signals.
Typical entire signals of current, light, and voltage, from the moment of
voltage application until breakdown are shown in Figure 12.1 and Figure
12.2. These signals are recorded simultaneously with three oscilloscope
channels (compare setup schema Figure 11.1) In the shown examples, the
signals are recorded in one frame. (a) shows the applied voltage 1, (b) shows
the measured current (in A) and (c) corresponding light pulses (arbitrary unit)
until a breakdown appears. The light signal is flipped to the discharge current
polarity to enable a better visual comparison. While after the breakdown the
current signal shows oscillations, the light signal decreases more slowly and
appears to be more stable.
Figure 12.1 shows a typical streamer breakdown for negative needle polarity
with the example of SF6/N2 5 %/95 %, p = 0.2 MPa, L = 1 mm, D = 15 mm,
see Section 12.3. The streamer mechanism shape appears in the current and
light signals as a discharge pulse followed by a breakdown after a certain
formative time lag. There are no significant partial discharges between the
first pulse and the breakdown. The current just before breakdown increases
immediately to the breakdown current spark values without any significant
step behavior. A more detailed description with zoom into the breakdown
region is given in Figure 12.7 in Section 12.3.1. In example shown in Figure
12.1 the first current pulse appears at t = 4.6 μs after the voltage application,
this defines the statistical time lag ts. The formative time lag tf is the time
from first pulse until breakdown at t = 9 μs. The total time to breakdown tbd
is the time from voltage application at t = 0 μs to breakdown at t = 9 μs. The
leader breakdown propagation time tp is not given as a streamer breakdown
takes place.

The voltage application moment, set to t = 0 μs in both figures, is defined
as the moment when 10 % of the prospective voltage is reached.
1
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Figure 12.2 shows a negative leader breakdown sequence taking as example
C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 % at p = 0.5 MPa with L = 5 mm and
D = 15 mm, see Section 12.5. The typical leader discharge process current
and light signal shapes can be recognized by a sequence of large pulses, with
amplitudes similar to the first pulse, over a long time range. The breakdown
current increases in several steps to the maximal breakdown current spark
value. A more detailed description with zoom into the breakdown region is
given in Figure 12.32 in Section 12.5.1. In example shown in Figure 12.2, the
first current pulse appears directly after the voltage application, making ts
short. During tf several high current and light partial discharges appear,
probably most of them are leader steps. Smaller partial discharges are not
visible due to measuring resolution. Finally, the leader breakdown
propagation time tp is shown just before breakdown. It is around 500 ns and
not visible due to the time resolution in figure.

tbd
ts

tf

Figure 12.1: Example measurement of SF6/N2 5 %/95 % at p = 0.2 MPa
with L = 1 mm and D = 15mm, for negative needle polarity. With (a)
applied voltage of U = 110 kV, (b) measured current signal, (c) measured
light signal. The voltage is positive, as the needle is on ground potential.
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tbd
tf
ts

tp

Figure 12.2: Example measurement of C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 % at
p = 0.5 MPa with L = 5 mm and D = 15mm, for negative needle polarity.
With (a) applied voltage of U = 122 kV, (b) measured current signal,
(c) measured light signal. The voltage is positive, as the needle is on
ground potential.
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Each of the Subsections 12.5.1 to 12.5.6 is structured according to the
variation of experimental parameters. The investigation starts with SF6 at
p = 0.2 MPa and L = 1 mm as reference for leader breakdowns, as these
parameters were predominantly used in [Koch15]. Then N2 is investigated as
a reference for streamer breakdowns.
In the next step, SF6/N2 mixtures are investigated with unchanged
experimental conditions p = 0.2 MPa and L = 1 mm. Under these conditions
leader breakdowns start to appear for SF6 fractions above 60 %.
In the next investigation step, the pressure is reduced. At p = 0.1 MPa and
L = 1 mm leader breakdown mechanism does not take place anymore for
60 % and 80 % of SF6.
In the final step the pressure and the needle length are increased to
p = 0.5 MPa and L = 3 mm and 5 mm. For these experimental parameters,
leader breakdowns can be observed starting with SF6/N2 2 %/98 % mixture.
The discharge parameters for SF6/N2 5 %/95 % are compared for different
experimental conditions.

12.3.1 Characterization of Discharge Signals
SF6, p = 0.2 MPa, L = 1 mm, breakdown
Figure 12.3 shows the typical breakdown development in SF6 for
p = 0.2 MPa, L = 1 mm. The signals are repeatable, similar in current and
light, and show a typical leader pattern. With increasing background field
strength, the breakdown propagation time tp decreases.
For negative needle polarity two clear leader propagation steps are
recognizable, with breakdown after the second step. The time between two
leader steps is around 100 ns to 200 ns, with tp ≈ 200 ns to 400 ns. The
measured current amplitude of a leader step is I = 0.3 A to 0.7 A.
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For positive needle polarity the breakdown development shows a less specific
pattern. However, according to literature listed in Section 10.1.3, the
breakdown mechanism can be related to stepped leader propagation. There
are three to four leader steps observable. The measured leader step peak
current amplitude increases significantly from step to step: around I = 0.25 A
for the first steps, then I = 0.9 A for the following and above I = 3 A for the
last clear step before breakdown. Simultaneously, the time between steps
decreases around 100 ns for the first steps, followed by steps of around 30 ns,
and around 20 ns for the last one.

Figure 12.3: Leader breakdown development in SF6, p = 0.2 MPa,
L = 1 mm, D = 15 mm. Current (a) and corresponding light (b) signals for
negative needle polarity. Current (c) and corresponding light (d) signals
for positive needle polarity. The position of (E/N)bgnd Td-value labels
indicate the initiation of leader leading to breakdown at t = 0 ns. This time
interval corresponds to tp.
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SF6, p = 0.2 MPa, L = 1 mm, partial discharges
Before the breakdown process, several arrested leaders can appear. Typical
signals are shown in Figure 12.4. For negative polarity, the time of signals,
which can be related to a leader step (lead time) is around 500 ns. Positive
polarity leader steps have a shorter lead time of around 100 ns, a one order
smaller measured amplitude, and a less specific signal pattern.

Figure 12.4: Arrested leader in SF6, p = 0.2 MPa, L = 1 mm, D = 15 mm.
Current (a) and correspsonding light (b) signal for negative needle polarity
at (E/N)bgnd = 180 Td, Q = 1’600 pC. Current1 (c) at (E/N)bgnd = 166 Td for
positive needle polarity, Q = 97 pF. t = 0 s indicates the highest peak of in
the signal frame.

1

Corresponding light signal not available.
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Signal examples showing patterns, which cannot be clearly characterized as
streamer or leader, are shown in Figure 12.5. (a) shows a relative small
measured amplitude of I = 0.08 mA and no significant pulses after it. (b)
shows a discharge with a measured amplitude of I = 0.17 A, high enough to
be a leader step but without a significant number of small pulses after it. (c)
shows a pattern similar to a leader but with a low measured amplitude of
I = 0.08 A, which might be a corona with multiple discharges. (d) is most
probably a streamer at positive needle polarity.
All in all, the signal pattern in SF6 correspond to leader breakdown in
[Koch15] and [Bujo15] observed for similar experimental parameters.

Figure 12.5: Discharge current signals in SF6, p = 0.2 MPa, L = 1 mm,
D = 15 mm. For negative polarity (a) (E/N)bgnd = 180 Td, Q = 212 pC,
(b) (E/N)bgnd = 180 Td, Q = 350 pC, (c) (E/N)bgnd = 222 Td, Q = 400 pC,
and positive polarity (d) (E/N)bgnd = 222 Td, Q = 60 pC.
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N2, p = 0.2 MPa, L = 1 mm
Figure 12.6 shows breakdown development in N2 at p = 0.2 MPa with L = 1 mm.
The first discharge pulse is followed by a breakdown after the formative time lag
tf, which is well repeatable for the same background field strength. With
increasing (E/N)bgnd formative time lag tf decreases. While for negative polarity tf
can be up to several tens of μs, for positive polarity tf is one order of magnitude
lower. Aside of the presented signals no other discharges are detected in shown
measurements. N2 at p = 0.5 MPa with L = 3 mm shows a similar signal pattern.
The observations in N2 are matching with the streamer breakdown descriptions
in Section 10.2. It should be noted that a streamer propagation velocity around
0.1 mm ns-1 would result in 140 ns for the streamer to cross the s = 14 mm
spacing. This is shorter than the measured tf of several μs, which corresponds here
probably to a streamer propagation process sequence until breakdown. Due to the
streamer breakdown mechanism, a breakdown leader propagation time tp cannot
be given. Note that at (E/N)bgnd = 80 Td and 87 Td tf for positive needle
breakdown is five times faster than for negative.

Figure 12.6: Streamer breakdown development in N2, p = 0.2 MPa,
L = 1 mm, D = 15 mm. Current (a) and corresponding light (b) signals for
negative needle polarity. Current (c) and corresponding light (d) signals for
positive needle polarity. The position of (E/N)bgnd Td-value labels indicate
the initiation of the process leading to breakdown at t = 0 s.
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SF6/N2 5 %/95 %, p = 0.2 MPa, L = 1 mm
Figure 12.7 shows breakdown development in SF6/N2 5 %/95 % at
p = 0.2 MPa with L = 1 mm. The first discharge pulse is followed by a
breakdown after tf which is well repeatable for the same (E/N)bgnd There are
no significant partial discharges between the first pulse shown in (a) and the
breakdown process shown in (b). With increasing (E/N)bgnd tf decreases. The
main difference to N2 is that after the first pulse the current as well as the light
signal decay to zero. For negative needle polarity, tf can be several tens of
microseconds. It seems to be a streamer breakdown process as no partial
discharges can be observed and the breakdown does not show a stepped
pattern.
For positive needle polarity, the breakdown mechanism cannot be identified.
The first discharge is followed, after several tens of microseconds by a second
clear peak, which is followed by a breakdown showing a similar pattern to
SF6. A mixture with 20 % of SF6 shows similar discharge characteristics. The
discharge process changes slightly for a SF6 fraction of 40 %. Here,
sequences of streamer partial discharges appear before a breakdown, which
is probably also according to the streamer mechanism.

12.3 SF6/N2
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Figure 12.7: Breakdown development in SF6/N2 5 %/95 %, p = 0.2 MPa,
L = 1 mm, D = 15 mm. Current signal (a) and its zoom before breakdown
(b) for negative needle polarity. Current (c) and corresponding light (d)
signals for positive needle polarity. The position of (E/N)bgnd Td-value
labels in brackets indicate the first discharge, which is simultaneously an
initiation of the process leading to breakdown at t = 0 s. The position of
(E/N)bgnd Td-value labels without brackets indicate the second discharge
step, which is followed by the breakdown.
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SF6/N2 60 %/40 %, p = 0.2 MPa, L = 1 mm
Figure 12.8 shows breakdown development in SF6/N2 60 %/40 % at
p = 0.2 MPa with L = 1 mm. For negative needle polarity the signal pattern
is similar to SF6, supposing one leader step followed by a breakdown after
200 ns to 300 ns. The positive polarity signal equals the breakdown signal in
SF6 as well as in SF6/N2 5 %/95 %. Similar to SF6, positive and negative
polarity show partial discharge signals corresponding to arrested leaders.
Examples in SF6/N2 80 %/20 % at p = 0.2 MPa are shown in Figure 12.9. The
lead time is around 250 ns for negative polarity and 200 ns for positive
polarity.
Reduction to p = 0.1 MPa of SF6/N2 60 %/40 % and 80 %/20 % entails the
disappearance of the characteristic leader signal pattern.

Figure 12.8: Leader breakdown development in SF6/N2 60 %/40 %,
p = 0.2 MPa, L = 1 mm, D = 15 mm. Current (a) and corresponding light
(b) signals for negative needle polarity. Current (c) and corresponding
light (d) signals for positive needle polarity. The position of the (E/N)bgnd
Td-value labels indicate the initiation of the process leading to breakdown
at t = 0 s.
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Figure 12.9: Arrested leader in SF6/N2 80 %/20 %, p = 0.2 MPa, L = 1mm,
D = 15 mm. Current (a) and corresponding light (b) signal for negative
needle polarity at (E/N)bgnd = 193 Td, Q = 770 pC. Current (c) and
corresponding light (d) signal for positive needle polarity at
(E/N)bgnd = 153 Td, Q = 250 pC. t = 0 s indicates the highest peak of the
signal.

SF6/N2 5 %/95 %, p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm, breakdown
The effect of increasing pressure to p = 0.5 MPa and elongation of the needle
tip to L = 3 mm is shown in Figure 12.10 to Figure 12.12.
Figure 12.10 shows the breakdown process in SF6/N2 5 %/95 %. Similar
signal shapes are also recorded for 10 %/90 %. For negative polarity, four
breakdown steps appear. The measured amplitude increases from step to step
from around I = 0.2 A of the first step to around I = 2.5 A of the last step
before breakdown. The time between peaks decreases from 10 ns after the
first steps to 3 ns before breakdown. This shape cannot be directly related to
a leader, as the small pulses after the large peaks are missing. Also, the time
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between the steps is one order of magnitude lower in comparison to
measurements at p = 0.2 MPa of 60 % to 100 % fraction of SF6. On other
hand, the significant number of clear steps leading to breakdown and signals
typical for arrested leaders as presented in Figure 12.11 can be evidence for
a stepped leader breakdown mechanism.
For positive needle polarity, the breakdown development in Figure 12.10
shows approximately an exponential shape consisting of small current peaks
with intervals around 10 ns at the breakdown start and only several
nanoseconds before breakdown. Due to this, the number of steps cannot be
precisely identified, but a number around seven should be the case. This
general pattern is matching with observations listed in Section 10.2. Similar
short times between steps were observed for long needles in C2F6/N2
20 %/80 % mixture by [HHOO06].

Figure 12.10: Breakdown development in SF6/N2 5 %/95 %, p = 0.5 MPa,
L = 3 mm, D = 20 mm. Current (a) for negative needle polarity1. Current
(b) and corresponding light (c) signal for positive needle polarity. (E/N)bgnd
Td-values indicate the initiation of process leading to breakdown at
t = 0 ns.
1

Corresponding light signals not available.
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SF6/N2 5 %/95 %, p = 0.5 MPa, L = 5 mm, partial discharges
In mixtures SF6/N2 5 %/95 % and 10 %/90 % at p = 0.5 MPa and L = 5 mm,
partial discharge series showing typical arrested leader patterns are detected.
Figure 12.11 shows partial discharges in SF6/N2 5 %/95 %. For negative
needle polarity, (a) and (b) show a discharge with a high measured amplitude
of almost I = 0.5 A with a small pulse before, but without small pulses after
it. Consequently, a statement if this discharge is a leader or not, cannot be
given directly. (c) and (d) show a pattern more typical for an arrested leader
with a measured amplitude above I = 0.4 A. For positive needle polarity
relatively small amplitudes with a simple shape are detected as shown in (e)
and (f), consequently a leader cannot be clearly identified.

Figure 12.11: Partial discharges in SF6/N2 5 %/95 %, p = 0.5 MPa,
L = 5 mm (exact: 4.5 mm), D = 20 mm. Negative needle polarity current
(a) and corresponding light (b) signal at (E/N)bgnd = 64 Td, Q = 1’300 pC,
current (c) and corresponding light (d) signal at (E/N)bgnd = 68 Td,
Q = 2’700 pC, lead time 1’300 ns. Positive needle polarity current (e) and
corresponding light (f) signal at (E/N)bgnd = 26 Td, Q = 80 pC. t = 0 ns
indicates the highest peak of the signal.
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Figure 12.12 shows partial discharges of arrested leader patterns in SF6/N2
10 %/90 %. For negative polarity, as seen in (a) and (b) as well as in (c) and
(d), typical small pulses before and after the main peak appear. While the
measured current peak in (a) with around I = 0.55 A is relatively high, the
peak of (b) with around I = 0.09 A is relatively low. For positive needle
polarity, the discharge in (e) and (d) is similar to SF6. Even though no small
tail pulses are visible, this discharge might be a leader. The lead time for
negative polarity is around 800 ns.

Figure 12.12: Arrested leader like partial discharges in SF6/N2 10 %/90 %,
p = 0.5 MPa, L = 5 mm (exact: 4.5 mm), D = 20 mm. Negative needle
polarity at (E/N)bgnd = 66 Td currents with corresponding light signals, (a)
and (b) with Q = 1’800 pC, (c) and (d) with Q = 390 pC. Positive needle
polarity (e) and (f) (E/N)bgnd = 32 Td with Q = 270 pC. t = 0 s indicates the
highest peak of the signal.
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12.3.2 Streamer Inception Field
For the streamer criterion the density reduced effective ionization coefficient
(α/N)eff is calculated via Bolsig+ [HaPi05] with the Biagi cross section data
base. The calculation was supported by A. Chachereau.
Figure 12.13 shows the lowest detected background field strengths in SF6/N2,
where partial discharges appear. This corresponds to streamer inception field
strengths (E/N)inc. For almost all measurements in SF6/N2 the positive
inception field strength is above the negative one. The measured inception
values for lower pressures of p = 0.1 MPa and 0.2 MPa are above the
calculations, while for p = 0.5 MPa with L = 3 mm and 5 mm show a good
match. The relative field for N2 is not shown as it is a not attaching gas.

Figure 12.13: Lowest detected partial discharge inception level for SF6/N2
mixtures. Density reduced relative (a) and absolute (b) background field
strength, for negative (o) and positive (+) needle polarity. The lines represent
the calculated streamer inception field strength, solid lines: Kstr = 10, dashed
lines: Kstr linearly interpolated with Kstr,N2 = 5 and Kstr,SF6 = 10.5.1 2
1

Exact values for L are here: 1.1 mm, 2.9 mm, 4.5 mm.
For p = 200 kPa the red lines for D = 15 mm overlap the orange for
D = 15 mm.
2
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12.3.3 Statistical Time Lags ts
Statistical time lags for different SF6/N2 mixtures for p = 0.2 MPa and
L = 1 mm are shown in Figure 12.14 as a function of the relative background
field strength xbgnd and as a function of the macroscopic field strength on the
needle tip Etip. The measured inception fields are above the calculated values,
the measured inception field for positive needle polarity is higher than for a
negative one. Close to the inception field strength, ts around 10 s are detected.
For higher field strengths, ts decreases. For pure N2, and SF6 fractions of 5 %
and 10 % the ts distribution for positive and negative needle polarity is
similar, whereas for 100 % and 80 % of SF6 the distribution for positive
needle polarity shows for higher fields significant longer ts.
The inception level and distribution of ts depends more on the relative
background than on the absolute field strength on the needle tip for both
polarities. While in Figure 12.14 (a) and (c) the ts distributions overlap each
others for relative fields, for absolute fields in Figure 12.14 (b) and (d) the
distribution of ts shifts towards higher tip fields with increasing SF6 fraction
in the mixture.
Figure 12.15 shows ts for SF6/N2 95 %/5 % for p = 0.2 MPa and 0.5 MPa with
L = 1 mm, 3 mm and 5 mm. For p = 0.2 MPa and L = 1 mm two
measurement series are available, one for a plane electrode distance
D = 15 mm, and one for D = 30 mm. Both series show very similar inception
fields as well as similar ts distributions, making the results well repeatable.
Increase of pressure and needle length results in a ts distribution in a lower
xbgnd region, but at higher Etip. The ts pattern for negative and positive polarity
are similar.
For negative polarity ts does not depend on Etip. This dependence was
expected due to the Fowler-Nordheim Equation (2.29), expressing that the
electron emission rate from a tip should depend on the absolute field on it.
Consequently a micro roughness adjustment β has to be used for its fitting.
The values of work function Φ = 4.5 eV and surface emission area
Aeff = Ω·R2 with Ω = 0.1 sr and 𝑅 = 0.2 mm, remain unchanged in the fitting.
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Figure 12.14: Statistical time lags ts in SF6/N2 100 %/0 %, 80 %/20 %,
10 %/90 %, 5 %/95% and 0 %/100 %, dependent on relative background field
strength xbgnd (a, c), and absolute macroscopic field strength on needle tip Etip
(b, d), for negative (a, b) and positive (c, d) needle polarity, at p = 0.2 MPa and
L = 1 mm. Dashed lines in represent the calculated streamer inception values,
vertical solid lines the minimal detected values, horizontal solid line the
voltage step time (time from 10% to 90 % of the maximal voltage). The two
curved lines in (b) represent the Fowler-Nordheim equation with different
needle tip microscopic surface roughness enhancement β.
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Figure 12.15: Statistical time lags ts in SF6/N2 5 %/95 % dependent on relative
background field xbgnd (a, c), and absolute macroscopic field strength on needle
tip (b, d), for negative (a, b) and positive (c, d) needle polarity. For p = 0.2 MPa
and 0.5 MPa, and different L. Dashed lines represent the calculated streamer
inception values, vertical solid lines the minimal detected value, horizontal
solid line the voltage step time (time from 10% to 90 % of the maximal
voltage). The two curved lines in (b) represent the Fowler-Nordheim equation
with different needle tip microscopic surface roughness field enhancement β.
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12.3.4 Charge of First Corona Qc
Figure 12.16 shows different parameters of the first corona discharge in
SF6/N2 mixtures at p = 0.2 MPa and L = 1 mm. All mixtures show similar
distributions with a spread below of one order of magnitude for one
background field value for the measured current peak Ic, charge Qc, and with
scaled charge Qc/(pL2) calculated according to Equation (2.22). The charges
of positive needle polarity are smaller. The scaled charge is above the
theoretical value, for the geometry factor g = 0.5 used in literature.
Figure 12.17 shows the first corona parameters for SF6/N2 5 %/95 % at
p = 0.2 MPa and 0.5 MPa and different L. At same relative background field
strength xbgnd, higher pressures and longer needles show higher Ic and Qc.
Scaling of the charge to Qc/(pL2) arranges the measurements to a distribution
matching with the theoretical curve, but with higher values. To fit the
theoretical curve to the obtained results the values of 1.1·xbgnd, and g = 4 are
used. These parameters seem to be in a reasonable range, as they are not
deviating much from the original values chosen in literature.
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Figure 12.16: Characterization of first discharge in different SF6/N2
mixtures at p = 0.2 MPa, L = 1 mm, D = 10 mm for negative (a, b, c) and
positive (d, e, f) needle polarity. Measured current peak Ic (a, d), charge Qc
(b, e), and scaled charge Qc/(pL2) (c, f). Solid lines: theory according to
Equation (2.22).
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Figure 12.17: Characterization of first discharge in different SF6/N2
5 %/95 % mixtures at p = 0.2 MPa and 0.5 MPa, for different L, for negative
(a, b, c) and positive (d, e, f) needle polarity. Measured current peak Ic (a, d),
charge Qc (b, e), and scaled charge Qc/(pL2) (c, f). Solid line: theory according
to Equation (2.22). Dashed line: fit of Equation (2.22), with factors of
1.1·xbgnd, and g = 4.
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12.3.5 Breakdown Inception Fields
Inception fields for investigated SF6/N2 mixtures are shown in Figure 12.18.
For p = 0.2 MPa and L = 1 mm the undelayed1 breakdown field strength level
(▽) is above the breakdown inception level (△) for both needle polarities.
While for negative needle polarity the breakdown inception level (△) is
above the streamer inception level (□), for positive polarity both levels are
similar. The leader breakdown mechanism for negative polarity is identified
for mixtures above 60 % of SF6. At these percentages also arrested leader
appear.
The shown arrested leader inception field levels (*) are slightly above the
minimal breakdown inception field level (△). They refer to the smallest field
strength, where arrested leader shapes can be clearly identified. Considering,
that some signals cannot be clearly referred to a leader signal shape, the real
leader inception level can also be below the presented values.
For positive needle polarity the breakdown signal shape for different SF6
percentages cannot be distinguished. Arrested leaders are detected for 80 %
and 100 % SF6 only.
For p = 0.5 MPa with L = 3 mm and L = 5 mm the negative needle polarity
shows an inception field strength distribution similar to p = 0.2 MPa but on a
lower field level. For positive needle polarity all inception levels are
overlapping.
The decrease of the streamer inception levels (□) in (a) and (c) in the range
of SF6 fraction from 0 % to 40 %, corresponds to the calculated streamer
integral shown in Figure 12.13 (a).

1

Undelayed breakdown denotes a breakdown appearance directly after the
first pulse, a very small tf. Instantaneous breakdown denotes an undelayed
breakdown, with the first pulse appearing directly after the voltage
application, a very small tbd.
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Figure 12.18: Inception relative (a, c) and absolute reduced field strength
(b, d) for negative (a, b) and positive (c, d) needle polarity in SF6/N2
mixtures. Lowest detected streamer inception level (□), lowest detected
breakdown level (△), level above only undelayed breakdown appear (▽),
lowest detected arrested leader inception level (*).1

1

For SF6 mixtures with D = 20 mm and 30 mm and negative polarity, the
level of appearance of only undelayed breakdowns would be above the
maximum available voltage, compare Figure 12.20.
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12.3.6 Breakdown Development Times tbd, tf, tp
Figure 12.19 shows tbd, tf, and tp dependent on the relative background field
strength xbgnd for different SF6/N2 mixtures with p = 0.2 MPa and L = 1 mm.
It has to be taken into account that at these experimental conditions a streamer
breakdown takes place up to 40 % of SF6 for negative needle polarity. For
positive needle polarity no SF6 fraction, where a streamer to leader
breakdown mechanism change appears, can be identified. For this reason, no
tp is defined for the shown 5 % and 10 % SF6 mixtures. The inception of
undelayed breakdown for both mixtures is defined with t f < 2 μs and not
referred to the leader mechanism. tbd shows different patterns for negative and
positive needle polarity. For negative polarity, tbd decreases permanently with
increasing xbgnd.
The general tbd distribution is dominated by tf. For xbgnd < 0.6, tbd is in the
range from 0.1 ms to 10 s, no breakdowns below 0.1 ms seem to be possible
at given experimental conditions. For 0.6 ≤ xbgnd ≤ 0.8, tbd is in the range of
the voltage step time of 700 ns to 0.1 ms. Above xbgnd > 0.8, instantaneous
breakdowns are dominant. For positive polarity, tbd shows a wider scatter
range especially for 80 % and 100 % SF6. The general tbd distribution is
dominated by ts.
tf shows different patterns for streamer and leader breakdown for negative
needle polarity. The streamer breakdown shows a “zigzag” for 5 % and 10 %
of SF6 with relatively low scattering for one xbgnd level. Between
0.5 ≤ xbgnd ≤ 0.6, tf drops only slightly and is in the order of magnitude of 1 ms
to 0.1 ms. In the range from 0.6 ≤ xbgnd ≤ 0.8, tf drops to around 0.1 s. Above
xbgnd > 0.8, tf drops further, slightly towards 10 ns. Within tf no significant
partial discharges appear in most cases. This could indicate that a streamer
process takes place, where a streamer needs a certain time to cross the spacing
and establishing a conductive channel. The leader breakdown of 100 % and
80 % SF6 shows a more continuous drop of tf over the xbgnd range, starting
around 0.1 s and showing long partial discharge sequences before breakdown.
For positive polarity tf shows a similar pattern for all investigated mixtures.
Most measurements have a tf around 100 ns, with some significantly higher
times up to 0.1 s around the breakdown inception field.
tp shows a constant level with a spread from 100 ns to 1 μs for negative
polarity and is below 100 ns for positive needle polarity. At negative polarity,
one or two leader steps appear before breakdown. For positive polarity,
usually three to five steps are distinguishable.
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Figure 12.20 shows the breakdown parameters for SF6/N2 5 %/95 % for
p = 0.2 MPa and 0.5 MPa with different L. Both measurements for
p = 0.2 MPa, L = 1 mm, with D = 15 mm and 30 mm, show a good
repeatability for tf. For p = 0.5 MPa with L = 3 mm and 5 mm, tbd is
dominated by tf for negative polarity, and by ts for positive polarity. tf shows,
a wide range from instantaneous breakdowns to 0.1 s for negative polarity
right from the begin on. The level of only undelayed breakdowns cannot be
estimated as the voltage limit of the experiment was reached. For positive
polarity, almost only undelayed breakdowns appear. tp is similar for positive
and negative polarity, with times predominantly below 100 ns. The negative
polarity typically shows four leader steps before breakdown for L = 3 mm,
and three to four for L = 5 mm. For positive polarity five to ten leader steps
before the breakdown are the regular case.
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Figure 12.19: Breakdown development times in different SF6/N2 mixtures at
p = 0.2 MPa, L = 1 mm for negative (a, b, c) and positive (d, e, f) needle
polarity dependent on the relative background field xbgnd. Vertical solid lines
indicate the level above which only undelayed breakdowns are detected
without any partial discharges before. Dotted lines indicate the lowest
measured streamer inception level. Horizontal solid lines in (a) and (b) indicate
the voltage step time (time from 10% to 90 % of the maximal voltage).
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Figure 12.20: Breakdown development times in SF6/N2 5 %/95 % at
p = 0.2 MPa and 0.5 MPa, different L, for negative (a, b, c) and positive (d, e, f)
needle polarity, dependent on the relative background field strength. Vertical
solid lines indicate the level above which only undelayed breakdowns are
detected, without any partial discharges before. Dotted lines indicate the lowest
measured streamer inception level. Horizontal solid lines in (a) and (b) indicate
the voltage step time (time from 10% to 90 % of the maximal voltage).
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12.3.7 Discussion of Breakdown Mechanism
The measurements of SF6 show a good agreement with [Koch15] and
[Bujo15]. The first corona charge shows the same value as in [SeNB08] and
is above the theoretical calculation. Arrested leaders and leader breakdowns
can be identified by their typical pattern. The precise arrested leader inception
level cannot be estimated as some signal pattern cannot be clearly correlated
with streamer or leader.
Considering SF6/N2 mixtures, leader breakdowns are possible in the given
setup. The breakdown mechanism in the SF6/N2 mixture depends on the SF6
fraction, pressure, and needle length. The higher the SF6 content, as well as
pressure, and the longer the needle, the more likely a leader discharge will
appear. For p = 0.2 MPa and L = 1 mm, leader breakdowns for negative
polarity appear starting at 60 % SF6 in N2. Decreasing the pressure to
p = 0.1 MPa leads to a streamer breakdown up to 60 % and 80 % of SF6.
Increasing the pressure and needle length to p = 0.5 MPa and L = 3 mm leads
to leader breakdowns, starting at 2 % SF6.
For positive polarity the onset for the leader breakdown cannot be clearly
identified, as the typical small pulses before and after the large pulse are
missing, which is also the case in pure SF6. While for SF6 three to four steps
during tp appear, there are three for 60 % SF6, two for 20 %, and one step for
percentages below. As from available measurements, no further conclusions
can be done about the discharge character, the breakdown mechanism of the
mixture is related in current studies to the negative polarity. Justified by the
assumption that if under the negative needle polarity, a leader breakdown
takes place, it should also be the case for the positive one, as literature reports
(compare Section 10) that the leader onset for positive polarity is either on
the same level as for negative, or below.
In general, the observations of the signal pattern as well as characteristic
times in SF6/N2 mixtures show no significant difference to SF6 considering
leader breakdowns.
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12.3.8 Conclusion
The breakdown in SF6/N2 can take place according to leader mechanism,
starting with low SF6 fractions of several percent. This leader mechanism
initiates for high pressures and longer needles. If these values are too low,
streamer breakdown will take place. Accordingly, the investigation should be
conducted around application pressures. The typical charge and time
parameters can be extracted for all SF6/N2 mixtures and show similar
distributions, which are influenced by needle length and pressure.
In the next step, SF6/CO2 mixtures are investigated, as most of the suggested
alternative insulating gases mixtures use CO2 as buffer gas.
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12.4 SF6/CO2
Measurements in SF6/N2 in Section 12.3 at p = 0.5 MPa with L = 3 mm and
5 mm have shown most likely leader partial discharge and breakdown current
signals also for low percentages of SF6. However, most of suggested
alternative gas mixtures are based on CO2 as buffer gas and low fraction of
strongly attaching gas. Consequently, in the current section, N2 is replaced
with CO2 as buffer gas and low SF6 fractions are in focus. The experimental
conditions are chosen similar to the parameters where SF6/N2 mixtures
showed leader breakdowns, namely p = 0.3 MPa and 0.5 MPa with L = 3 mm
and 5 mm.

12.4.1 Characterization of Discharge Signals
CO2, p = 0.5 MPa, L =5 mm
Figure 12.21 shows the process of breakdown development in CO 2 for
p = 0.5 MPa, and L = 5 mm. For negative needle polarity the shown
breakdown is initiated with a pulse of several ampere. This pulse is
simultaneously the first discharge. Its amplitude is not significantly higher
than in SF6/CO2 mixtures, compare Figure 12.28. The time between this pulse
and the breakdown moment takes several microseconds to several
nanoseconds. A clear leader pattern does not appear. For positive needle
polarity the breakdown develops in two to three recognizable steps. This
could be evidence for a leader, as the shape does not differ significantly from
that found SF6.
Before the breakdown process, partial discharges can take place for negative
polarity. Figure 12.22 shows an example. A prominent first pulse can be
followed by a series of small partial discharges. The last current signal peak
before breakdown is lower in comparison to Figure 12.21, as it is not the first
discharge. However, according to [SAPV17] these discharges should not to
be an arrested leader. No partial discharges are detected for the positive
needle polarity. If a discharge appears, then an undelayed breakdown is
usually the consequence.
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Figure 12.21: Breakdown development in CO2, p = 0.5 MPa, L = 5 mm,
D = 15 mm. Current signal (a) and its zoom (b) for negative needle
polarity1. Current (c) and corresponding light (d) signal for positive needle
polarity. The position of (E/N)bgnd Td-value labels indicate the initiation of
the process leading to breakdown at t = 0 ns.

1

No light signal available.
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Figure 12.22: Breakdown development in CO2 with partial discharge
sequence at p = 0.5 MPa, L = 5 mm, D = 20 mm, (E/N)bgnd = 39 Td.
Current and corresponding light signals. First discharge (a, c), subsequent
signal until breakdown at t = 0 μs (b, d). Zoom to the breakdown at t = 0 μs
(g, h). Detailed partial discharge with another time scale and highest peak
at t = 0 μs (e, f) with first peak Q = 800 pC and second peak Q = 250 pC.
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SF6/CO2 5 %/95 %, p = 0.3 MPa and 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm and 5 mm,
breakdown
Figure 12.23 shows the breakdown development in SF6/CO2 5 %/95 % at
p = 0.5 MPa and 0.3 MPa, L =3 mm and 5 mm.
For negative polarity, (a) and (b) show an example for a questionable leader
at p = 0.5 MPa and L = 3 mm. It cannot be determined if one or two steps are
observed before the breakdown at t = 0 s. A similar pattern is observed at
p = 0.5 MPa and L =5 mm. (c) and (d) show a typical leader breakdown
development for p = 0.3 MPa and L = 5 mm. Signals similar to (c) and (d)
with a typical leader breakdown shape are also detected for SF 6/CO2
10 %/90 % and 20 %/80 %, for p = 0.3 MPa and p = 0.5 MPa, and L = 5 mm.
Consequently, (a) and (b) are most probably showing also a leader
breakdown.
The breakdown development for positive polarity (e, f) shows nine steps with
exponentially increasing amplitude and times between steps from 20 ns to
5 ns, which is probably a leader breakdown.
The breakdown development in investigated SF6/CO2 mixtures are preceded
in time by partial discharges showing arrested leader signal patterns.
Figure 12.24 shows different partial discharge patterns for negative polarity
in SF6/CO2 5 %/95 %, which are leader. (a) and (b) show a signal having
several small pulses before and after the main peak. This pulse structure
cannot be clearly related to a leader. (c) and (d) show two prominent signal
peaks. The peak at t = 0 ns corresponds to a leader, as its measured amplitude
of I = 0.12 A is relatively high and surrounded by several small peaks before
and a series of small peaks after it. The discharge before the leader at
t = -9400 ns, has a relatively small measured amplitude with I = 0.032 A, but
is surrounded with small pulses typical for a leader. A clear classification is
not possible in this case. (e) and (f) show three prominent partial discharge
pulses. The pulse pattern at t = 0 ns corresponds to a leader. The second pulse
at t = 6’000 ns could be a leader as well as the third pulse at t = 14’000 ns is
difficult to classify. It has the highest measured peak in the figure with
I = 0.27 A, but no typical small pulses around. Under investigated
experimental parameters, typical arrested leader signal patterns are observed
at negative needle polarity, in certain field ranges, for all investigated
SF6/CO2 mixtures. The lead time is around 4’000 ns.
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Figure 12.23: Breakdown development in SF6/CO2 5 %/95 %.
Negative needle polarity at (E/N)bgnd = 78 Td, p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm,
D = 20 mm, current (a) and corresponding light (b) signal.
Negative needle polarity at (E/N)bgnd = 74 Td, p = 0.3 MPa, L = 5 mm,
D = 15 mm, current (c) and corresponding light (d) signal. Positive
polarity at (E/N)bgnd = 48 Td, p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm, D = 20 mm, current
(c) and corresponding light (d) signal. Breakdown at t = 0 ns.1

1

(a, b, c, d) show the complete pattern of the signals. There are no additional
steps observed several ns before t = 0 ns
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Figure 12.24: Partial discharges in SF6/CO2 5 %/95 % for negative needle
polarity. Current (a) and corresponding light signal (b) for
(E/N)bgnd = 62 Td, Q = 80 pC, p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm, D = 20 mm.
Current (c) and corresponding light (d) signal for (E/N)bgnd = 70 Td,
p = 0.3 MPa, L = 5 mm, D = 15 mm, first pulse Q = 215 pC, second pulse
Q = 460 pC. Current (e) and corresponding light (f) signal for
(E/N)bgnd = 63 Td, p = 0.5 MPa, L = 5 mm, D = 15 mm, first discharge
Q = 570 pC, second discharge Q = 470 pC, third discharge Q = 870 pC.
t = 0 s indicates the most prominent peak in the figure.

SF6/CO2 5 %/95 %, p = 0.3 MPa and 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm and 5 mm,
partial discharges
Figure 12.25 shows examples of the most prominent partial discharge signals
for positive needle polarity in SF6/CO2 mixtures. The discharges show a
single (a, b), double (c, d), and triple (e, f) main peak with a measured
amplitude slightly above I = 0.034 A. The time between peaks is around
50 ns. There are only very small partial discharge pulses observable around
the main peaks. This discharge patterns cannot be clearly related to a leader
as the main peaks are relatively low and the subsequent tail peaks are only
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weakly shaped. On the other hand, the signals are higher than the frame limit
and similar in amplitude to SF6, see Figure 12.5, so an assumption of a leader
process is reasonable. These kinds of partial discharges appear for all
experimental conditions in all investigated SF6/CO2 mixtures.

Figure 12.25: Partial discharges in SF6/CO2 for positive needle polarity at
p = 0.5 MPa. Current (a) and corresponding light (b) signal for 5 %/95 %,
(E/N)bgnd = 35 Td with Q = 10 pC, L = 5 mm, D = 15 mm. Current (c) and
corresponding light (d) signal for 5 %/95 %, (E/N)bgnd = 45 Td with
Q = 150 pC, L = 3 mm, D = 20 mm. Current (e) and corresponding light
(f) signal for 20 %/80 %, (E/N)bgnd = 42 Td with Q = 200 pC, L = 5 mm,
D = 15 mm. t = 0 ns indicates the most prominent peak in the figure.
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12.4.2 Streamer Inception Field
For the streamer criterion the density reduced effective ionization coefficient
(α/N) eff is calculated via Bolsig+ [HaPi05] with the Biagi cross section data
base for SF6 and Phelps cross section data base for CO2. The calculation was
supported by A. Chachereau.
Figure 12.26 shows the lowest detected background field strengths in
SF6/CO2, where partial discharges appear corresponding to streamer
inception fields. For all measurements in SF6/CO2 the positive inception field
is above the negative one. The measured negative inceptions for p = 0.3 MPa
and 0.5 MPa with L = 5 mm show a good match with calculated values.
Measurements with p = 0.5 MPa with L = 3 mm show stronger deviation.

Figure 12.26: Partial discharge inception level corresponding to streamer
inception background field strength, relative field xbgnd (a) and absolute
field (E/N)bgnd (b) for SF6/CO2 mixtures, for negative (o) and positive (+)
needle polarity. The lines represent the calculated streamer inception field
strength, solid lines: linearly interpolated with Kstr,CO2 = 13 and
Kstr,SF6 = 10.5, dashed lines Kstr = 30.
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12.4.3 Statistical Time Lags ts
Figure 12.27 shows ts for SF6/CO2 5 %/95 % and 20 %/80 % at p = 0.3 MPa
and p = 0.5 MPa with L = 5 mm. For comparison CO2 is given.
Near the streamer inception field, time lags of up to 10 s are detected, which
decrease for higher field strengths. For negative needle polarity the drop of ts
with increasing field strength is rapid, while for positive polarity the
scattering of ts is larger. Considering the relative background field strength x,
three curve distributions can be identified: p = 0.5 MPa for 5 % and 20 % SF6
showing the fastest drops of ts, p = 0.3 MPa for 5 % and 20 % SF6 showing a
slower drop of ts, and p = 0.5 MPa CO2 with the smallest drop of ts. These
curve overlapping is also valid for 10 % SF6, not shown here. Considering
Etip, the curve redistributes, with overlapping roughly according to SF 6
fraction. For positive polarity a higher scattering corresponding to longer ts
appears, the overlapping of the curves is less distinct.
The curved lines in Figure 12.27 (b) represent the Fowler-Nordheim
Equation (2.29). The micro roughness adjustment β is used for fit the lines to
the measurements. The values of work function Φ = 4.5 eV and surface
emission area Aeff = Ω·R2 with Ω = 0.1 sr and 𝑅 = 0.2 mm remain unchanged
in the fitting.

12.4.4 Charge of First Corona Qc
Figure 12.28 shows different parameters of the first corona discharge of
SF6/CO2 mixtures at p = 0.3 MPa and 0.5 MPa and L = 5 mm. All mixtures
show similar distributions with a spread for one relative field value xbgnd of
less than one order of magnitude for the measured current peak Ic, charge Qc,
and scaled charge Qc/(pL2). The charges of positive needle polarity are
smaller. The scaled charge is above the theoretical value, calculated
according to Equation (2.22), for most of the field strength range. For
negative polarity in CO2 the charge is significantly higher than for mixtures
with SF6.
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Figure 12.27: Statistical time lags ts in SF6/CO2 0 %/100 %, 5 %/95 % and
20 %/20 % dependent on relative background field strength xbgnd (a, c), and
absolute macroscopic field strength on needle tip Etip (b, d), for negative (a, b)
and positive (c, d) needle polarity. For L = 5 mm at p = 0.3 MPa and 0.5 MPa.
Vertical dashed lines represent the calculated streamer inception fields,
vertical solid lines the minimal detected value, horizontal solid lines the
voltage step time (time from 10% to 90 % of the maximal voltage). The two
curved lines in (b) represent the Fowler-Nordheim equation with different
needle tip surface roughness field enhancements β.
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Figure 12.28: Characterization of first discharge in SF6/CO2 0 %/100 %,
5 %/95 %, 10 %/90 %, and 20 %/80 % mixtures at p = 0.3 MPa and
0.5 MPa, for L = 5mm, for negative (a, b, c) and positive (d, e, f) needle
polarity. Measured current peak Ic (a, d), charge Qc (b, e), and scaled
charge Qc/(pL2) (c, f). Solid lines: theory according to Equation (2.22).
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12.4.5 Breakdown Inception Field
Figure 12.29 shows different inception field strengths for the investigated
SF6/CO2 mixtures. For negative polarity, the breakdown inception field
strength (△) is clearly above the streamer inception field strength (□). The
field strength level, above which only undelayed breakdowns appear (▽) is
clearly above the breakdown inception level (△). As partial discharge
streamers and arrested leaders can appear, in Figure 12.29 the lowest field
strength of a clearly identified leader pattern (*) is shown. In some cases, it
is below and in some cases above the breakdown inception field strength (△).
For p = 0.5 MPa no clear leader patterns are identified due to the absence of
small surrounding pulses, but are implied to be leaders, as for p = 0.3 MPa
clear leader patterns appear.
For positive polarity the field strengths for streamer inception (□), breakdown
inception (△) and undelayed breakdown (▽) have only a small difference for
p = 0.3 MPa and are almost on the same level for p = 0.5 MPa. In comparison
to negative polarity, positive partial discharge events are very rare. For
p = 0.5 MPa partial discharges are usually not detected. The breakdown
inception level (△) for positive needle polarity is significantly lower than for
negative polarity.
The decrease of the streamer inception levels (□) in (a) and (c) with increasing
SF6 fraction, corresponds to the calculated streamer integral shown in Figure
12.26 (a).
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Figure 12.29: Inception relative xbgnd (a, c) and absolute (E/N)bgnd (b, d)
reduced field strength for negative (a, b) and positive (c, d) needle polarity
in SF6/CO2 mixtures. Lowest detected streamer inception level (□), lowest
detected breakdown level (△), level above which only undelayed
breakdowns appear (▽), lowest detected arrested leader inception level
(*).1
1

For D = 20 mm, 5 % of SF6 and negative polarity, the level of appearance
of only undelayed breakdowns would be above the maximum available
voltage. No clear arrested leader signals are identified for positive polarity
and p = 300 kPa. No measurements for 1 % of SF6 at positive polarity
available.
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12.4.6 Breakdown Development Times tbd, tf, tp
Figure 12.30 shows tbd, tf, and tp dependent on the relative background field
strength xbgnd for SF6/CO2 0 %/100 % 5 %/95 %, 10 %/90 %, and 20 %/80 %
mixtures with p = 0.3 MPa, 0.5 MPa and L = 5 mm. As for CO2 a leader
breakdown is not assumed, no tp is defined for it. Its undelayed breakdown
inception level is defined as tf < 2 μs and not referred to the leader
mechanism.
tbd shows a different pattern for negative and positive needle polarity. For
negative needle polarity, tbd is dominated by tf. For positive needle polarity,
tbd is dominated by ts.
tf for negative polarity shows a distribution range from 1 ms to 100 ns in the
range of 0.35 ≤ xbgnd ≤ 0.55. For positive polarity undelayed breakdowns take
place almost exclusively with tf below 100 ns. Strong partial discharges are
very rare at this polarity.
tp is almost on the same level for different xbgnd levels. While for negative
polarity it is predominantly in the range from 0.1 μs to 1 μs, for positive
polarity it is typically below 0.1 μs. For SF6 mixtures one to four breakdown
steps for negative polarity usually take place, for positive polarity four to ten.
For CO2 one step for negative and one to three for positive polarity are the
case.
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Figure 12.30: Breakdown development times in SF6/CO2 0 %/100 %,
5 %/95 %, and 20 %/80 % at p = 0.3 MPa and 0.5 MPa, L = 5 mm, for
negative (a, b, c) and positive (d, e, f) needle polarity, dependent on the relative
background field strength xbgnd. Solid vertical lines indicate the level above
which only undelayed breakdowns are detected. Solid horizontal lines indicate
the voltage step time (time from 10% to 90 % of the maximal voltage). Dotted
lines indicate the lowest measured streamer inception level.
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12.4.7 Discussion of the Breakdown Mechanism
SF6/CO2 mixtures of 5 %, 10 %, and 20 % SF6 show leader discharges at
p = 0.3 MPa and 0.5 MPa with L = 3 mm and 5 mm. Typical arrested leader
and leader breakdown patterns can be identified. The questionable
breakdown signals for p = 0.5 MPa do not show the typical clear leader
pattern but are most probably leader as leader discharges already appear for
p = 0.3 MPa.
Similar as in SF6/N2 mixtures, the leader patterns in SF6/CO2 mixtures for
negative needle polarity are better to identify then for a positive one. The
measured parameters of first corona are slightly above the calculated values
and show a distribution similar to SF6/N2 mixtures. Also, the observations of
the signal patterns and characteristic time in SF6/CO2 show no significant
difference to SF6/N2 mixtures.1

12.4.8 Conclusion
SF6/CO2 mixtures show a leader current and light breakdown pattern for
small SF6 fractions of several percent. Clear identifiable leader signals appear
for negative polarity rather at p = 0.3 MPa than for a higher pressure at
p = 0.5 MPa. This might make it necessary to investigate a mixture not only
at high but also at lower pressures, if the signal patterns for higher pressures
are not clear enough.
The charge and time parameters can be extracted for all SF6/CO2 mixtures
and show distributions similar to SF6/N2 mixtures. Consequently, for the next
investigation steps, SF6 can be replaced with C5-FK or C4-FN.

1

Note that most measurements in SF6/N2 are performed at p = 0.2 MPa and
L = 1 mm. With these parameters the time lag distribution is different in
comparison to longer needles and higher pressures.
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12.5 C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 %
In Section 12.4, leader breakdowns appeared for more than 1 % of SF6 in CO2
for p = 0.3 MPa and 0.5 MPa, with L = 3 mm and L = 5 mm. For the current
section SF6 is replaced with C5-FK. In addition, O2 is admixed, to reduce
carbonization effects of C5-FK in sparks. The mixture of
C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 % is investigated, as it is suggested for
application in high voltage equipment [FJKB21]. The experimental
conditions are chosen near to application pressure and similar to previous
section, to p = 0.5 MPa with L = 3 mm and L = 5 mm.

12.5.1 Characterization of Discharge Signals
Figure 12.31 and Figure 12.32 show example breakdown developments in
C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 % at p = 0.5 MPa, for L = 3 mm and L = 5 mm,
respectively.
For negative needle polarity the breakdown developments show a
characteristic leader pattern. Prominent large pulses are followed by smaller
pulses and preceded by one or two small pulses. There are one or two leader
steps followed by a breakdown at t = 0 ns. The leader breakdown propagation
time tp is in a range from 200 ns to 700 ns.
For positive needle polarity, the breakdown development shows a series of
small pulses with around 20 ns to 10 ns between them and increasing current
peaks until breakdown. The exact number of peaks cannot be determined as
in some cases the peaks are not clearly distinguishable. It cannot be excluded
that several peaks belong to one discharge as e.g., shown in
Figure 12.33 (c, d). Even though the background field shown in Figure 12.32
for positive polarity is lower than for negative polarity, tp is below 180 ns.
Figure 12.33 shows examples of partial discharges in C5-FK/CO2/O2
5 %/84 %/11 % at p = 0.5 MPa and for L = 3 mm. For negative needle
polarity a typical leader pattern can be identified. For positive needle polarity
it is not possible to relate the discharge pattern clearly to a leader. The shown
discharge pattern of both polarities also appears for L = 3 mm. The lead time
is around 1’800 ns for negative polarity and around 200 ns for positive
polarity.
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Figure 12.31: Leader breakdown in C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 % at
p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm, D = 15 mm. Current (a) and its corresponding
light (b) signals for negative needle polarity. Current (c) and corresponding
light (d) signal for positive needle polarity. The position of the (E/N)bgnd
Td-value labels indicate the initiation of the process leading to breakdown
at t = 0 s.
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Figure 12.32: Leader breakdown in C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 % at
p = 0.5 MPa, L = 5 mm, D = 15 mm. Current (a) and its corresponding
light (b) signals for negative needle polarity. Current (c) and
corresponding light (d) signal for positive needle polarity. The position of
(E/N)bgnd Td-value labels indicate the initiation of the process leading to
breakdown at t = 0 ns.
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Figure 12.33: Partial discharges in C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 % at
p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm, D = 15 mm. Current (a) and corresponding light
(b) signal of an arrested leader for (E/N)bgnd = 78 Td, Q = 1’160 pC.
Current (c) and corresponding light (d) signal of a discharge for positive
needle polarity at (E/N)bgnd = 36 Td, Q = 170 pC. t = 0 s indicates the most
prominent peak in the figure.
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12.5.2 Streamer Inception Field
Figure 12.34 and Figure 12.36 show a comparison of measured and calculated
streamer inception field strength in C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 %, at
p = 0.5 MPa with L = 3 mm and 5 mm.
The shown streamer inception field strengths are calculated with a field
distribution simulated with COMSOL software and using swarm parameters
from [ECAF20] around the critical field and measurements from [Vemu21]
for the higher E/N region. As streamer constant, Kstr = 13, same to CO2, is
chosen.
The calculated streamer inception field strengths show an excellent match
with measurements at negative needle polarity. At positive needle polarity,
the measured inception field strengths are slightly above the calculations.

12.5.3 Statistical Time Lags ts
Figure 12.34 shows ts for C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 % at p = 0.5 MPa with
L = 3 mm and 5 mm. For both L, similar ts distribution patterns appear. For
negative polarity, ts at the inception field is up to 10 s. With increasing
background field strength, ts decreases and shows a wider scattering range
down to instantaneous partial discharge inception. The positive polarity
shows longer time lags and a wider scattering range.
For negative polarity ts seems to depend on Etip as expected due to the FowlerNordheim Equation (2.29) using values of Φ = 4.5 eV and Aeff = Ω·R2 with
Ω = 0.1 sr and 𝑅 = 0.2 mm. As fitting parameters the micro roughness
adjustment of β = 12 to 10 show a good match with the measured data. These
curved lines are shown in Figure 12.34 (b).

12.5.4 Charge of First Corona Qc
Figure 12.35 shows different parameters of the first corona discharge of
C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 % at p = 0.5 MPa and L = 3 mm and 5 mm.
Both needle lengths show similar distributions arranging both measurements
in one curve for Qc/(pL2) at negative polarity. The values are slightly shifted
in comparison to calculations according to Equation (2.22) but show a similar
trend. At positive polarity a larger spread appears. The scaled charge is above
the theoretical value for most of the field strength range.
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Figure 12.34: Statistical time lags ts in C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 %,
dependent on relative background field strength xbgnd (a, c), and absolute
field strength Etip on needle tip (b, d), for negative (a, b) and positive (c, d)
needle polarity. For p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm and 5 mm. Dashed lines
represent the calculated streamer inception field strengths, vertical solid
lines the minimal detected value, horizontal solid lines the voltage step
time (time from 10% to 90 % of the maximal voltage). The two curved lines
represent the Fowler-Nordheim equation with different needle tip surface
roughness field enhancement β.
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Figure 12.35: Characterization of first discharge in C5-FK/CO2/O2
5 %/84 %/11 %, at p = 0.5 MPa, for L = 3 mm and 5 mm, D = 15 mm for
negative (a, b, c) and positive (d, e, f) needle polarity. Measured current
peak Ic (a, d) charge Qc (b, e), and scaled charge Qc/(pL2) (c, f). Solid lines:
theory according to Equation (2.22). The lines for L = 3 mm and 5 mm are
overlapping each other.
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12.5.5 Breakdown Inception Field
Figure 12.36 shows an overview of different inception field levels for
C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 % mixture and pure CO2 as comparison at
p = 0.5 MPa with L = 3 mm and 5 mm. For C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 %
the arrested leader inception field strength (*) is below the breakdown
inception level (△). The undelayed breakdown inception level (▽) is clearly
above the breakdown inception level (△). For positive needle polarity the
breakdown inception voltages (△) appear around the half value of the
negative polarity.

12.5.6 Breakdown Development Times tbd, tf, tp
Figure 12.37 shows tbd, tf, and tp dependent on the relative background field
xbgnd for C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 % at p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm and
5 mm. tbd is dominated by tf for both polarities. tbd as well as tf show a similar
spread. Above the breakdown inception field strength, undelayed
breakdowns as well as long partial discharge series in the range from 10 μs
to 1 ms for negative polarity appear, and even longer for the positive needle
polarity. With background field strengths increase, delayed breakdowns
disappear rapidly.
tp shows for all field strength levels relatively stable values in the range from
1 μs to 0.1 μs for negative needle polarity and below 100 ns for a positive
polarity. For negative polarity one to three leader steps before breakdowns
are detected, for positive polarity around ten.
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Figure 12.36: Inception relative xbgnd (a, c) and absolute (E/N)bgnd reduced
background field strengths (b, d) for negative (a, b) and positive (c, d)
needle polarity in C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 % mixtures and CO2 as
reference. For p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm and 5 mm. Calculated streamer
inception level (–), lowest detected streamer inception level (□), lowest
detected breakdown level (△), level above which only undelayed breakdowns appear (▽), lowest detected arrested leader inception level (*).
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Figure 12.37: Breakdown development times in C5-FK/CO2/O2
5 %/84 %/11 % at p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm and 5 mm, for negative (a, b, c)
and positive (d, e, f) needle polarity, dependent on the relative background
field strength xbgnd. Solid vertical lines indicate the level above which only
undelayed breakdowns are detected, without any partial discharges
appearing before. Solid horizontal line indicates the voltage step time (time
from 10% to 90 % of the maximal voltage). Dotted lines indicate the lowest
appearing measured streamer inception level.
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12.5.7 Discussion of the Breakdown Mechanism
C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 % at p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm and 5 mm show
arrested leaders as well as leader breakdowns. For negative needle polarity,
arrested leader signals as well as stepped breakdown leaders can be clearly
identified. Similar to SF6/N2 and SF6/CO2, the leader patterns for negative
needle polarity are more easily identifiable than for the positive polarity. In
general, the observation of signal patterns and first corona parameters, show
no significant difference to other gas mixtures measured in preceding
sections.

12.5.8 Conclusion
Leader breakdown mechanism takes place in C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 %
mixtures at p = 0.5 MPa. In the next step, same experimental conditions can
be applied for the investigation of C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 %.
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12.6 C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 %
In Section 12.5 leader breakdowns appeared in C5-FK/CO2/O2
5 %/84 %/11 % mixture. In the current section, C5-FK is replaced by C4-FN.
The mixture of C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % is also suggested for
application in high voltage equipment [FJKB21]. The experimental
conditions are chosen the same as before, to p = 0.5 MPa with L = 3 mm and
L = 5 mm.

12.6.1 Characterization of Discharge Signals
C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 %, p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm and L = 5 mm,
breakdown

Figure 12.38 and Figure 12.39 show example breakdown developments in
C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % at p = 0.5 MPa, for L = 3 mm and L = 5 mm
respectively.
For negative needle polarity, the breakdown developments show a
characteristic leader pattern. Prominent large pulse is followed by several
smaller pulses and preceded by one or two small pulses. The breakdown
propagates in several steps.
Figure 12.38 shows for (E/N)bgnd = 84 Td two leader steps (t = -420 ns and 260 ns) before breakdown at t = 0 ns. For (E/N)bgnd = 86 Td the number of
leader steps cannot be determined exactly. It is not clear if the discharge at
t = -730 ns is already a leader step. It can also not be stated for sure if the
peaks at t = -500 ns and -420 ns are one leader step or two separate ones.
Figure 12.39 shows a similar situation for (E/N)bgnd = 71 Td and 72 Td. The
prominent double peaks may belong to a single leader step as well as they
can be two separate leader steps. Overall, both figures show one to four leader
steps before breakdown with a tp around 700 ns.
For positive polarity the breakdown develops in around ten steps, which are
difficult to distinguish with increasing current. The breakdown propagates
faster than for negative polarity in around 80 ns.
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Figure 12.38: Leader breakdown in C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % at
p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm, D = 15 mm. Current (a) and its corresponding
light (b) signal for negative needle polarity. Current (c) and corresponding
light (d) signal for positive needle polarity. The position of the (E/N)bgnd
Td-value labels indicate the initiation of the process leading to breakdown
at t = 0 ns.
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Figure 12.39: Leader breakdown in C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % at
p = 0.5 MPa, L = 5 mm, D = 15 mm. Current (a) and its corresponding
light (b) signals for negative needle polarity. Current (c) and
corresponding light (d) signal for positive needle polarity. The position of
the (E/N)bgnd Td-value labels indicate the initiation of the process leading
to breakdown at t = 0 ns.
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Figure 12.40 shows a special case of negative needle polarity breakdown,
which appears also for other investigated gas mixtures. This instantaneous1
breakdown propagates during the first 700 ns, therefore during the increasing
voltage flank. The current peaks are clearly pronounced and are significantly
increasing from step to step.

Figure 12.40: Breakdown development during the rising voltage edge for
negative needle polarity in C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % at p = 0.5 MPa,
L = 5 mm, D = 15 mm. Current (a) and its corresponding light (b) signal.
The first pulse at t = -410 ns appears at (E/N)bgnd = 53 Td. Breakdown at
t = 0 ns appears at (E/N)bgnd = 75 Td. In addition the applied voltage is
shown in (b).

C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 %, p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm and L = 5 mm,
partial discharges
Figure 12.41 shows examples of partial discharges in C4-FN/CO2/O2
5 %/90 %/5 % at p = 0.5 MPa and for L = 3 mm. For negative needle polarity
a typical leader pattern can be identified with the lead time around 2’000 ns.
For positive needle polarity it is not possible to relate the discharge pattern
clearly to a leader as subsequent small pulses cannot be clearly detected. The
shown discharge pattern of both polarities also appears for L = 5 mm.
Figure 12.42 shows a whole series of leader for negative needle polarity in
C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % at p = 0.5 MPa and L = 5 mm. The time
1

Instantaneous breakdown denotes an undelayed breakdown, with the first
pulse appearing directly after the voltage application, a very small tbd.
Undelayed breakdown denotes a breakdown appearance directly after the
first pulse, a very small tf.
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between the leader steps sequence, which starts at 50 μs , is around 5 μs to
17 μs and increases from step to step. These leader patterns can appear also
for C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 % at p = 0.5 MPa, L = 5 mm and in SF6/CO2
as well as in SF6/N2 mixtures. It cannot be excluded that dependent on the
leader channel decay time, these steps constitute a stepped leader
propagation. However, this kind of pattern is detected only for a small
background field strength range and may also be a sequence of arrested
leaders. Furthermore, breakdown propagation times of several microseconds
seem to be too long in comparison to available literature. It must be noted,
that the signal patterns are well repeatable, as between the shown
measurements other xbgnd values are applied.

Figure 12.41: Partial discharges in C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % at
p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm, D = 15 mm. Current (a) and corresponding light
(b) signal of an arrested leader for (E/N)bgnd = 91 Td, Q = 750 pC. Current
(c) and corresponding light (d) signal of a discharge for positive needle
polarity at (E/N)bgnd = 40 Td, Q = 250 pC. t = 0 ns indicates the most
prominent peak in the figure.
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Figure 12.42: Series of leader discharges for negative needle polarity for
C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % at p = 0.5 MPa, L = 5 mm, D = 15 mm.
Both measurements at (E/N)bgnd = 72 Td, but with different current
resolutions. The orange signal is shifted 0.1 A up to make the both signals
better visible. Leader step current peaks (a) and corresponding light (b)
signal 150 μs before breakdown at t = 0 μs. Zoom to the last leader step
peaks before breakdown appearing at around t = -0.3 μs for current (c) and
light (d). Blue signal is also presented in Figure 12.39 (a, b).
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12.6.2 Streamer Inception Field
Figure 12.43 and Figure 12.45 show a comparison of measured and calculated
streamer inception field strength in C4-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 %, at
p = 0.5 MPa with L = 3 mm and 5 mm.
The shown streamer inception field strengths are calculated with a field
distribution simulated with COMSOL software and using swarm parameters
from [ECAF20] around the critical field and measurements from [Vemu21]
for the higher E/N region. As streamer constant, Kstr = 13, same to CO2, is
chosen.
The calculated streamer inception field strengths show a good match with
measurements for negative needle polarity. For positive needle polarity, the
measured inception field strengths are slightly above the calculations.

12.6.3 Statistical Time Lags ts
Figure 12.43 shows ts for C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % at p = 0.5 MPa with
L = 3 mm and 5 mm. For negative polarity L = 5 mm shows a lack of
significant long ts. For L = 3 mm the ts starts around the inception field with
around 10 s and drops continuously with field strength increase. The positive
polarity shows longer time lags in the range of the relative field strength of
0.15 ≤ xbgnd ≤ 0.2 with a rapid transit to instantaneous partial discharge
inception.
For negative polarity ts seems not to depend on Etip as expected due to the
Fowler-Nordheim Equation (2.29) using values of Φ = 4.5 eV and Aeff =
Ω·R2 with Ω = 0.1 sr and 𝑅 = 0.2 mm. As fitting parameters the micro
roughness adjustment of β = 8 and 12 show a good match with the measured
data. These curved lines are shown in Figure 12.43 (b).
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Figure 12.43: Statistical time lags ts in C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 %,
dependent on background field strength, relative xbgnd (a, c) and absolute
macroscopic on needle tip Etip (b, d), for negative (a, b) and positive (c, d)
needle polarity. For p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm and 5 mm. Vertical dashed
lines represent the calculated streamer inception field strength, vertical
solid lines the minimal detected value, horizontal solid line the voltage
step time (time from 10% to 90 % of the maximal voltage). The two curved
lines represent the Fowler-Nordheim equation with different needle tip
surface roughness field strength enhancements β.
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12.6.4 Charge of First Corona Qc
Figure 12.44 shows different parameters of the first corona discharge of
C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % at p = 0.5 MPa and L = 3 mm and 5 mm. Both
needle lengths show similar distributions when arranging both measurements
in one curve for Qc/(pL2) and negative polarity. The values are slightly shifted
in comparison to calculations according to Equation (2.22) but show a similar
trend. The scaled negative charge is above the theoretical value for most of
the field strength range, the positive one is below it.

12.6.5 Breakdown Inception Field
Figure 12.45 shows an overview of different inception field levels for
C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % mixture and pure CO2 as comparison at
p = 0.5 MPa with L = 3 mm and 5 mm. For C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 %
the arrested leader inception field strength is below the breakdown inception
level. The undelayed breakdown inception level is slightly above the
breakdown inception level. For positive needle polarity the breakdown
inception voltages appear around the half value of the negative polarity. For
positive needle polarity the breakdown inception voltages appear around the
half value of the negative one. For positive polarity no partial discharges are
detected, undelayed breakdowns appear right from beginning.

12.6.6 Breakdown Development Times tbd, tf, tp
Figure 12.46 shows tbd, tf, and tp dependent on the relative background field
xbgnd for C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % at p = 0.5 MPa as well as L = 3 mm
and 5 mm. tbd is dominated by tf for negative polarity and by ts for positive
polarity.
For negative needle polarity tbd and tf show predominantly instantaneous and
undelayed breakdowns. Only short partial discharge sequences appear if a
breakdown takes place. For positive polarity, partial discharges can be
observed rarely, usually only undelayed breakdowns appear.
For all background field strength levels, tp shows a more or less stable time
in the range from 1 μs to 0.1 μs for negative polarity, and below 100 ns for
positive polarity. For negative polarity, one to four leader steps before
breakdown are detected, for positive polarity around ten.
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Figure 12.44: Characterization of first discharge in C4-FN/CO2/O2
5 %/90 %/5 %, at p = 0.5 MPa, for L = 3 mm and 5 mm, for negative
(a, b, c) and positive (d, e, f) needle polarity. Measured current peak Ic (a,
c), charge Qc (b, e), and charge scaled with pressure and needle length
Qc/(pL2) (c, f). Solid lines: theory according to Equation (2.22). The lines
for L = 3 mm and 5 mm are overlapping each other.
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Figure 12.45: Inception relative xbgnd (a, c) and absolute (E/N)bgnd reduced
background field strengths (b, d) for negative (a, b) and positive (c, d)
needle polarity in C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % and CO2 as reference. For
p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm and 5 mm. Calculated streamer inception level
(–), lowest detected streamer inception level (□), lowest detected
breakdown level (△), level above only undelayed breakdowns appear (▽),
lowest detected arrested leader inception level (*).
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Figure 12.46: Breakdown development times in C4-FN/CO2/O2
5 %/90 %/5 % at p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm and 5 mm, for negative (a) (b)
(c) and positive (d) (e) (f) needle polarity, dependent on the relative
background field. Solid vertical lines indicate the level above which only
undelayed breakdowns are detected, without any partial discharges
appearing before. Solid horizontal line indicates the voltage step time (time
from 10% to 90 % of the maximal voltage). Dotted lines indicate the lowest
measured streamer inception level.
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12.6.7 Discussion of the Breakdown Mechanism
C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % at p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm and 5 mm shows
arrested leaders as well as leader breakdowns. For negative polarity, arrested
leader signals as well as stepped breakdown leaders can be clearly identified.
Similar to SF6/N2, SF6/CO2 and C5-FK/CO2/O2, the leader patterns for
negative needle polarity are identifiable more easily than for a positive one.

12.6.8 Conclusion
Leader breakdown mechanisms take place in C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 %.
At experimental conditions of p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm and 5 mm, the
observed phenomena are similar to C5-FK/CO2/O2, SF6/CO2 and SF6/N2.
The both investigated mixtures of C4-FN and C5-FK are proposed for
applications in high voltage GIS and GIL with pressures above p = 0.5 MPa.
As for higher pressures the probability of breakdown according to leader
mechanism increases, it can be expected that in high voltage GIS and GIL
with application pressure above p = 0.5 MPa leader breakdowns will take
place in strongly non uniform fields.

13. Discussion
As all investigated gases show similar typical breakdown parameters, the
observed phenomena will be discussed in this section for all performed
measurements in SF6/N2, SF6/CO2, C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 %, and
C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 %, showing leader breakdowns, as described in
Section 12.

13.1 Experimental Parameters


The measurement results are well repeatable. Opening the
experimental vessel for the change of the plane electrode distance D
from 15 mm to 30 mm, and filling it with the same gas mixture as
before, gives similar results for SF6/N2 5 %95 %, and 10 %/90 % at
p = 0.2 MPa and L = 1 mm. Also discharge developments for the
same gas under similar experimental condition and same applied
xbgnd show similar signals, compare figure Figure 12.42.



The spacing of s = 10 mm is sufficient to observe arrested leader,
stepped leader breakdowns, and to reach the field level of undelayed
breakdowns. For longer spacings it should be taken into account that
the setup generates a maximum voltage of 200 kV which could not
be enough to reach the field of undelayed breakdown. This is
especially the case for negative polarity. Examples are s = 29 mm
with L = 1 mm and p = 0.2MPa for SF6/N2 5 %/95 % and
10 %/90 %, as well as for s = 15 mm with L = 5 mm and
p = 0.5 MPa for SF6/N2 5 %/95 %.



The current measurements have reasonable values, as the measured
scaled charge of the first corona pulse in p = 0.2 MPa SF6
corresponds to the values presented in [SeNB08]. The current and
light signals show the same pattern and are a good method to doublecheck the discharge events.
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It is assumed that the macroscopic needle tip geometry is not
changing during experiments. Observations under a light
microscope in Figure 13.1, show similar tip radius R after several
hundred breakdowns in SF6. There are also no solid decomposition
products observed on the needle tip and counter electrode after the
experiments. The spark root distribution on the counter electrode
shows a diameter in the range from 5 mm to 10 mm, compare Figure
13.2. This confirms that the assumption of spherical segment of a
solid angle of Ω = 0.1 sr as reasonable.

(c)

(b)

(a)

R = 200 μm
R = 200 μm

R = 200 μm

R = 230 μm

Figure 13.1: Needle tip of (a) new needle, (b) after several hundred
breakdowns in C4-FN/CO2/O2, (c) after around thousand breakdowns in
SF6/N2 mixtures at p = 0.2 MPa and L = 1 mm for 10 % to 100 % SF6.
Pictures are taken by R. Färber.

Figure 13.2: Arc roots on the counter electrode to needle.
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13.2 General Breakdown Development Observation
All investigated gas mixtures, where a leader breakdown is assumed, show
discharge mechanisms similar to SF6 at p = 0.2 MPa, even for low fractions
of the strongly attaching gas.
The typical discharge develops with increasing applied background field as
follows: Below the streamer inception field strength level no partial
discharges can be observed: neither current, nor light signals. Above the
streamer inception level partial discharges appear, whereas the first discharge
is significantly larger than the subsequent ones. In the beginning, only several
discharges with long statistical time lags appear. With further increasing
background field strength, the statistical time lag decreases and the partial
discharge frequency increases. With further increasing background field
arrested leader can appear. A further field strength increase leads to
breakdowns after the partial discharge sequence, with the latter becoming
shorter for higher field strengths. Finally, only instantaneous breakdowns
appear. The longer the needle length, the smaller gets the field strength range
where partial discharges appear. When the prospective background field
strength gets high enough, the first partial discharge and breakdown
development appear during the increasing voltage edge. From an
experimental point of view this case corresponds roughly to the rising edge
of LI-voltage stress.
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13.3 Streamer Inception Field
Calculations of the streamer integral for higher pressures p ≥ 0.3 MPa and
longer needles L ≥ 3 mm are in a good agreement with the measured streamer
inception fields for the negative polarity. Especially the streamer calculation,
using experimentally obtained swarm data of 5% C4-FN and C5-FK
mixtures, show a very good agreement with measured inception field
strengths. For lower pressures of p = 0.1 MPa and 0.2 MPa the calculated
streamer inception field levels are systematically below the measured ones.
This relation was also observed in [Koch15] for CF4, C3F8, HFO1234ze(E),
SF6 and in [SeNB08] for SF6 at p = 0.2 MPa. Even using an X-ray source to
provide start electrons in CF4, SF6 and HFO1234ze(E), did not shift the
measured streamer inception field strengths exactly down to the theoretical
value [Koch15]. Possible reasons for this mismatch can be the choice of the
streamer constant, uncertainties in swarm data sets, current and light pulses
below the detection level, or deviations in field calculations, especially for
needle length of L = 1 mm, being sensitive for absolute length setting errors.
The measured positive needle polarity streamer inception field strength is
above the negative one in almost all cases. This can be related to lack of seed
electrons at positive polarity. This assumption was confirmed in [Koch15]
with the application of X-ray pulses at p = 0.2 MPa of SF6 and CF4. It reduced
the measured positive streamer inception field strength to the level of the
negative one, but not completely in HFO1234ze(E).

13.4 Statistical Time Lags ts
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13.4 Statistical Time Lags ts
For all investigated mixtures and both polarities statistical time lags in the
range from around ten seconds down to several ten nanoseconds are
measured, whereas the second time range corresponds to the maximum
experimental observable time and values below 700 ns appear during the
voltage rise.

Negative needle polarity
For negative needle polarity, the longest time lags ts typically appear around
the streamer inception field. With increasing field strength ts decrease,
showing a triangular pattern on plots with linear x- and logarithmic y-axis. In
the case of negative needle polarity, the main seed electron source for the first
streamer event should be the field emission from the needle tip. This process
should depend on the absolute field on the needle surface only. However, ts
seems to additionally depend also on gas pressure, gas type, and even the
needle length. In relation to macroscopic field strength on the needle tip Etip,
the following observations are made: For C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % at
p = 0.5 MPa ts is longer for a shorter needle. For C5-FK/CO2/O2
5 %/84 %/11 % at p = 0.5 MPa ts is more or less similar for both needle
lengths of L = 3 mm and 5 mm. For SF6/CO2 at L = 5 mm ts is pressure
independent, but depends on the mixtures.
For SF6/N2 5 %/95 % ts depends on L, p, and even slightly on D. Each of the
measurements can be well fitted with the Fowler-Nordheim Equitation (2.29)
by varying the field enhancement factor due to micro roughness on the needle
tip β. A complete physical picture of the influence of experimental parameters
on tf cannot be given. The pressure dependence of ts was described in
[Koch15] for C3F8, CF4, HFO1234ze(E) and for SF6 in [Bujo15].
The gas mixture as well as the pressure can have influence on the electron
attachment and detachment processes. The influence of the free electron
attachment preventing avalanche growth can be roughly estimated.
For L = 1 mm with background field strength enhancement of seven in front
of the tip, the relative inception background field is at around xbgnd = 0.4
resulting in (E/N)tip = 2.8·(E/N)crit. This value drops by a half in a distance of
z = 0.1 mm. According to Equation (2.27), the ionization probability
(1 − η/α) for SF6/N2 60 %/40 % will be above 90 % at the needle tip and at
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z = 0.1 mm around 70 %. The mean free electron path, of an electron emitted
from a needle tip can be estimated taking the parameters at z = 0.1 mm and
mean free path as 1/αeff, 1/α, and 1/η, respectively. The effective mean free
electron path is around 6 μm, mean free electron path between ionizing
collisions is around 4 μm, and mean free electron path between attaching
collisions is around 15 μm1. Consequently, the field enhancement extension
in front of the needle is wide enough, so the emitted electrons can perform
ionizing collisions.2
For other mixtures the probabilities are similar, making it very probable that
the electrons emitted from the tip will not get attached. A longer needle with
L = 5 mm, creates a background field strength enhancement of 20 with a
relative field strength of xbgnd = 0.1, making ionization slightly less probable.
Especially on the edge of the streamer criterion, the emission should be the
most dominant source of seed electrons, as at this point the initiation volume
Volint is small. So only if the electron starts on the tip, its path through the
overcritical field is long enough to fulfill the streamer criterion.
A significant change of the micro roughness or material composition on the
tip of the needle after breakdown could also play a role. But as the
measurements are repeated from the lowest to the highest field in several
iterations, from a statistical point of view, all possible tip surface micro
changes should have been presented also for fields around inception level.

1

For the calculations the values are used of (α/N)eff = 3.22·10-21,
α/N = 4.56·10-21, η/N = 1.34·10-21, and N = 5·1025.
2
If the field would extend only 1 μm, the electrons emitted from the tip would
probably path it without any collisions.
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Positive needle polarity
For positive needle polarity the measured streamer inception field strength
starts typically at a higher field values, compared to negative needle polarity.
In the starting field strength range, ts of up to ten seconds are detected,
showing a wide scatter range. For positive needle polarity no electrons are
provided by tip field emission. As the avalanche has to travel a certain
distance toward the tip to fulfill the streamer criterion, possible seed electrons
have to appear in the initiation volume Volinit which obtains a field strength
only slightly above the critical one, making a free electron attachment
probable. Consequently, the detachment from negative ions is assumed to be
the main seed electron source. With higher background field strength, the
initiation volume Volinit extends also towards the tip, and consequently the
field strength within it increases. The number of seed electrons increases, as
larger Volinit is available and the detachment rate increase as it is field
dependent [Koch15].
For the discussion of the time lag for positive needle polarity N2 is an
interesting example. N2 is a not attaching gas, which forms no negative ions.
For N2 no detachment should appear, except from small impurity fractions of
moisture and air owing to experimental conditions. This way, seed electrons
should be provided either by background irradiation or by electron field
emission from the counter plane electrode. The assumption of background
irradiation as the main mechanism would lead to long ts as concluded in
[Koch15] and shown in the following calculation example:
The estimation of ts can be done with the following assumptions: The
initiation volume Volinit extends across the whole spacing s. The high field
region in front of the needle tip contributes the most to the streamer integral.
There is no electron attachment. Consequently, all electrons appearing in a
cone in front of the needle are seed electrons. The whole cone volume can be
regarded as initiation volume Volinit. The cone volume is
Volinit = 1⁄3 ·AConeBase ·s
with
AConeBase = r2ConeBase ·π,
rConeBase = tan(φ) ·s,
and
φ = 0.5·2· arccos (1 − Ω⁄(2π) ).
For an angle of Ω = 0.1 sr, and spacing s = 14 mm, Volinit is around 0.1 cm3.
The assumption of electron generation rate due to the background irradiation
of Ṅ e = p·Volinit ·ṅ e = 2 bar · 0.1 cm3 · 5 cm-3 s-1 bar -1 = 1s-1 for N2
[WNPB88b] results in ts = 1 s. As the electron generation rate due to
background irradiation is field independent, time lags around one second
should also appear even at high applied field strengths.
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However, at some field strengths, instantaneous breakdowns appear, which
means that enough seed electrons are available. In this case, the counter
electrode could be the main electron source. Especially, after breakdowns
initiated on the needle tip have roughed the opposite region of the aluminium
electrode surface with spark roots, compare Figure 13.2.
Another picture can be valid for attaching gases, as the electrons emitted from
the counter electrode would be attached in the middle of the spacing where
the field strength is subcritical. These ions would drift towards the needle in
the overcritical field strength region and detach. With increasing field
strength, the emission would increase as does the critical volume in front of
the needle, reducing ts by this way. Consequently, the gas type and pressure
can play a role for ts.
As stated in [Koch15], ts for positive polarity cannot be good fitted with
available theoretical models.

Ω

Ω

zcrit

zcrit

Volinit

zmin

zmin
Volinit

_

+

Figure 13.3: Avalanche development starting in streamer initiation volume
Volinit for positive and negative needle polarity. The field strength is
indicated by red color. zmin is the minimal distance to the needle tip, at
which the seed electron can initiate a streamer discharge [Koch15].
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13.5 First Corona Charge Qc
The charge of the first streamer corona Qc is estimated to be in a range from
several pC around xbgnd = 0.1, to 10 nC around xbgnd = 0.9. The range of
scattering for a relative field strength value xbgnd is below one order of
magnitude. Charges for positive needle polarity are smaller than for negative
needle polarity. This is in agreement for SF 6 in [Bujo15] and for C3F8 in
[Koch15].
The measured scaled charges are higher in comparison to the theoretical
curve, but fit well its general shape, as can be seen in SF6/N2 5 %/95 % for
different pressures and needle lengths, see Figure 12.17. This observation is
in agreement with [Koch15], [Bujo15] and [SeNB08]. A very good match
could be achieved by shifting the theoretical curve, by decreasing the critical
field strength by 10 % and increasing the result of Equation (2.21) by a factor
of 8. This might be justified with the streamer length for short needles, which
was measured in [BSSK15] to be up to three times longer than expected
according to Equation (2.17). This corresponds to adaption of this equation
by not using (E/N)crit itself, but 2/3 or 4/5 of it. In addition, the geometry
factor g which was assumed to be 0.17 in [SNBV07] and 0.5 in [SeNB09]
and [Koch15] can be adjusted. However, also measuring uncertainties in
experiments cannot be excluded.
A special case shows CO2 with first negative corona charge above the other
measured values. This can be explained with its property as a not strongly
attaching gas, showing a wider streamer extension [SAPV17], [GaMT85],
[Gall87], and the assumption that for negative polarity the streamer extension
in CO2 would match with Equation (2.17) using 1/2 of (E/N)crit [SAPV17].
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13.6 Partial Discharge Activity
Positive needle polarity in general shows significantly less partial discharge
activity than the negative one. The partial discharge pulses are smaller and
appear with a lower frequency. This can be related to the lack of seed
electrons from positive tip, whereas they are provided for negative needle
polarity by field emission.
For negative needle polarity, almost all experiments show partial discharges
without a breakdown. For positive needle polarity, this is not always the case:
C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % at p = 0.5 MPa for L = 3 mm and 5 mm shows
no partial discharges at all. In SF6/CO2 at p = 0.5 MPa and L = 5 mm, partial
discharges are always followed by breakdowns. This is also the case for
SF6/N2 5 %/95 % at p = 0.5 MPa and L = 5 mm. At the same conditions, no
partial discharges are detected in SF6/N2 10 %/90 % and 2 %/98 %.
The exact partial discharge frequency is difficult to estimate as the observed
signals depend on the vertical oscilloscope resolution. Even at best resolution,
sometimes light signals but no current signals are detected. This can be either
related to glowing discharges without current flow, or to a current that is too
low to be detected. However, the detected partial discharge frequency
increases with higher applied background field strength, until only undelayed
breakdowns appear. For negative needle polarity, it can reach around hundred
MHz at the lowest detectable current level 1. For positive polarity, several
hundred kHz are measured.

1

This corresponds to around one discharge in 10 ns. The maximum
observations are of several peaks in one discharge of around 500 MHz. With
a rise time of 175 ps, the oscilloscope can resolute partial discharges near to
2 GHz.

13.7 Arrested Leader Appearance
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13.7 Arrested Leader Appearance
If in a gas mixture a leader breakdown takes place, then also arrested leader
are observable. The signal length related to arrested leader, the so called lead
time, at negative polarity is typically 200 ns to 1’500 ns for mixtures of
SF6/N2, and can be up to 5’000 ns for mixtures with SF6/CO2. For 5 %
C5-FK and C4-FN with CO2 and O2, up to 2’000 ns are measured. This time
scale matches with observation in C3F8 with up to 1’800 ns [Koch15]. For
positive polarity 200 ns are the typical case. The charge of identified arrested
leader is in a range from Q = 250 pC to 2’700 pC for negative needle polarity
and from Q = 100 pC to 270 pC for positive needle polarity.
Arrested leader can appear as single events, which is the most common case
for positive needle polarity, or as a leader sequence, appearing predominantly
at negative polarity. These leader sequences appear in a certain field strength
range and for most of the investigated mixtures. The measured current peak
usually increases from step to step. This sequence can stop or be followed by
a breakdown. An example for C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % is shown in
Figure 12.42. The time between the peaks is around 10 μs. This fits with
video recordings and current signal observations in SF6 of [SeNB08], where
two successive arrested leaders with a time interval of 15 μs are shown. It is
reported for SF6 that they occur in the same or in a part of the same channel,
when their time interval is below 30 μs [SeNB08]. Increasing current and
light peak signals can also be observed in Figure 12.22 before breakdown in
CO2. However, it is not clear if the signals are leader. The time between them
is of several 100 μs, making an leader propagation sequence improbable.
The inception background field strength of arrested leader for negative
polarity is typically around the breakdown inception field strength. For 5 %
C5-FK and C4-FN mixtures with CO2 and O2 (p = 0.5 MPa, L = 3 mm and
5 mm) the identified leader inception levels are significantly below the
breakdown inception field strength, for SF6/CO2 and SF6/N2 either slightly
above or below. However, the shown lowest arrested leader field is
determined with a sufficient clearly related signal patterns. Less clear patterns
at lower background field strength are not considered, so the arrested leader
inception level can be below the shown values. Photographic methods would
be necessary to identify the exact arrested leader level inception.
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While the arrested leader have an amplitude similar to the first pulse for
mixtures with N2, for mixtures with CO2 the arrested leader amplitude is
significantly lower.
In general, arrested leaders also appear for positive needle polarity. But their
determination is very challenging as partial discharges are very rare in
general. Furthermore, the amplitudes are lower and the patterns less unique.
In addition, the level of streamer-, breakdown-, and only undelayed
breakdown-inceptions are very close to each other, especially for L ≥ 3 mm
and p ≥ 0.3 MPa. However, for these experimental parameters, arrested
leader seems to appear at lower background field strengths in comparison to
the negative needle polarity.

13.8 Identification of the Breakdown Mechanism
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13.8 Identification of the Breakdown Mechanism
The mechanism of breakdowns appearing under different experimental
conditions are identified by comparing the measured signal pattern among
each other and taking reference literature into account.
First, SF6 at p = 0.2 MPa and L =1 mm is measured. The breakdown signal
for negative as well as for positive needle polarity show long partial discharge
sequences with the appearance of large pulses corresponding to the amplitude
of the first one, and several pulses before breakdown. These signal patterns
are matching with references of similar experimental conditions in [Bujo15]
and [Koch15] for SF6, known to be leader breakdowns.
N2, known to show streamer discharges [Graf05], [Schr01], [SMKH04],
[YiWi02], is measured at same experimental conditions as SF6. If a
breakdown takes places in N2, typically no partial discharges appear between
the first current pulse and breakdown. The breakdown appears in one step,
matching with the streamer mechanism description. tf is longer for negative
polarity, matching with measurements in [YiWi02] of faster N2 streamer
propagation for
positive
needle polarity in fields above
E/p ≥ 10 kV cm-1bar-1 corresponding to 40 Td.
Signals of CO2 show a breakdown pulse sequence for negative polarity
similar to N2, but with a current and light signal decreasing to zero between
the pulse initiating the breakdown and the breakdown itself. For positive
needle polarity several clear steps before breakdown take place. Both patterns
should be related to streamer processes according to measurements in
[SAPV17]. But a leader breakdown for the positive needle polarity cannot be
excluded completely.
SF6/N2 mixtures at p = 0.2 MPa and L = 1 mm show the change of the
breakdown mechanism with variation of the SF6 content. Above 60 % of SF6,
discharge signals are similar to pure SF6, suggesting a leader mechanism.
Below 40 % of SF6, the signals are similar to CO2 suggesting a streamer
mechanism. This assumptions are valid for negative needle polarity. The
breakdown signal pattern for positive polarity remains unchanged for all
SF6/N2 mixing range, only N2 is significantly different.
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Consequently, the breakdown mechanism can be identified predominantly by
the appearance of arrested leader and the breakdown step number for negative
needle polarity. For positive needle polarity the identification is challenging
as partial discharges are rare and the breakdown pattern for streamer and
leader seems to be similar. Accordingly, the breakdown process is related to
negative polarity, assuming that a leader breakdown for positive polarity
takes place at similar or lower level.

13.9 Time to Breakdown tbd and Formative Time Lag tf
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13.9 Time to Breakdown tbd and
Formative Time Lag tf
The time from voltage application to breakdown tbd takes from around ten
seconds down to instantaneous breakdowns. The long tbd at low background
field strengths are dominated by ts for negative as well as for positive needle
polarity. From a certain field strength value, for both polarities, ts is negligible
short and partial discharges not present, so tbd depends just on the breakdown
propagation time tp.
In the medium background field strength ranges, and negative needle
polarity, tbd tends to be dominated by tf, as long partial discharge sequences
take place. For positive needle polarity ts is more dominant as partial
discharges are rare and the breakdown field strength is lower. This difference
can be a lower charge needed for leader propagation at positive polarity,
reducing the number of arrested leader before breakdown [SeNB08].
Formative time lags of up to 100 ms are observed for the smallest applied
fields, where breakdowns appear. With increasing background field strength,
tf decreases and finally equals tp for undelayed breakdowns. Three typical tf
regions can be identified: The first region at low background fields is
observed only for SF6/N2 mixtures at p = 0.2 MPa and L = 1 mm with
relatively long tf of 100 ms to 100 μs. The second region at medium fields,
appears in all mixtures. Here, tf shows a wide scattering from 100 μs down to
undelayed breakdowns. In the third region, at highest applied background
fields, tf corresponds to tp, as no partial discharge takes place. These regions
appear for both needle polarities. For positive polarity, the second region
usually shows significantly shorter tf, with a high fraction of undelayed
breakdowns.
It has to be taken into account that even a long tf does not necessarily mean a
partial discharge occurrence. For N2 no partial discharge are detected between
the first pulse and breakdown. Furthermore, for SF6/N2 up to 20 % SF6 at
p = 0.2 MPa and L = 1 mm, no significant partial discharge activity is
detected between the first pulse and breakdown.
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13.10 Leader Breakdown Propagation Time tp
In stepped leader breakdown literature, tp is defined as leader propagation
time, or “… the time the stepped leader propagation needs to bridge the
complete gas gap and transform to a spark” [Bujo15] [Koch15].
Consequently, tp is not given for configurations, where a streamer breakdown
is assumed, as in SF6/N2 at p = 0.2 MPa for SF6 ≤ 40 %, and for pure N2 and
CO2. Further, tp of the restrike leader sequence is debatable. For discharge
sequences as shown for a 5 % C4-FN mixture in Figure 12.42, tp could be
assumed to cover the whole sequence before breakdown, which would take
45 μs for five steps. This could be reasonable, as from step to step the
measured peak current and corresponding light emission is growing. The
related time intervals are around 10 μs. The combination can mean a leader
restrike in the same channel [SeNB08]. According to the streamer corona
extension and assuming each leader step would increase L with the previous
streamer corona length (see Figure 11.11), the first step would have, at a
relative background field strength of xbgnd = 0.32, a length around 1 mm. The
consecutive steps would additionally add to the combination of needle length
with leader length around 2 mm, 3 mm, and 5 mm respectively, bridging the
whole spacing of s = 1 mm. On the other hand, these long times were never
considered by evaluation in [Bujo15], [Koch15] and [SeNB08]. For example,
in [SeNB08] for SF6 a leader pulse 15 μs before breakdown for negative
polarity is shown, but tp is considered to consist of leader steps just before
breakdown taking approximately 400 ns. Simultaneously in [Bujo15]
measurements and calculations for SF6 provided a breakdown leader
propagation time of several 100 ns. C3F8 investigations in [Koch15] showed
the same order of magnitude for tp with up to 1 μs for negative tip, and up to
200 ns for a positive tip.
Consequently, for evaluation here, it can be concluded that even if a long
leader sequence before the breakdown appears, only the leader steps
appearing directly before the breakdown are taken into account. The
measurements show a tp in ranges independent from the gas mixtures, for
negative needle polarity predominantly from tp = 100 ns to 1.5 μs, and for
positive polarity predominantly from tp = 30 ns to 200 ns. These timescales
are in a good match with observations in [Bujo15] and [Koch15], and are the
lower limit for the time a breakdown needs to develop. tp decreases slightly
with increasing reduced background field strength, but the order of
magnitude is independent from the applied field strength.

13.11 Breakdown Propagation Step Number
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13.11 Breakdown Propagation Step Number
The number of leader steps during tp is different for negative and positive
needle polarity. For negative polarity usually one to four peaks are the case,
for positive polarity three to eleven prominent peaks can be observed. The
step number increases with a higher fraction of SF6 and with increasing
pressure and needle length. These observations are matching with
measurements of [NiUW89] in SF6. There it is reported that the critical
charge to ignite a leader for positive polarity was ten times lower than for a
negative one, and also the leader formation time for positive polarity was one
order of magnitude lower.
Especially for positive needle polarity, the exact number of breakdown steps
is difficult to determine, as also the arrested leader can have a stepped
structure in current and light signals as shown, e.g. in Figure 12.9 (c, d),
Figure 12.12 (e, f), Figure 12.25 and Figure 12.33 (c, d). It is not clear if these
signals consist of several leader steps, or if one leader has a step-like pattern.
In the case of the step-like pattern, the number of breakdown steps can be two
or three times lower than estimated. Photographic methods would be
necessary to register the exact step number.

14. Conclusion
According to performed experiments observing the breakdown development,
the following conclusions can be drawn concerning pressurized gas mixtures
containing a strongly attaching component:
There is no significant difference between breakdown development in pure
SF6, and its mixtures with N2 or CO2. Furthermore, mixtures of
C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 % and C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % show a
similar leader breakdown development process in strongly non-uniform field
distribution. Leader signals (arrested as well as breakdown) show the similar
typical pattern, known from SF6, for all mixtures. However, the clearest
pattern does not necessarily occur for the highest pressure.
The breakdown mechanism depends on experimental parameters. A certain
mixture, with several percent of strongly attaching gas, can obtain a streamer
as well as a leader breakdown. The probability of a transition from streamer
to leader breakdown mechanism increases with a higher content of strongly
attaching gas, higher pressure, and a longer needle creating a higher field
enhancement.
In the experiments performed, it is more difficult to characterize discharges
for positive needle polarity. While the leader breakdown mechanism for
negative polarity can be well identified, for positive polarity the current and
light signal appearance seems to be very similar for streamer and leader, or
only leader breakdowns take place at positive polarity. Positive needle
polarity shows a similar breakdown inception field as the negative one for
low pressure (p = 0.1 MPa and 0.2 MPa) and short needle of L = 1 mm. For
higher pressures and longer needles the breakdown inception fields are lower
for positive polarity than for the negative polarity. Consequently, either
different breakdown mechanisms are valid for different polarities. Or the
leader breakdown mechanism is valid for both polarities. In this case, the field
for positive polarity leader has at least the same level as the negative polarity
leader, or is below it. However, processes at positive needle polarity are more
difficult to identify with obtainable current and light signal patterns.
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14. Conclusion

While the statistical time lag for negative needle polarity can be described
well by cold field emission theory, the appearance of the seed electrons for
positive polarity is not well understood and modeled yet. It seems to be a
combination of background irradiation, detachment, and field emission from
the counter electrode.
In high voltage GIS and GIL, operating at pressures above
p = 0.5 MPa, leader breakdown will be most probably the dominant
mechanism even for mixtures with a small fraction of strongly attaching gas
of few percent. It can be expected that in GIS and GIL using C5-FK/CO2/O2
5 %/84 %/11 % and C4-FN/CO2/O2 5 %/90 %/5 % at p ≥ 0.5 leader
breakdown will take place when large protrusions are present.
Mixtures of C5-FK/CO2/O2 5 %/84 %/11 % and C4-FN/CO2/O2
5 %/90 %/5 % show no formation of solid decomposition products on the
needle tip (after around 100 breakdowns, each below 6 J).

15. Outlook
As the final goal, breakdown voltage for real electrode geometries and
voltage wave shapes should be predicted and validated. As the next steps for
this propose, several specific gas mixtures should be chosen and investigated.
A mixture consisting of well known compounds with available parameters
necessary for calculations (e.g. SF6/N2 or SF6/CO2), and a novel alternative
gas mixture.
For breakdown reference data, either experimental data from literature should
be taken, or breakdown experiments should be performed.
For the breakdown prediction, applicability of the model of M. Seeger and
L. Niemeyer et al. [NiUW89], [SeNB09], [SeNB08], [Bujo15], [Koch15] can
be checked. This model needs as input parameters: swarm data, characteristic
times and charges, as well as thermal parameters. Swarm data for overcritical
fields up to ten times above the critical field strength can be calculated, if
cross section sets are available. Another possibility is a direct measurement
with pulsed Townsend experiment at low pressures, if the gas mixture show
no pressure dependence. Characteristic times, as well as charges, can be
obtained in time lag experiments. This should be done for a wide pressure
range and different needle lengths. This will allow to observe transition points
of different phenomena, and enable to fit the parameters for a wide range.
The geometrical parameters of the discharge can be good estimated with
available modelling equations linking field distributions, measured charges,
and time parameters. However, they have to be correlated and validated with
photographical measurements of a real breakdown development process.
This will enable to observe the kind of breakdown mechanism, exact streamer
corona extension, streamer channel radius, the kind of breakdown
mechanism, arrested leader onset voltage, as well as the exact number of
leader steps, its length, and radius.
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15. Outlook

For the description of the leader channel, temperature dependent dissociation
parameters have to be available. They can be found either in literature, or
calculated with a special software from the molecular structure.
In the first step, the modeling should be applied for a mixture of well known
components. So the calculated partial parameters from different modelling
parts can be compared with real data. This way the modeling can be validated,
and adapted if necessary. In the final step the prediction model should be
applied to the novel gas mixture and the results compared with real
breakdown data.

Appendix
Table A.1 shows peak breakdown voltage Ubd in air for T°C = 20°C and
p = 101.3 kPa for a relative humidity of 50 % and corrected to a relative
humidity of 0 %, for sphere-sphere electrodes according to IEC 60052 in
comparison to calculated values. The deviation of Ubd is calculated with
Ubd,calculated −Ubd,IEC 60052, humidity 0 %
Ubd,IEC 60052, humidity 0 %

·100 %. Ubd IEC 60052 values are taken from table 2 of

IEC 60052 “Peak values of disruptive discharge voltages (U50 values in
impulse tests) in kV for alternating voltages at power frequencies, full
lightning and switching impulse voltages of negative polarity and direct
voltages of both polarities”. The values and corrected to 50 % and 0 %
relative humidity according to clause 6, (2) in IEC 60052. Calculation based
on swarm data [HaFr19] and Kstr = 9.15 [Petc95].
Table A.1: Comparision of breakdown results, calculated data with reference
data from literature for air. Originally presented in [PFDS21].
electrode electrode
field
Ubd IEC 60052 (in kV) Ubd, calculated
radius r spacing s uniformity
for
(in mm) (in mm)
(in %)
(in kV)
relative humidity
50 %
0%

deviation
of Ubd
(in %)

10

2.5

92.2

9.6

9.4

9.5

+1.1

25

2.5

96.8

9.6

9.4

9.5

+1.1

10

5

85.3

17.4

17.1

16.7

-2.3

31.25

5

94.9

17.2

16.9

16.9

+0.0

75

5

97.8

16.8

16.5

17

+3.0

10

10

74.3

30.7

30.2

29.6

-2.0

31.25

10

90.2

31.9

31.4

30.6

-2.5

125

10

97.4

31.7

31.2

30.8

-1.3

10

15

66.7

40.0

39.3

41.1

+4.6

31.25

15

85.8

45.5

44.7

43.7

-2.2

125

15

96.1

45.5

44.7

44.2

-1.1
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Table A.2 shows AC peak breakdown voltage Ubd and density reduced field
(E/N)bd of air in uniform field for temperature of T°C = 20°C from Dakin et
al. [DLOV74] in comparison to calculated values. In [DLOV74] only the
pressure spacing product ps is given. The deviation is calculated with
Ubd,calc −Ubd,ref
Ubd,ref

·100 %. Ubd,ref values are taken from [DLOV74] table C2 -

“Breakdown voltages of air in a uniform field”. Calculation based on swarm
data [HaFr19] and Kstr = 9.15 [Petc95].

Table A.2: Comparison of breakdown results, calculated data with reference
data from literature for air. Originally presented in [PFDS21].
ps from electrode pressure Ubd,ref Ubd,calc (E/N)bd,ref (E/N)bd,calc deviation of
Dakin et al. spacing s
p
ref. and
(in bar·mm) (in mm) (in bar) (in kV) (in kV) (in Td) (in Td) calc. (in %)
3
2.5
1.2
11.2
10.9
151
147
-2.6
5

2.5

2

16.8

16.7

136

135

-0.7

10

2.5

4

31.7

30.3

128

123

-3.9

15

2.5

6

45.5

43.6

123

118

-4.1

5

5

1

16.8

16.7

136

135

-0.7

10

5

2

31.7

30.3

128

123

-3.9

20

5

4

59.0

56.9

119

115

-3.4

30

5

6

86.0

82.8

116

112

-3.4

10

10

1

31.7

30.3

128

123

-3.9

20

10

2

59.0

56.8

119

115

-3.4

30

10

3

86.0

82.7

116

112

-3.4

40

10

4

112

108.5

113

110

-2.7
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Table A.3 shows AC peak breakdown voltage Ubd and density reduced field
(E/N)bd of SF6 in uniform field for temperature of T°C = 25°C from Dakin et
al. [DLOV74] in comparison to calculated values. In [DLOV74] only the
pressure spacing product ps is given. The deviation is calculated with
Ubd,calc −Ubd,ref
Ubd,ref

·100 %. Ubd,ref values are taken from [DLOV74] table D3 -

“AC Breakdown voltages of SF6 in a uniform field”. Calculation based on
swarm data [Asch85] and Kstr = 10.5 [Petc95].

Table A.3: Comparison of breakdown results, calculated data with reference
data from literature for SF6. Originally presented in [PFDS21].
ps from electrode pressure Ubd,ref Ubd,calc (E/N)bd,ref (E/N)bd,calc deviation of
Dakin et al. spacing s
p
ref. and
(in bar·mm) (in mm) (in bar) (in kV) (in kV) (in Td) (in Td) calc. (in %)
1
1
1
9.5
9.2
391
379
+3.1
1

2

0.5

9.5

9.21

391

379

+3.1

4

2

2

35.3

35.52

363

366

-0.8

1

3

0.33

9.5

9.19

391

378

+3.3

4

3

1.33

35.3

35.5

363

365

-0.6

1

5

0.2

9.5

9.19

391

378

+3.3

4

5

0.8

35.3

35.5

363

365

-0.6

8

5

1.6

70.5

70.57

363

363

+0.0

10

5

2

89.0

88.11

366

363

+0.8

1

10

0.1

9.5

9.18

391

378

+3.3

4

10

0.4

35.3

35.49

363

365

-0.6

8

10

0.8

70.5

70.57

363

363

+0.0

10

10

1

89.0

88.11

366

363

+0.8

20

10

2

170

175.81

349

362

-3.7

1

15

0.066

9.5

9.2

391

379

+3.1

4

15

0.266

35.3

35.5

363

365

-0.6

8

15

0.533

70.5

70.58

363

363

+0.0

10

15

0.666

89.0

88.12

366

363

+0.8

20

15

1.33

170

175.82

349

362

-3.7

30

15

2

253

263.52

347

362

-4.3
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